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SECTION 6: GREEN-BLUE FUTURE

Issue 1: Climate change and building design
Q.6.1. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED

Support for all options noted.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

All seem sensible, but it is unclear how they will be enforced. For
example, how will “minimising the potential for reliance on air
conditioning” be achieved? Will the Council refuse to grant
planning permission for the installation of air conditioning units on
new developments or their retrofitting on existing ones?

Noted.
Planning policies are enforced through the development
management process. All applications are assessed against all
relevant development plan policies. Where an application is
deemed to be contrary to the objectives of a certain policy this
could be a reason contributing towards a refusal to grant planning

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
permission. However, the benefits and drawbacks of every
application is weighed against all relevant development plan policy.
Therefore, just because an application is contrary to a single policy
does not necessarily mean it will be refused. For example, the case
officer may take the view that there are considerable benefits
associated with another aspect of the application that outweigh the
disbenefits associated with the installation of an air conditioning
unit and decide to grant planning permission. This is how planning
application must be determined in accordance with planning
legislation.
It is worth highlighting that if certain works do not require planning
permission the Council cannot enforce planning policy.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

The diagram at page 41 is helpful in giving a brief explanation of
the terms ‘zero and net zero carbon’, the ‘circular economy’ and
‘whole life carbon footprint’. But it must be recognised that this
language, when used in the context, of spatial plans is only
gradually becoming comprehensible to the public.

Noted re the use of jargon and technical language. Climate change
and sustainability are technical subject areas and we have tried to
simplify the language used in the issues and options consultation as
much as possible. We will look at the language used in this section
again with the aim to further simplify it and to remove the use of
jargon where possible.

The way in which the options on Issue 1 are presented is heavy on
jargon and we find these difficult to understand and comment on. The poll results shown on pg. 41 of the issues and option document
are the results of the GiveMyView poll we ran during the Borough
The image at 6.5 and ‘Q2’ showing poll results on prioritisation of Issues consultation. The question asked respondents to prioritise
potentially conflicting demands is confusing? What are the small the 4 objectives (sustainable building and design, preservation of
figures shown? These seem to conflict with the highest/lowest
heritage, etc.). Preservation of heritage was given the highest
scores?
priority by respondents, followed by sustainable building and
design. We note that the list includes potential conflicting demands,
On option 1 there would seem to be sense in combining the
address conflicting demands is often very much part of planning.
various existing requirements for applications to be accompanied The small figures are a reference to the question number.
by energy statements, flood prevention statements into a single

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

composite climate change statement. But unless there are
sufficient staff with expertise to assess these, and some form of
monitoring and follow up, there are high risks of simply adding to
documentation sought from and provided by a myriad of
consultants, to no substantive effect.

The suggestion of combining the requirements of an energy
statement, flood prevention statement etc. into a single climate
change statement is noted. However, this is not something we can
influence at the Local Plan level. We must be in general conformity
with the London Plan which sets out requirements for energy
strategies and flood prevention strategies. In addition, combining
Whole Life Cycle Carbon
statements into one would not change the fact that different
A whole life cycle approach must surely make sense, but may well Council officers would have to review different sections of the
not be in the interests of commercial developers who have little or statement – e.g. flooding, energy, etc. Therefore, it would not
no financial interest in the long term performance of what they
improve the efficiency of their review.
build.
Support for whole lifecycle carbon noted.
Energy hierarchy – Be Lean:
Option 1 seems an obvious starting point. We do not have the
Support for option 1 noted under Energy hierarchy – Be Lean noted.
technical knowledge to distinguish between or comment on
Options 2 and 3. Overheating of extensively glazed residential
Comment regarding overheating caused by poor building design is
towers seems an obvious example of where developers design
noted. The aim of an overheating policy in the New Local Plan will
buildings on the basis of marketing considerations, with significant be to encourage developers, particularly for major development, to
long-term costs to users in subsequently paying for energy
reduce internal overheating risk through design by considering
consumption on cooling measures that were not needed in the
glazing ratio, materials etc to avoid exactly this problem. This is the
first place, given adequate design,
purpose of London Plan Policy SI 4 and is expanded upon in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 5).
Ladbroke
Circular economy: option 1:
Association
Agree generally. However, the option’s reference to ‘circular
(Sophia Lambert) economy principles’ seems to apply chiefly to large developments.
The vast majority of planning applications are for small
developments, usually involving alterations or extensions to
existing buildings.. Some way needs to be found of ensuring the
principles are applied to the proposals which do not qualify as
“major”.

Circular economy:
General support for circular economy option 1 noted.
We will be going a step further than the London Plan 2021 by
requiring all major development to submit a circular economy
statement. The London Plan only requires major referable
development to do so.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Whole life-cycle carbon: option 1
It is important that all aspects are taken into account, e.g. the
materials which are used (material sourced in China may be
cheaper but is globally more polluting); the amount of heat the
building generates and/or reflects; and minimising air pollution.
There will also be a need for monitoring and enforcement.
Increasingly, planning conditions may be insufficient as they tend
to be forgotten when owners change; we need to look to ways e.g. through Section 106 agreements – whereby covenants are
entered on the deeds (unless this itself can be achieved through a
planning condition).
Energy hierarchy – Be Lean:
Option 1: We agree that all development proposals should follow
the principles of the whole life-cycle carbon approach
Option 2: We would like to be more ambitious and aim for an
improvement rather than simply no reduction in carbon
emissions..
Option 3: This needs to include energy consumption resulting from
a system or process in the building on which the Building
Regulations do not impose a requirement, e.g. For example, this
may include energy consumption from systems integral to the
building and its operation, e.g. lifts, escalators, refrigeration
systems and lighting systems (where there may need to be
planning conditions restricting the hours when external lights can
be used, or e.g. mandating movement-sensitive lights - although
these have their problems where there is vegetation nearby) .
Again there will need to be a system of enforcement.

We will not be extending the requirement for a circular economy
statement to minor schemes as this would be too onerous and
prohibitive for small scale schemes. However, we are encouraging
all development schemes to consider and incorporate circular
economy principles in accordance with the guidance set out in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 3). We are already seeing
applications come in where the applicant has set out how they have
incorporated circular economy principles into the design of their
proposals within their planning and/or design and access
statements in response to the Greening SPD. This indicates that
even though they are not required to submit a circular economy
statement applicants for minor development schemes are
voluntarily considering these principles within their designs.

Energy hierarchy – Be Clean: Option 1:
Agree in principle, but for smaller buildings there is still no really

Whole life-cycle carbon:
General support for whole lifecycle carbon option 1 noted.
It is important to note that the requirement to submit a whole
lifecycle carbon assessment does not include a requirement to
reduce whole lifecycle emissions. It simply asks applicants to
document emissions and compare them against established
benchmarks. That said, we are already seeing applications come in
where applicants are implementing identifying alternative designs
to reduce their whole lifecycle emissions based on the results on the
benchmarking within the whole lifecycle assessment.
Comment noted regarding monitoring. The Council will secure postconstruction requirements through a s106 agreement. There is no
other way of doing so through the current planning system and
regulations.

Respondent
Name

Comments
good way of effective heating to replace gas central heating at an
affordable cost, and we will need to await better technology for
the replacement of gas central heating. As regards cooling, the
main way forward in the immediate future for small building
should be to persuade owners that air conditioners are not
needed in our climate given that, even with global heating, the
number of weeks when there is a real need for air conditioning is
strictly limited. Other cooling methods should be encouraged –
natural ventilation and/ mechanical ventilation with heat
recovery, blinds and shutters, avoiding windows facing the sun
etc.
Energy hierarchy – Be Green: Option 1:
We agree that all development should maximise opportunities for
renewable energy sources, such as solar PV and air source heat
pumps, on-site. However, as noted above, heat pumps in the
present state of technology are unlikely to be suited for
retrofitting to residential properties other than large houses.
There could also be a conflict with conservation policy where a
large external structure is required.

Council response

Energy hierarchy – Be Lean:
Comments noted. Be Green option 2 does not refer to no increase
in carbon emissions. It refers to a requirement for all major
development to be net zero + to achieve a percentage on-site
reduction in carbon emissions beyond Building Regulations. This
would result in a reduction in carbon emissions.
Support for option 3 noted. It is important to note that building
regulations 2013 Part L, does include certain operational emissions
such as those from fixed building services. It may be too onerous to
set requirements for unregulated emissions in planning policy as the
developer typically has no influence over these.
Energy hierarchy – Be Clean:
General support for Be Clean option 1 noted. We agree regarding
the need for technology to catch up so that an effective and
affordable method of heating is available to the average
householder that can replace gas central heating systems.

Suggestion noted regarding cooling and persuading homeowners
Energy hierarchy – Be Seen: Option 1:
not to use air conditioning systems. We aim to introduce an
We agree in principle that all development should build in energy overheating policy in the New Local Plan in conformity with Policy SI
monitoring and report systems, but we are not clear how this will 4 of the London Plan 2021. This will encourage all applicants to
apply to smaller projects.
reduce reliance on air conditioning by suggesting they adhere to the
London Plan cooling hierarchy, which prioritises other cooling
Third-Party Standards: Option 1:
methods, placing air conditioning at the bottom of the list. This was
We agree that major non-residential development should meet
outlined in the Overheating section of the Issues and Options
BREEAM ‘excellent’ standard. We have some concern about using consultation.
the passivhaus certification, as it seems to cause over-heating
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Comments

Council response

problems which are yet to be resolved. It also only works well if
windows are kept closed, which is not desirable in the post-covid
era.

Energy hierarchy – Be Green:
Support for Be Green option 1 noted. As mentioned above, we
agree that technology needs to catch up so that a cost-effective
alternative to gas central heating is available.

Overheating: Option 1:
We agree strongly that all new development should minimise the Comment re heat pumps in conservation areas noted. This will be
potential for internal overheating and reliance on air conditioning considered when drafting the policy.
systems.
Energy Hierarchy – Be Seen:
General support for Be Seen option 1 noted. In minor development
we encourage applicants to incorporate smart energy and water
meters so that owners can monitor their consumption. However,
there will not be a reporting element for minor development as this
would be too onerous for small scale homeowner development for
example.
Third-party standards:
Support for requiring major non-residential development to meet
BREEAM ‘excellent’ standard noted.
Concern regarding overheating associated with Passivhaus
certification noted. The Council does not intend to set Passivhaus as
a requirement.
Overheating:
Strong support for overheating option 1 noted.
Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Circular Economy Option 1
Whole Life Cycle Carbon Option 1
Energy Hierarchy – Be Lean Option 2
See Q6.2

Support for circular economy and whole lifecycle carbon options
noted. We have provided a response on your comments on Q6.2.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Energy Hierarchy – Be Clean Option 1 See Q6.2
Energy Hierarchy – Be Green Option 1 See Q6.2
Energy Hierarchy – Be Seen Option 1
See Q6.2
Third Party Standards Option 1
See Q6.2
Overheating Option 1
See Q6.2
Greg Hammond

I strongly support the principles of the Circular Economy and
Whole Life Cycle Carbon, which takes into account the carbon
costs of construction, operation and dismantling; these militate
strongly towards medium rise, high-density development such as
most of the conservation areas of RBKC.
On the Energy Hierarchy:
Be Lean - Option 1 seems the most reasonable/achievable;
Be Clean - is probably only achievable for the largest
developments realistically;
Be Green – strongly support: Net Zero is not just about reducing
the energy consumption of existing buildings, which is difficult, but
also about energy generation;
Be Seen – is this an unnecessary cost?
On Third Party Standards, it is interesting that this idea from the
HCSC's Housing Safety and Healthy Homes working group report is
picked up.
On Overheating I support the principle, but note that medium rise

Support for circular economy and whole life cycle carbon noted.
Support for Be Lean option 1 noted.
Comment re Be Clean option 1 noted. Yes, likely only larger scale
developments will be able to deliver heat networks, but option 1
seeks to require all major development to be designed with the
ability to connect to a future heat network or distribution system.
Strong support for Be Green option 1 noted.
Comment regarding Be Seen option 1 noted. This option is largely
already in place through Policy SI 2 of the London Plan. We are
required under the planning regulations to ensure our Local Plan is
in general conformity with the London Plan.
Comment re third party standards is noted.
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Name

Comments

Council response

traditional buildings (as per 75% of the borough) are less
vulnerable than modern, glass-and-steel construction.

General support for overheating option 1 noted.

Fernando Chueca Replacement of old boilers
Reduction of usage of private cars

Comments noted. However, the replacement of boilers is not
something we can influence through Local Plan policy.
Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. In addition, the Council no longer allows development to
provide off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over
time lead to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within
the Borough.

Exhibition Road
Cultural Group
(Emily Candler)

I support RBKC in pushing for the highest environmental
standards.

Support noted.

Natural History
Museum (Adam
Donovan)

As set out in the NHM’s response to the previous Issues
consultation, the NHM is actively engaged in educating the public
about climate change and is going above and beyond by
dedicating its Grounds to the UNP for scientific research and to
educate visitors. It understands the challenges faced and is an
advocate for actively tackling climate change. The NHM is,
however, an historic asset within a Conservation Area. Whilst it is
aiming to be net zero carbon by 2035, the NHM recognises that
there is a difficult balance between bringing historic assets up to
high sustainability standards whilst also preserving the special
architectural interest. The NHM encourages the Council to
recognise this within the new Local Plan. New materials and
technologies are emerging and the NHM encourages the Council

NHM’s comments are noted.
The Council agrees that whilst we should require and actively
encourage new development to meet the highest possible
environmental and sustainability standards. We must also ensure
the Borough’s heritage and architecture is protected from harm.
The New Local Plan will include a policy specific to retrofit of
existing buildings, including Listed Buildings and those within
Conservation Areas. The policy will acknowledge that by their
nature historic buildings may not be able to meet the same
standards as those that are being newly constructed. We will only
encourage and support appropriate and sensitive retrofit of existing
buildings.
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to accept that these do not necessarily have to have a negative
effect on the character of historic assets.
Grove and
Energy Hierarchy - Be Green but Third Party carbon offsets should Support for energy hierarchy Be Green noted.
Company (Roger not be persuade.
Grove)
The option for carbon offsets will be a last result. New Local Plan
Policy will seek the maximum amount of on-site intervention and
reduction of carbon emissions in all instances.
Elizabeth Ashley

Support all options.

Support for all options noted.

Circular Economy. Upgrade existing buildings. External noise from Comment regarding external noise generated by heating and
heating and cooling plants must be monitored and controlled with cooling plants noted. The Council carefully controls the impact of
strict council limits set.
noise and vibration generating sources which affect residential
amenity both during the construction and operational phases of
development through Policy CE6 of the existing Local Plan. This
includes external noise from plant and building services. We aim to
maintain and enhance this policy approach in the New Local Plan.
Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

The PLA in principle supports the objectives presented in this
The PLAs support in principle for all proposed options is noted.
section including the requirement for developments to be net
zero. For information in November 2020 the PLA announced plans
to more than halve its carbon emissions within five years and
achieve Net Zero by 2040, or sooner. Furthermore the PLA would
be supportive of the use of innovative materials, techniques and
technology to assist in the retrofitting of existing buildings to
ensure greater sustainability. Currently for any works proposed in
the Tidal Thames itself, it is must be shown that consideration has
been given to the use of green technologies as part of any
proposals, see the below link for further information:
http://www.pla.co.uk/Environment/Green-Technologies-on-River-

Respondent
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Thames-Structures
As part of the whole life cycle of development, the PLA considers Comment regarding Cremorne Wharf is noted. The New Local Plan
that the promotion and use of the boroughs only Safeguarded
will continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste management,
Wharf at Cremorne Wharf for waterborne freight must continue water transport and cargo handling purposes.
to be supported, particularly with regard to promoting the use of
the river for freight transport and this must be highlighted as part
of the new Local Plan.
RBKC Earl's Court ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED
Ward (Malcolm
SPALDING)

Support for all options noted.

Linda Wade

Circular Economy: Option 1

Support for circular economy option 1 noted.

• Agree

Support for whole lifecycle carbon option 1 noted.

Whole Life-Cycle Carbon: Option 1

Support for energy hierarchy - Be Lean option 1 noted.

• Agree

Comment re Be Lean option 2 noted. To clarify, this does not relate
to a previous building. It refers to a reduction beyond Building
Regulations which is a standard all buildings must adhere to.

Energy hierarchy – Be Lean: Option 1
• Agree

• Disagree: There should be a standard and not relate to the
previous building

Comment noted re Be Clean option 1. We will consider the most
appropriate and effective wording for this policy when drafting the
policy for the New Local Plan. It is worth highlighting that the
Government is consulting on a heat network zoning strategy which
may add weight to the aims of this option and allow the Council to
be more prescriptive in the New Local Plan.

Option 3:

Support for Be Green option 1 noted.

Option 2:

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

•
Energy hierarchy – Be Clean: Option 1:

Support for Be Seen option 1 noted.

• In principle agree but “explore” is a totally ineffective word.

Support for Third Party standards option 1 noted.

Energy hierarchy – Be Green:
Option 1:

Support for Overheating option 1 noted.

• Agree
Energy hierarchy – Be Seen:
Option 1:
• Agree
Third-Party Standards:
Option 1:
• Agree
Overheating: Option 1:
• Agree
TfL Planning,
Transport for
London (Richard
Carr)

Section 6 – Green-Blue Future

TfL’s comments are noted, and we agree that a reduction in road
traffic will help to deliver the objectives of this section of the Issues
We note the importance of road transport and would welcome
and Options consultation whilst also contributing to improving local
stronger policies on reducing its impact on air quality which can be air quality and reducing noise and vibration.
achieved through measures to reduce vehicle use. As well as

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

improving air quality, measures to reduce the impacts of road
transport have an important role in tackling climate change and
reducing noise and vibration. A reduction in travel by car will help
to contribute to the aims and objectives set out here.

Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport.

Routes that are designed for active travel can be successfully
integrated with green infrastructure. TfL has produced guidance In addition, the Council no longer allows development to provide
on how green infrastructure can contribute to the Healthy Streets off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over time lead
Approach:
to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within the
Borough.
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/contributions-of-gi-to-healthy-streetsapproach.pdf.
Under Issue 3 – Pollution of Section 11 of the Issues and Options
consultation we also set out options for requiring development to
contribute towards significantly expanding elective vehicle charging
infrastructure across the Borough, with the aim to incentivise the
uptake of EVs, which will in turn improve local air quality.
Issue 6 – green infrastructure of section 6 of the Issues and Options
consultation considers options for green infrastructure policy in the
New Local Plan. Guidance on how green infrastructure can
contribute to healthy streets approach noted. We will certainly
review this and consider it when drafting the green infrastructure
policy.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Circular economy – option 1
Whole life-cycle carbon – option 1
Energy hierarchy – Be Lean – option 2
Energy hierarchy – Be Clean – option 1
Energy hierarchy – Be Green – option 1
Energy hierarchy – Be Seen – option 1

Supported options noted.
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Third-party Standards – option 1
Overheating – option 1
Mr (Andrew
Jamieson)

Balance between heritage restrictions and energy efficiency,
example double glazing on listed buildings.
Avoid costly and impractical (for urban ares) schemes like heat
pumps.
Avoid elimination of gas boilers: use hydrogen.

Comments noted.
We agree that whilst we should require and actively encourage new
development to meet the highest possible environmental and
sustainability standards. We must also ensure the Borough’s
heritage and architecture is protected from harm. The New Local
Plan will include a policy specific to retrofit of existing buildings,
including Listed Buildings and those within Conservation Areas. The
policy will acknowledge that by their nature historic buildings may
not be able to meet the same standards as those that are being
newly constructed. We will only encourage and support appropriate
and sensitive retrofit of existing buildings.
Lack of support for heat pumps noted. However, alongside solar
technology, heat pumps are the only renewable technologies
appropriate for use in the Borough, and we are required through
London Plan Policy SI 2 to support development in maximising on
site renewable energy generation. We agree that technology needs
to catch up so that a cost-effective alternative to gas central heating
is available.
Elimination of gas boilers is not something we can influence through
planning policy.

Tom Bennett

I support 'Energy Hierarchy - Be Green', and 'Be Clean'.

Kensington
COMMENT: NICE has produced guidance in ‘plan making’ for the
Society (Amanda LAs. It is important that the issued addressed by NICE be
Frame)
incorporated into the revised plan and translated into clear,

Support for energy hierarchy Be Green and Be Clean options noted.
Suggested NICE guidance is noted. We will certainly review this
guidance and use it inform the drafting of New Local Plan policy
where possible.
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implementable policies. See
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng149/chapter/Recommendati Circular economy:
ons#prioritising-indoor-air- quality-in-local-strategy-or-plans
General support for option 1 noted.
Circular Economy: Option 1:
Agree generally, but for this to work there would need to be active
implementation, ongoing monitoring and enforcement. This will
need to be designed in, and practicality and cost could both be
problems.

Planning policies are enforced through the development
management process. All applications are assessed against all
relevant development plan policies. Where an application is
deemed to be contrary to the objectives of a certain policy this
could be a reason contributing towards a refusal to grant planning
permission. However, the benefits and drawbacks of every
The option refers to ‘circular economy principles. As stated in the application is weighed against all relevant development plan policy.
justification section, much of the borough's development will be Therefore, just because an application is contrary to a single policy
smaller than the limited major sites available. If smaller sites are does not necessarily mean it will be refused. For example, the case
not controlled, we may see more smaller sites. Although it may be officer may take the view that there are considerable benefits
over the top to require all development proposals to have a
associated with another aspect of the application that outweigh the
circular economy statement, some way needs to be found of
fact that the application does not incorporate circular economy
ensuring the principles are applied to many of the proposals which principles for example and decide to grant planning permission. This
do not qualify as “major”, e.g. residential refurbishments.
is how planning applications must be determined in accordance
Whole Life-Cycle Carbon: Option 1:
with planning legislation.
Agree. But it is important that all aspects are taken into account:
the materials which are used (material sourced in China may be
Viability and technical feasibility are key considerations within the
cheaper but is globally more polluting), the amount of heat the
circular economy strategic approach decision tree set out in the GLA
building generates and/or reflects and more.
Circular Economy Statement Guidance. An applicant may
demonstrate that cost and practicality are prohibitive to retaining
Energy hierarchy – Be Lean: Option 1: Agree
an existing building as evidence to support an amount of demolition
and new build. This approach is supported by London Plan Policy SI
Option 2:
7 and the GLA Circular Economy Statement Guidance, which we are
Disagree: We disagree with the benchmark as a "reduction". If the required to be in general conformity with under planning legislation.
existing building uses a load of energy, then the replacement
The
building could have the same and there is no reduction. A 45%
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reduction may be insignificant. We should be going for all new
development to be carbon neutral regardless of the existing.

We will be going a step further than the London Plan 2021 by
requiring all major development to submit a circular economy
statement. The London Plan only requires major referable
development to do so.

Option 3:
We must address both the energy required for interior fit out to
Cat A set out as well as addressing the energy consumption which
is presently unregulated. Unregulated energy is building energy
consumption resulting from a system or process that is not
‘controlled’, i.e. energy consumption from systems in the building
on which the Building Regulations do not impose a requirement.
For example, this may include energy consumption from systems
integral to the building and its operation, e.g. IT equipment, lifts,
escalators, refrigeration systems, external lighting, ducted-fume
cupboards, servers, printers, photocopiers, laptops, cooking,
audio-visual equipment and other appliances.
Some buildings can have unregulated energy accounting for 50%
of total energy use.
Unlike regulated energy use, unregulated energy consumption is
usually only determined very late in the design process; it can also
vary throughout the building lifecycle. This is because buildings
may have different occupants or uses.
It is possible to set the unregulated emission through lease
restrictions on energy consumption.

We will not be extending the requirement for a circular economy
statement to minor schemes as this would be too onerous and
prohibitive for small scale schemes. However, we are encouraging
all development schemes to consider and incorporate circular
economy principles in accordance with the guidance set out in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 3). We are already seeing
applications come in where the applicant has set out how they have
incorporated circular economy principles into the design of their
proposals within their planning and/or design and access
statements in response to the Greening SPD. This indicates that
even though they are not required to submit a circular economy
statement applicants for minor development schemes are
voluntarily considering these principles within their designs.

Again, there is a problem of monitoring and enforcement.

Whole life-cycle carbon:
Support for whole lifecycle carbon option 1 noted. The whole
lifecycle carbon assessment does take all emissions sourcing into
account, including those associated with material sourcing and
transportation as well as an estimate of in use operational
emissions.

Energy hierarchy – Be Clean: Option 1:
In principle agree but “explore” is a totally ineffective word.

Energy hierarchy – Be Lean:
Support for option 1 noted.

Energy hierarchy – Be Green: Option 1:

Respondent
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Council response

Agree. There is a need for clear policy as well as guidance on solar Comment re option 2 noted. To clarify, option 2 does not refer to
panels and solar tiles on listed buildings and on buildings in
requiring a reduction against the emissions produced by an existing
conservation areas.
building. It refers to a requirement for a percentage reduction
beyond the standards set out in Building Regulations 2013 Part L.
Energy hierarchy – Be Seen: Option 1:
Agree but this will only work if the systems are monitored to
Support for option 3 noted. It is important to note that building
“ensure” the targets are met; and there need to be consequences regulations 2013 Part L, does include certain operational emissions
if they are not. Powers would probably be needed for the council such as those from fixed building services. It may be too onerous to
have to impose fines or requirements for installation of improved set requirements for unregulated emissions in planning policy as the
system.
developer typically has no influence over these.
Third-Party Standards: Option 1:
Agree but the criteria for the "certain residential development
schemes" should be widely drawn (including for instance any
significant extension) and viability more restrictively accepted as a
block.
Overheating: Option 1:
Agree. The new Building Regulations Part L and F also apply and
should be mentioned.

Energy hierarchy – Be Clean:
Comment noted re Be Clean option 1. We will consider the most
appropriate and effective wording for this policy when drafting the
policy for the New Local Plan. It is worth highlighting that the
Government is consulting on a heat network zoning strategy which
may add weight to the aims of this option and allow the Council to
be more prescriptive in the New Local Plan.
Energy hierarchy – Be Green:
Support for Be Green option 1 noted. The RBKC Greening SPD
contains guidance on solar panels (see chapter 7 and chapter 9 for
guidance specific to existing properties, listed buildings and those in
conservation areas). Due to the unique nature of Listed Buildings
the appropriateness of solar panels can typically only be considered
on an individual site by site basis.
Energy hierarchy – Be Seen:
Support and comment noted. The Council will require postconstruction monitoring and reporting requirements to be secured
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through a s106 agreement. There is no other way of doing so
through the current planning system and regulations.
Third Party Standards:
Support and comment noted. However, it should be noted that the
cost of third-party certification is likely to be prohibitive, particularly
in the case of small-scale development. We are required under
planning regulations to ensure that our Local Plan policies do not
undermine the viability and deliverability of development in the
Borough.
Overheating:
Support for option 1 noted. We will ensure building Regulations are
referenced where appropriate.

Rolf Judd on
behalf of
Ballymore Group
Limited and
Sainsbury’s
Supermarkets L...

Green and Blue Infrastructure
Within this section, we are supportive of the suggested aspirations
for the Circular Economy and Whole Life-Cycle Carbon as this
aligns with London Plan policy requirements. However, in terms of
the suggested options considered for the ‘Energy hierarchy – Be
Lean’, option 2 suggests that major development will be required
to achieve an on-site reduction of 45% beyond Building
Regulations,
with minor development to achieve 31% reduction. It should be
recognised that the current GLA 2020 Energy Assessment
Guidance requires a 35% on-site reduction beyond Part L 2013,
with 15% achieved through energy efficiency measures.
Whilst we understand RBKC’s ambitions to be carbon neutral by
2040, the requirement of a minimum of 45% for major

Support for the circular economy and whole lifecycle carbon options
noted.
Comments regarding energy hierarchy – Be Lean option 2 noted.
We note that the proposed requirements would exceed those set
out in London Plan Policy SI 2. However, our evidence study on
greening issues, published alongside the Issues and Options
consultation, indicates that this is an appropriate approach in the
RBKC context due to the densely developed and highlight
constrained nature of the Borough, which provides limited
opportunity for carbon emission reductions through new
development, as well as the opportunity for greater carbon
reduction due to decarbonisation of grid electricity.
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developments goes above London Plan Policy targets. Such
minimum requirements are likely to have a significant impact on
development proposals coming forward. It is therefore requested
that these targets are amended to be in line with the London Plan.
These comments also apply to Option 3. It should further be
recognised that unregulated emissions will be captured by the
Whole Life-Cycle Carbon, which is captured within London Plan
policy.

The options requiring minor development to achieve a 31%
reduction beyond building regulations is targeted by the future
homes standard.
Comments noted regarding Energy hierarchy – Be Lean option 3.
We agree that setting requirements for applicants to meet
unregulated emissions targets are likely to be too onerous as the
developer has no influence over these. We will however look to
encourage development schemes to target best practise guidance.

Earl's Court Area We believe that the Council should bring its carbon neutral target
Action Group
forward from 2040 and benchmark with other UK Councils and
(Bella Hardwick) international equivalents on how to do this. Section 6.26 says:
"For our borough with a largely built-up character this could mean
looking for other solutions where there is not sufficient land on
the ground. This could include provision of green roofs, green
walls, creating bee superhighways providing a link for pollinators.
For our largest sites such as Kensal Canalside and Earl’s Court we
would be looking at maximising these opportunities". Given that
the owners of the Earls Court Masterplan site APG Group,
Transport for London and Delancey do have sufficient land on the
ground in Earl's Court, the Council should suggest implementing a
meanwhile use garden at their proposed portal building at 344350 Old Brompton Road. Brompton Cemetery is not a park, it is a
working cemetery managed by the Royal Parks and it is not an
alternative to the developer providing green outside space for
residents at 344-350 Old Brompton Road.

Comment regarding the Council 2040 carbon neutral target noted.
The 2040 target is 10 years ahead of the Government’s 2050 target.
However, this is not something we can influence through the New
Local Plan as it is a Council executive team decision.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Comments noted, particularly in relation to the issue of
decarbonising the Borough’s existing building stock.

We need some expert advice on which of the various options in
Q6 would be best.
The targets need to be ambitious but the emphasis on major

Although we have the 2040 target for the Borough, the Council itself
has a target of 2030 for its own operations.
It is worth highlighting that in the RBKC context it is extremely
challenging to meet the carbon neutral 2040 target due to the
densely developed nature of the Borough.
Suggestion re a meanwhile use garden at 344-350 Old Brompton
Road noted. However, the Council does not own this site and
therefore we can only make this happen if the owner puts in an
application for this meanwhile use.
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projects will not make huge differences to the overall picture.
Most of the stock is existing and subject conservation area or
listed status. More emphasis needed on improvement at small
scale.
Yes to going for BREEAM Excellent for non-residential
development.
Passivhaus and EnerPHit standards are hard to achieve and
expensive. Difficult to make them a requirement but how can they
be encouraged or incentivised? For the existing stock the lower
EnerPHit standard would be more realistic.
Circular economy principles should be for small as well as large
developments

We cannot influence this through the New Local Plan unless
development requiring planning permission comes forward.
The options typically only set out requirements for major
development as it would be too onerous and likely prohibitive for
small scale development to meet these requirements. However, we
encourage all development to implement the principles as far as
possible. This is set out in detail in the RBKC Greening SPD.
Support for BREEAM excellent as a requirement for non-residential
development noted.
Comments re third party standards noted. We agree that a
requirement to achieve certification is likely too onerous and will
likely only encourage their uptake in the New Local Plan. We have
provided detailed guidance on these in the RBKC Greening SPD.
Comment regarding circular economy principles noted. We will be
going a step further than the London Plan 2021 by requiring all
major development to submit a circular economy statement. The
London Plan only requires major referable development to do so.
We will not be extending the requirement for a circular economy
statement to minor schemes as this would be too onerous and
prohibitive for small scale schemes. However, we are encouraging
all development schemes to consider and incorporate circular
economy principles in accordance with the guidance set out in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 3). We are already seeing
applications come in where the applicant has set out how they have
incorporated circular economy principles into the design of their
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proposals within their planning and/or design and access
statements in response to the Greening SPD. This indicates that
even though they are not required to submit a circular economy
statement applicants for minor development schemes are
voluntarily considering these principles within their designs.

David Campbell

Developments should be designed to minimise energy use and to
avoid air conditioning.
Option 1 – consider dust during construction, impact of the design
(and location) on wind effects and air movement when complete.
Also road traffic pollution generated by the development as well
as fumes and smells from the operation (eg kitchens).

Support for the option 1 under energy hierarchy – Be Lean noted.
Dust during construction is considered in the options presented
under issue 2 – air pollution of Section 6 of the Issues and Options
consultation. This includes the option for major development to be
required to submit a Dust Risk Assessment.
The impact of building location on wind effects and air movement is
considered from a design perspective, when necessary, largely only
in the case of tall buildings.
Road traffic pollution is again considered under issue 2 – air
pollution of Section 6 of the Issues and Options consultation. This
includes the option that developments must ensure that
construction vehicles comply with the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) and
Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ) and meet European Emission
Standards.
Suggestion re smells and fumes produced by certain uses noted. We
are looking to including a policy on ‘odours’ in the New Local Plan.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I am not qualified to comment on the options presented, but
agree that achieving a
carbon neutral borough is an aim to be supported

Support noted.
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Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Option supported by Imperial College Comments
Energy Hierarchy – be lean – Option 1
Energy Hierarchy – be lean – Option 2 Suggest that the policy is
reworded to “all development should seek to become net-zero
carbon by following the principles of the London Plan energy
hierarchy to reduce carbon emissions.”

Support and comments noted.

Energy Hierarchy – be lean – Option 3 this suggestion would be
beyond the fair and reasonable remit of the planning system at
this early-stage policy consultation. It is also suggested that this
could restrict and curtail innovation of occupiers when it comes to
the preparation and evolution of their own ESG policies. The
College would suggest that more evidence is required for a policy
like this to be imposed. Unregulated carbon is of course an issue
which must be tackled. The targets suggested are valid but should
be aspirational in the absence of other information.
Energy Hierarchy – be clean – Option 1
Energy Hierarchy – be green – Option 1
Energy Hierarchy – be seen – Option 1

Third Party Standards

Support for energy hierarchy option 1 noted.
Suggestion for wording of option 2 under energy hierarchy – Be
Lean noted. However, we aim to require all major development to
be net-zero carbon, this is supported by our evidence study on
greening issues. Requiring all minor development such as extensions
to be net zero would be too onerous a requirement.
Comment re energy hierarchy – Be Lean option 3 noted. We agree
that this option would likely be too onerous and prohibitive. We will
likely scale this back to encouraging development to follow best
practise guidance for publication of draft policies.
Support for energy hierarchy be clean, be green and be seen
options noted.
Third party standards:
Support for BREEAM excellent rating noted.
We agree that requirements for passivhaus certification are likely
too onerous and aim to only encourage development to achieve
certification as suggested.

Option 1 - Imperial supports a BREEAM excellent rating in relation
to new major development, provided it is an entirely new building. Overheating:
Given the council’s strategic approach to sustainability which
Suggested wording noted. This will be considered when drafting the
seeks retention and renewal of existing buildings in accordance
overheating policy.
with the circular economy and embodied energy principles, we
would recommend that alternative standards are proposed
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retaining the existing ‘very good’ BREEAM targets for mixed
retained and new building development, for example, commercial
building(s) with a new roof extension. Additionally, the Passivhaus
certification should not be a prescriptive standard but instead be
used as an aspiration.
The College’s sustainable strategy is that all construction and
refurbishment projects will be measured against ambitious
external environmental performance certifications, such as
BREEAM. Further details of the College’s plans can be read here:
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/sustainable- imperial/resourcemanagement/sustainable-construction-and-refurbishment/
Overheating
Option 1 – suggested changing within the wording to “all new
build development should minimise the potential for internal
overheating and reliance on air conditioning systems in
accordance with the London Plan 2021 cooling hierarchy.” This
would ensure compliance with the London Plan and ensure that
alterations and extensions to existing buildings are not overtly
affected
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

The plans seem laudable, but I think the time frame is unrealistic
to achieve these aims and should be much longer.

Noted.
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David Lloyd-Davis Circular Economy Option 1.
Whole Life Cycle Carbon Option 1.
Energy Hierarchy Be Lean Options 2&3.
Be Clean Option1.
Be Green Option 1. ( with the exception of Listed Buildings)
Be Seen Option1.
Third Party Standard Option 1.
Overheating Option1.

Support noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support all of the options and my preference on Energy hierarchy Support for all options noted.
would be option 3.

NHS North West
London CCG
(Kate Brady)

We note that the London Plan Policy SI2 requires major
development to be net zero carbon which now applies to
residential development and non-residential development. It
should be noted that for the redevelopment of NHS sites this
requirement can add significant costs. New health estate projects
and major refurbishment projects are assessed by the BREEAM
rating system. We note that London Plan paragraph 9.2.7 helpfully
states that the BREEAM system can be used to can help
demonstrate that energy efficiency targets have been met and
Boroughs are encouraged to include BREEAM targets in their Local
Plans.

Regarding incorporation of renewable technology (Be Green option
1). In the case of listed buildings this would need to be considered
acceptable through an application of listed building consent.

Comments noted.
The New Local Plan will be in general conformity with the London
Plan 2021, including the requirements of Policy SI 2, as is required
under planning legislation.
We will be including a policy requiring non-residential development
to meet BREEAM excellent standard as set out in the Issues and
Options consultation.
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Alex Mackay

Within the next few years, possibly before the new Plan is even
adopted, the Government is likely to bring forward a new
framework for addressing all these issues. We should seek
compliance with national policies in a measured and
proportionate way.

Comments noted, we are required under the planning regulations
to ensure that Local Plans and policies are in conformity with
national policy and guidance set by central Government.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

Overall, ECDC supports the Council’s target to be a carbon neutral
Borough by 2040 and promoting the whole life-cycle approach as
set out in the London Plan (March 2021) to help achieve this aim.
ECDC recognises that large scale developments have a
responsibility to contribute to meeting this aim. Consequently, the
emerging masterplan framework for Earls Court is looking to
incorporate principles to ensure proposals provide a decisively
green and sustainable environment shaped by circular economy
principles.

General support and comments noted.

Regarding Energy Hierarchy – Be Lean
§ Option 2 – ECDC recommends that policy requirements are
consistent with London Plan Policy SI2, where major
developments are required to provide 35% reduction on-site. If
further enhancements in reductions are to be sought in RBKC
policies then these should not be requirements but ‘aims’ or
‘targets’. This would ensure that policies are consistent with the

Overheating:
Suggestions noted. The overheating policy will be in general
conformity with London Plan policy SI 4, which requires major
development to demonstrate how they have reduced overheating
risk and reduced reliance on air conditioning, not removed air
conditioning completely.

Energy hierarchy – Be Lean:
Suggestions noted. We note that the proposed requirements would
exceed those set out in London Plan Policy SI 2. However, our
evidence study on greening issues, published alongside the Issues
and Options consultation, indicates that this is an appropriate
approach in the RBKC context due to the densely developed and
highlight constrained nature of the Borough, which provides limited
opportunity for carbon emission reductions through new
However, ECDC considers that any proposed policies should allow development, as well as opportunities for greater on-site carbon
flexibility for proposals (i) to respond to the substantially built-up reductions due to grid electricity decarbonisation.
nature of the Borough; and (ii) to meet any enhanced
requirements beyond the London Plan on all sites. ECDC welcomes Energy hierarchy – Be Clean:
some recognition of these challenges at paragraph 6.9 and the
Comments noted. However, this is already a requirement through
potential options that the Council may pursue to strike the right
London Plan Policy SI 3 as the entire Borough is in a heat network
balance. Commentary on the proposed Options is set out below. priority area.
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London Plan, whilst also challenging major developments to look
for further reductions;
§ Option 3 – ECDC supports the objectives behind setting targets
for un-regulated emissions to help meet the net-zero carbon
targets. However, there is a concern as to where the responsibility
for the reduction of unregulated emissions lies and whether there
is a suitable method for estimating demands that can provide
realistic ranges or comparable information.
Energy Hierarchy – Be Clean
§ Option 1 - ECDC supports the intention of this policy for large
scale development schemes to explore opportunities for heat
networks and district heating but is concerned with the proposed
expectation for major development to deliver low temperature
communal distribution systems served by heat pumps, as this will
not always be appropriate on all sites. Therefore, should this
option evolve into policy wording in any future NLPR then such
wording should not make this an absolute requirement, and
should crucially include sufficient flexibility for proposals to be
agreed on their own merits taking into account wider
considerations and site specific challenges. Overheating
§ Option 1 – ECDC considers it to be right that buildings are
designed to be resilient and minimise overhearing risk by a
combination of passive and active measures. Whilst ECDC
recognises that full air conditioning may be inappropriate, the
provision of a background level of cooling to guard against
extremes of temperature is a sensible approach. ECDC also notes
that overheating should not be considered in isolation, with a
number of other competing factors needed to be considered in
the design of a building(s) such as, but not limited to, noise.

Council response
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DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Issue 1: Energy Hierarchy (Be Lean) Welcome Trust’s preferred
option would be Option 1 to encourage major development to
improve energy efficiency and reduce demand for and use of
energy in buildings. Options 2 and 3 could potentially impacting on
the
viability of development moving forward. Particularly Option 3,
which at an early stage of design development may be difficult to
achieve, but may be useful as a post-consent condition.

Suggestions noted. However, our evidence study on greening issues,
published alongside the Issues and Options consultation, indicates
that this is an appropriate approach in the RBKC context due to the
densely developed and highlight constrained nature of the Borough,
which provides limited opportunity for carbon emission reductions
through new development.

Materials must be tried and tested – no more Grenfells! Modern
methods of construction such as off-site modular construction are
still fraught with problems, and cross-laminated timber, used as a
material or for modular units, is under investigation with fire
safety experts. Let’s wait until they have been ‘snagged’ and
concerns resolved by others.

The Council notes the comments and suggestions of the Labour
Group of Councillors.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

One of the ways should be looked at to improve our existing
buildings is the internal insulation in ceiling and walls (using nonflammable materials) to save energy and keep the home warm
using the existing technologies instead of covering buildings
externally with hazardous flammable materials.

We agree that option 3 is likely to be too onerous and prohibitive.
As such we will likely scale this option back to encouraging all
development to follow best practise guidance.

We understand that there may be concern over the use of new
materials, techniques and technologies. Policy D12 of the New
London Plan sets high standards for the fire safety of new
development that the Council is required to follow. This includes a
requirement for major development to submit a fire statement.

Following the Grenfell tragedy, the Building Regulations were
amended to only allow non-combustible external materials to be
used on residential buildings over 18m. From a regulatory
perspective we have now returned to the former Greater London
Also, to consider the use of solar panels or wind turbines on
Council standards that were repealed in 1987. Regarding materials
existing high rise buildings to generate enough power for heating with limited combustibility, it is no longer permissible to use
and lighting in common areas in the building and lifts.
‘desktop studies’ to justify their inclusion in the design and build. All
We should be lobbying for 0% VAT on retrofit and materials. It
materials must have undergone a third party (Body must be suitably
cannot be right that buildings are demolished and rebuilt simply to accredited with UCAS) testing regime, to determine their fire
avoid VAT while ignoring whole-life carbon costs. THEN let’s work resistance properties. The Council have also welcomed the
on insulating older building stock.
introduction of a new Building Safety Regulator, as well as new
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Building Regulations requiring the provision of sprinklers and
wayfinding in residential buildings over 11m.
We support appropriate and sensitive sustainable retrofit of existing
buildings, including incorporation of renewable technology.
However, we can only influence this through planning policy where
development requiring planning permission comes forward. We
have set out detailed guidance for retrofitting existing building in
the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 9) published in June 2021.

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

We support all options presented, especially the options around Support for all options noted.
third party standards. Holding developers to a higher account
where its certification that the LPA does not regulate specifically
increases confidence, but means enforcement/compliance is net
zero for the LPA. This could be explored for other types of
certification for new buildings / development, where the LPA need
reference to the standard/certification being met.

Savills on behalf Green-Blue Future
of COMMERCIAL
ESTATES GROUP
(Kirsty Turner)
Section 6 discusses a Green-Blue future for RBKC and highlights
that the NLPR will place environment at the centre of
consideration for new development proposals. Ensuring that we
work with rather than against the environment is also a core value
of CEG as a developer. However, it should be acknowledged that
some environmental measures come at a capital cost and the plan
must recognise that where a priority is placed on environmental
performance, other planning benefits may need to be reappraised if a development is to remain viable. It is welcomed that
this is taken into consideration in paragraph 6.8.

Comments noted. We are required under planning legislation to
ensure all policies within the New Local Plan do not undermine
development viability and deliverability. Our evidence base,
including the draft viability study published alongside the Issues and
Options consultation found that the policy options presented were
typically all viable across all sites in the Borough.
Comment regarding setting a requirement for all development to be
net zero carbon is noted. Net zero will only be a requirement for
major development.
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Paragraph 6.9 sets out options of how the NLPR will apply
environmental measures to development proposals relating to
Circular Economy, the energy hierarchy, and overheating. Option 2
for energy hierarchy be-lean sets out that ‘all development should
be required to be net-zero carbon and follow the principles of the
London Plan energy hierarchy to reduce carbon emissions. In
addition, major development will be required to achieve an onsite reduction of 45% beyond Building Regulations with minor
development required to achieve a 31% reduction.’ We
understand that development proposals should consider their
carbon footprint where possible. However, we are of the view that
it is onerous to expect all development - regardless of scale - to be
net carbon zero, and this is contrary to the London Plan (2021)
which only requires major development to be net carbon zero.
This could heavily increase the development costs thus the
deliverability of schemes, particularly those of a small scale.
Should option 2 be progressed, the applicant would suggest that
wording is altered to outline that development ‘all development
should be required explore opportunities to be net carbon zero in
accordance with the energy hierarchy’.

Council response
We agree that option 3 is likely to be too onerous and prohibitive.
As such we will likely scale this option back to encouraging all
development to follow best practise guidance.
Comments and suggestions re option 1 under Be Clean noted.
However, this is already a requirement under London Plan Policy SI
3 as the entire Borough is within a heat network priority area.
Support for option 1 under Issue 2 - air quality noted.

Suggestion re option 2 noted. Planning applications are reviewed on
an individual basis and Dust Risk Assessments (DRA) are
automatically requested for Major Developments. Often the DRA is
included within the Air Quality Assessments as part of the appraisal.
However, it can form part of the Demolition or Construction
Environmental Management Plans or be a separate document.
DRA’s are also requested for developments that do not meet the
‘Major Development’ criteria but have the potential to include dusty
works i.e., basement excavations. The risk of dust release from
development sites is a significant concern among residents and has
a real and detrimental impact on the amenity of everyone in the
Borough. Undertaking a DRA is not considered to be an onerous
Option 1 for energy hierarchy ‘be-clean' also sets out that ‘major requirement for major development and in the next stage of policy
development is expected to deliver low temperature communal
development we intend to consider whether to require these for
distribution systems served by heat pumps.’ As stated above, such smaller developments that have the potential to cause dust. It is
a system could come at a capital cost on a scheme which may
important to take a precautionary approach to protecting our
already be financially constrained by other factors. The unresidents.
delivery of a development should therefore not be at the cost of
the planning benefits it seeks to offer. As such, amended wording
is suggested that ‘major development, where viable should
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consider low temperature communal distribution systems served Comment re environmental flood risk noted. The policies will
by heat pumps’.
account for site constraints, as all policies currently do. Planning
applications are assessed individually, on their own merits.
Paragraph 6.14 considers aspirations for reducing air quality
across the borough over the plan period. Option 1 considers that
air quality should be considered at all stages of a developments
life and this is supported to ensure that any impact is identified
and mitigated. However, Option 2 requires major development to
submit a Dust Risk Assessment (DRA) alongside a planning
application. Matters of air quality in major developments are
assessed through an Air Quality Assessment and this is considered
an appropriate mechanism to deal with any impacts of air quality
that may arise from a development. It is therefore proposed that a
Dust Risk Assessment is submitted where it is considered
absolutely necessary, and does not form a validation requirement,
rather a policy requirement within schemes that post significant
impacts to the surrounding environs.
Environmental flood risk measures and options are set out in the
table beneath paragraph 6.23. Green and blue roofs are
considered an appropriate alleviation of flood risk and surface runoff and CEG support this measure. However, option 7 requires
green/blue roofs in all flat roofs including extensions. Whilst in
some instances, this measure can be implemented effectively, in
some instances there are constraints including the structure of
buildings, the cost implications, and the appearance of green/blue
roofs on design proposals, particularly for listed buildings and sites
located in conservation areas. It is therefore suggested that the
wording is more flexible to ‘to explore a range of mitigation
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measures and, where appropriate, explore opportunities for
green/blue roofs in flat roofs including extensions.’
Savills on behalf All of the Climate change and building design options are
of Thames Water supported.
(Nicola Forster)

Support for all options noted.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

Support for the Council’s 2040 carbon neutral target.

TfL CD supports the Council’s target to be a carbon neutral
borough by 2040.

Comments noted. The Council does not aim to repeat London Plan
It should not be necessary to repeat policies in the London Plan
2021 policies. We are aiming to go beyond the London Plan
with respect to the circular economy, whole life-cycle carbon, the requirements where appropriate as supported by our evidence
energy hierarchy and overheating; however, if the Council needs base.
bespoke policies, these should be in general conformity with the
London Plan.
TfL CD promotes very high standards of sustainability within its
projects (including large scale joint venture developments such as
earls Court) and its Sustainable Development Framework (SDF) is
applied to all its development sites.
Turely (Laurence It is noted that most of the sustainability options go beyond the
Brooker)
minimum standards set out in the London Plan. This is generally
supported as a principle by our Client, in the context of the
Borough’s Climate Emergency.
However, it is considered that a number of the options are
potentially overly onerous and prescriptive and could have the
effect of reducing development viability and overly restricting
development within the Borough. Specifically, in relation to the
options for the ‘Energy hierarchy- Be Lean’, Option 2 suggests that
all development should be net-zero carbon, and sets targets of

General support for the options presented is noted.
Comments regarding energy hierarchy – Be Lean noted. Net zero
will only be a requirement for major development.
Comment regarding the viability study and applicability to existing
buildings noted. The options presented under issue 1 or section 6
are largely applicable to new build development. The New Local
Plan will include a policy specific to retrofit of existing buildings,
including Listed Buildings and those within Conservation Areas. The
policy will acknowledge that by their nature historic buildings may
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45% on site carbon reduction beyond Building Regulations for
major development, and 31% for minor development.

not be able to meet the same standards as those that are being
newly constructed. We will only encourage and support appropriate
and sensitive retrofit of existing buildings.

RBKC is a Borough rich with heritage assets, with a high
percentage of land in Conservation Area, and numerous listed
buildings. Whilst aims to address Climate Change are supported,
we query whether the targets should note that proposals involving
heritage assets will need to maximise carbon reductions, but are
not required to hit such targets. It is considered that heritage
proposals which are unable to substantially upgrade building
fabric or install a significant amount of green technologies, would
struggle to meet such requirements, particularly the 31% for
minor development requirement. Not only could this affect a large
number of proposals within the Borough, but it is noted this could
also have knock-on effects to scheme viability and design,
potentially resulting in undeliverable schemes or a reduction in
other elements of planning benefit such as affordable housing. As
such, some flexibility within the policy around achieving what is
the optimum deliverable solution for individual sites could be
considered for appropriate scenarios or types of sites.
It is noted that the Issues and Options document notes that ‘the
interim viability study demonstrates that zero carbon
development is viable in the borough’ , however we question
whether this has included assessment of the high proportion of
heritage assets within the Borough and request that this is
considered and evidenced in subsequent stages of the New Local
Plan preparation.

Q.6.2. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Ground-source DISTRICT HEAT PUMPS. (Uneconomic for
individuals)
Borough planners require in larger developments. In existing stock,
borough supplies, distributes and recommends installers.
Applied technology for air cleansing
Surface tunnels for red routes
No carbon HGVs or coaches allowed in borough
All electric vehicles – domestic, trade, deliveries, waste etc.
Independent checking of energy calculations

Comments noted. We would only require major development to
deliver communal distribution systems served by heat pumps. This
is set out in more detail in the RBKC Greening SPD.
The Issues and Options consultation included options for controlling
construction vehicle pollution under issue 2 – air quality. We also
included options for improving the EV charging infrastructure across
the borough under section 11 – Transport.
The Council’s in-house Climate Change team quality check
submitted energy strategies. They have the training and expertise
to do so.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

Insistence on redevelopment behind existing facades, rather than
demolition. Victorian and Edwardian houses and mansion blocks
represent a great deal of embedded energy which should not be
squandered: refurbishment should not lead to whole interiors
being extensively stripped out and made to look like 21st century
interiors through costly replacement of floors, walls, doors etc.

Comment noted. As set out in the issues and options consultation
we aim to introduce a circular economy policy in the New Local
Plan. This will require applicants for major development to
demonstrate how they have considered and incorporated circular
economy principles in the design of the development through a
circular economy statement. Key to the principles of the circular
economy is reducing waste which translated to the built
environment would mean retention of existing building where
possible and appropriate. Detailed guidance on how applicants
should do this is set out in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 3).
We are already seeing a number of applications where applicants
are demonstrating consideration and incorporation of circular
economy principles within the design of their developments in
response to the Greening SPD. However, it is important to note that

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
it is not always technically feasible to retain 100% of an existing
building.

Ladbroke
1. There needs to be a clear policy on minimising the use of
Association
lighting. We need, for instance to discourage the waste of
(Sophia Lambert) electricity through unnecessary lighting both inside and outside
commercial buildings when they are empty or closed (e.g. on
hanging signs and fascias). When applications are made for new
shopfront signage, there should be a condition that lighting on
external signage to be turned off when the establishment is closed.
Inside lighting is more difficult, but it would help if shopfront
guidance could recommend light visible through shopfronts when
the shops are closed to be only at a level that is needed for
security. For residential property, external lighting needs to be
discouraged, not least as it has other negative effects in the form
of disturbance to neighbours and wildlife.

Comments noted.

1. We will introduce a new light pollution policy in the New Local
Plan.
2. Where the use of outside/patio heaters on commercial
premises requires planning permission the Council will weigh
the impact of these on our carbon neutral objectives and the
benefits they may have in supporting the operation and success
of the business. We would not want to introduce a wholesale
ban.
3. Noted. The re-use of grey water and water efficiency measures
is supported and will be included in the Surface Water Run-off
and Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) policy. Maintenance
of green walls will also be accounted for when assessing
2. The nettle of patio heaters and other outside heating devices
applications. The Greening SPD includes reference to
needs to be grasped. These have the advantage of making it
maintenance of green walls.
possible for people to eat and drink outside over a longer season 4. Comment noted. We will include a specific sustainable retrofit
(particularly important during the pandemic) and allowing food
policy in the draft policies which will address listed buildings
and drink establishments to seat more customers throughout the
and conservation areas. We also included detailed guidance on
year. However, there is no doubt that they are massively wasteful
the application of these proposed policies to such properties in
of energy. The Ladbroke Committee his discussed this and decided
the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 9).
on balance that we should press for a ban, given the climate
5. Comment noted.
emergency. We shall be routinely objecting to them in licensing
applications and would like to see the planning regime being used
where possible to achieve the same end.

Respondent
Name

Comments
3. Wherever possible, re-use of grey water should be built into
new developments.. Water consumption also needs to be factored
into the assessment of the benefits of green walls.
4. We are concerned that so little is said on the application of
these policies to listed buildings and buildings in conservation
areas, since they cover the majority of the borough and account
for the majority of planning applications. There should be a
“conservation-proofing” of the document to ensure that the
reasoned justification for all these policies explains how they apply
to heritage assets.
5. It is also important that, in considering household planning
applications, the environmental effect is treated as a material
consideration and discussed in the officer’s report. As an example,
in a recent planning case (PP/20/04821) involving a roof extension
which was deliberately designed to make the property (a twostorey maisonette) carbon neutral, the application was refused
(and the refusal upheld on appeal), despite local support, because
of what would be minor harm to a roofline in the conservation
area. Whether that decision was right or wrong, neither the
officer’s report nor the inspector mentioned the environmental
benefits or attempted to weigh them against the conservation
disbenefits. Indeed, the inspector’s comment was that “The harm
that the proposed development would cause to the significance of
the CA would be less than substantial. However, there would be no
public benefits that would outweigh that harm”. This is not
acceptable given the clear public benefit of buildings being carbon
neutral.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Energy Hierarchy – Be Lean

Comments noted.

More information is needed by what RBKC mean by net zero, and
if renewable energy isn’t allowed because of historic building
limitations, how they will balance this against energy reduction
targets and offsetting

Energy hierarchy - Be Lean
As explained in the image on pg. 40 of the issues and options
consultation. Net zero carbon refers to balancing emissions with no
reliance on fossil fuel.

Energy Hierarchy – Be Clean

We understand that in the case of historic buildings applicants may
not be able to achieve the same carbon emissions reductions as
new build development. However, the applicant will be required to
demonstrate what is achievable through an energy strategy.

Cadogan would support policies which require the exploration of
connecting into heat network systems as well as future proofing
for this event; maximising opportunities for renewable energy and
building in energy monitoring and report systems. However, it is
not considered this is possible on ‘all development’ as currently
specified e.g it would not be appropriate to require this for a
simple change of use. It is important that both the Council and
developers are clear on matters that are required and are
necessary to assess during the course of considering a planning
application and to avoid unnecessary analysis or policy which
creates ambiguity of what is required or needed. It is suggested
that the term ‘all development’ needs to be refined to only those
developments where these approaches would be applicable.

Energy hierarchy - Be Clean
Noted. The draft policy will be clear what are requirements and to
what type of development they apply.
Energy Hierarchy – Be Green
Noted. As mentioned above, we understand that in the case of
historic buildings applicants may not be able to achieve the same
carbon emissions reductions as new build development. However,
the applicant will be required to demonstrate what is achievable
through an energy strategy.

Energy Hierarchy – Be Green
Maximising renewables is supported but needs to be considered
alongside historic building, conservation area and listed building
conditions.
Energy Hierarchy – Be Seen

Energy Hierarchy – Be Seen
Noted.
Third Party Standards

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Noted. BREEAM excellent would only be a requirement for major
Agree with the principle of monitoring & reporting but more
non-residential development as stated in the issues and options
information is needed to make sure this does not become resource consultation.
intensive, is valuable, information is shared etc. Also is it timelimited / will tenants be required to report? What about
We will only encourage applicants to achieve other third-party
residential dwellings as opposed to commercial spaces? Harder to certification, not require it.
get operational residential data because of GDPR.
Overheating
Third Party Standards
Noted. Again, as mentioned above we acknowledge that in the case
of historic buildings applicants may not be able to achieve the same
BREEAM Excellent should be encouraged for schemes where it’s
cooling requirements as new build development. However, the
possible (major developments only) – but its not always possible applicant will be required to demonstrate what is achievable
where not enough works are being done. Passivhaus should be
through an energy strategy.
encouraged but not required as it involves very specific standards
that cannot be replicated on every site.
Overheating
Agree that design should minimise need for air conditioning but
also needs tying in with historic building consideration, limitations
of fabric improvements and climate change making overheating
more likely. Practical considerations need to be brought into play.
Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

Victorian and Edwardian houses and mansion blocks already
represent a good deal of embedded energy which should in
principle not be squandered i.e. interiors should not be extensively
stripped out and made to look like new buildings at considerable
cost in new floors,walls, doors etc causing many months of noise,
vibration and party wall damage to adjoining properties. This
increasing trend is not only very disruptive but is driving up the
price of buying homes in the Borough.

Comment noted. As set out in the issues and options consultation
we aim to introduce a circular economy policy in the New Local
Plan. This will require applicants for major development to
demonstrate how they have considered and incorporated circular
economy principles in the design of the development through a
circular economy statement. Key to the principles of the circular
economy is reducing waste which translated to the built
environment would mean retention of existing building where

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
possible and appropriate. Detailed guidance on how applicants
should do this is set out in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 3).
We are already seeing a number of applications coming in where
applicants are demonstrating consideration and incorporation of
circular economy principles within the design of their developments
in response to the Greening SPD. However, it is important to note
that it is not always technically feasible to retain 100% of an existing
building.

Grove and
Saving should be measurable and real without excessive cost.
Company (Roger
Grove)

Comment noted. All New Local Plan policies must not undermine
development viability and deliverability. This is a requirement under
the planning regulations. The cumulative impact of all policies is
tested through a Local Plan viability assessment. A draft of which
was published alongside the issues and options consultation. This
establishes that all proposed policies would largely not impact
development viability across the Borough.

RBKC Earl's Court Ground-source DISTRICT HEAT PUMPS. (Uneconomic for
Ward (Malcolm individuals)
SPALDING)
Borough planners require in larger developments. In existing stock,
borough supplies, distributes and recommends installers.
Applied technology for air cleansing
Surface tunnels for red routes
No carbon HGVs or coaches allowed in borough
All electric vehicles – domestic, trade, deliveries, waste etc.

As outlined above. We would only require major development to
deliver communal distribution systems served by heat pumps. This
is set out in more detail in the RBKC Greening SPD.
The Issues and Options consultation included options for controlling
construction vehicle pollution under issue 2 – air quality. We also
included options for improving the EV charging infrastructure across
the borough under section 11 – Transport.
The Council’s in-house Climate Change team quality check
submitted energy strategies. They have the training and expertise
to do so.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Linda Wade

Flooding
• Given the recent flooding that occurred that it is essential that
there is a review of flood risk assessments.
• Thames Water must come back with a revised implementation
plan for the super sewer to relieve the Counters’ Creek catchment
area.
Water reuse
• Use of grey water for planting
Carbon Neutral
• All new build should be carbon neutral compliant and not pay off
set
Waste disposal
• Recycling and waste compactors and a more modern approach
to disposal has to be considered

Flooding:
Noted and agreed. Flood risk assessments are currently required
depending on the flood risk zone of the development. However, the
new draft policy will now require all basement development to be
supported by a Flood Risk assessment, regardless of their location.
Furthermore, the supporting text for the flood risk policy will
explain that these assessments should ensure that development
(including basement development) is protected against flood risk
and will not lead to offsite flooding.
Thames Water is undertaking an Independent Review of the
flooding. The Council will continue to scrutinise their work and work
with them and Ofwat to reduce flood risk in the borough in the
short and long-term.
Carbon neutral:
Support for carbon neutral development noted. In all instances the
Council will seek on-site carbon emissions reduction. Carbon offset
is only there as a last resort where it is just not possible to achieve
the carbon emissions reductions target on-site so that the Council
can still secure benefits for the Borough from development.
Waste disposal:
Noted. However, waste collection and disposal in the Borough is
not influenced through the planning system and the Local Plan.
Your comment has been passed on to the Council waste
management team.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

- Ground-source district/street heat pumps
- Technology for air cleansing
- Surface tunnels for red routes

As outlined above. We would only require major development to
deliver communal distribution systems served by heat pumps. This
is set out in more detail in the RBKC Greening SPD.

Respondent
Name

Comments
- No high-carbon HGVs or coaches allowed in Borough
- All electric vehicles – domestic, trade, deliveries, waste etc.

Kensington
Water consumption: There is no mention of water consumption.
Society (Amanda There is much non-essential use of water that cannot be controlled
Frame)
by planning – e.g. use of sprinkling systems. But thought should be
given to possible ways that the planning system can be used to
design out unnecessary usage of water.
Whole life carbon use: The assessment of whole life carbon use of
buildings should be made compulsory part of all planning
applications which involve alterations to building systems.
Listed buildings and buildings in conservation areas: We are
concerned that so little is said on the application of these policies
to listed buildings and buildings in conservation areas, since they
cover most of the borough and account for the majority of
planning applications. There should be a “conservation-proofing”
of the document to ensure that the reasoned justification for all
these policies covers their application to all these policies to
heritage assets. There may also need to be more guidance for
owners. It is also important that, in considering household
planning applications, the environmental effect is treated as a
material consideration and discussed in the officer’s report. There
may well be cases where a minor harm in conservation terms
could be outweighed by environmental benefits.

Council response

The Issues and Options consultation included options for controlling
construction vehicle pollution under issue 2 – air quality. We also
included options for improving the EV charging infrastructure across
the borough under section 11 – Transport.
Comment noted.
Water consumption:
Noted. London Plan 2021 policy SI 5 “water infrastructure” includes
requirements for operational water consumption in development.
The London Plan forms part of RBKC’s development plan and as
such its policies will all be used to determine relevant applications.
The Council should not repeat policies that are in the London Plan.
We will consider if it would be appropriate to have a specific Local
Plan policy for water consumption in drafting the next stage of the
New Local Plan Review.

Whole life carbon use:
We will only be requiring major applications to submit a whole
lifecycle carbon assessment as it would be too onerous and
prohibitive to require the same for all small-scale development. This
is going a step further than the London Plan which only requires
assessments for referable schemes. However, we encourage all
schemes to consider in incorporate whole lifecycle carbon
principles in the design of the development in the RBKC Greening
SPD (see chapter 4). We are already seeing applications come in
where applicants are demonstrating consideration and
incorporation whole lifecycle carbon principles in response to the
The recent NICE recommendations include planning guidelines on Greening SPD guidance, even for smaller scale development where
building materials and products which should be incorporated into this is not required.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

the local plan, e.g. specifying materials and products that emit low
levels of formaldehyde and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Listed building and buildings in conservation areas:
should be specified.
Noted. The New Local Plan will include a policy specifically for
retrofit of existing buildings including listed buildings and those in
Lighting in and outside empty buildings: A policy is needed to
conservation areas.
discourage the waste of electricity through lighting both inside and
outside buildings when they are empty (e.g. on hanging signs). This The issue of retrofitting historic buildings is covered at some length
is difficult, but it would help if shopfront policy could include a
in the Greening SPD, and we are preparing further, more detailed
provision requiring light visible through shopfronts when the shops guidance on the treatment of windows in historic buildings to
are closed to be only at a level that is needed for security, and
achieve better energy efficiency. We will ensure through training
lighting on external signage to be turned off when the
and updated practice notes that conservation, design and planning
establishment is closed.
officers give sustainability measures due weight in planning
decisions involving heritage buildings.
Again, as mentioned in our response to your comment to Q6.1. We
note the suggested NICE guidance. We will certainly review this
guidance and use it inform the drafting of New Local Plan policy
where possible.
Lighting in and outside empty buildings:
Noted. We will introduce a light pollution policy in the New Local
Plan.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No.

Noted.

Earl's Court Area How will you ensure that developers not only demonstrate but
Comments noted.
Action Group
commit to ensuring their new builds will be able to deal with new
(Bella Hardwick) technological advances which may arise regarding climate change We acknowledge that technology will advance, and development
resilience and mitigation over the plan period and beyond? ALL
must adapt to changing circumstances. However, this is not

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

new builds including those on the Earls Court Masterplan must be
carbon neutral compliant and not pay off set. The Council should
ensure that new builds in the Borough attain Outstanding BREEAM
certifications.

something we can predict and account for in the New Local Plan.
That said, the Council undertakes regular reviews of its Local Plan
through which we determine if policies are still up to date and fit
for purpose. If we conclude that a certain policy is not we will
amend and update it.
Support for carbon neutral development at Earls Court noted. In all
instances the Council will seek on-site carbon emissions reduction.
Carbon offset is only there as a last resort where it is just not
possible to achieve the carbon emissions reductions target on-site
so that the Council can still secure benefits for the Borough from
development. In the case of Earls Court, as one of the Council’s 2
large scale opportunity area sites, we will be seeking exemplary
standards from any development on the site.
The Council will require non-residential major development to meet
BREEAM excellent rating, this is supported by our evidence study on
Greening Issues. However, our evidence does not support setting
BREEAM outstanding as a requirement for all new development.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Overheating. V important. Maximise passive measures and
minimise aircon. Reduce south facing glazing areas unless the
applicant incorporate shading in the planning application and air
conditioning units are prohibited. New build projects need to
demonstrate how overheating will be overcome.

Comments noted.
Agree with your comments re overheating. This is the objective of
the overheating policy and is the aim of London Plan Policy SI 4.

Noted. Option 1 is clear that all development should be designed to
Refurbishment applications need to demonstrate how insulation reduce energy demand. This includes refurbishment schemes.
Option 2 sets out requirements for percentage improvements over
will be improved. On the flip side of summertime overheating,
which happens on the top floors of many older buildings, in winter building regulations as you suggest.
there is significant heat loss which can be addressed by higher

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

levels of insulation. This should be a planning requirement when
refurbishing rooves. Building regulations will no doubt increase in
stringency due to the climate emergency, but perhaps there can
be a planning requirement to increase u values to be better than
those required by building regs.

Comment regarding communal heating systems noted. The policy
options presented apply to all types of buildings, including mansion
blocks. However, we can only require energy efficiency
improvements through planning policy where planning permission
is required, and it would not be appropriate or fair to require an
applicant to upgrade the heating system as a condition to planning
Mansion blocks are not mentioned in this document but there are permission for works that are not of a scope to include such an
plenty in the borough that are often heated by a communal boiler upgrade.
but without sophisticated building management systems. This
means that there are open windows in communal areas or in some Comment re solar panels noted. We support solar panels where
flats whilst others (eg top floor flats) feel cooler so the boilers are appropriate and these can be installed in Conservation Areas in
some circumstances. Detailed guidance on this is set out in chapters
kept going and keep pumping out heat to the great outdoors.
7 and 9 of the RBKC Greening SPD. Although our carbon neutral
These and other communally heated buildings are not addressed
aims are of course an important objective, we also have a statutory
in this NLPR, but they should be highlighted and required to
duty to protect the Borough’s built heritage and conservation areas.
upgrade, for example when a roof is replaced. Pipework in large
As such we cannot allow solar panels to be installed everywhere
blocks is often not insulated nor are service openings in walls.
without considering their impact on the character of conservation
There is plenty of scope to reduce energy demand and carbon
areas.
emissions for all communally heated buildings.
Comment regarding offsetting noted. Offset payments are a last
Solar panels are often not installed in the UK because of their
resort, in all instances the Council will seek on-site carbon
position but even north facing panels are useful in summer.
reduction. However, in scenarios where this is just not possible, we
Conservation areas currently do not encourage them but new
need the offsetting policy to ensure the Council can secure benefits
technology might enable inclusion e,g solar cells that look like roof from development that can be used towards meeting our carbon
tiles
neutral target.
Offset payments. This policy is counterproductive, changing
policies are part of doing business and the current status grossly
inflates property prices, passing the buck onto residents and the
council to provide affordable housing and suffer other

We are required under planning legislation to ensure that our Local
Plan policies do not undermine the viability and deliverability of
development. This is a requirement for all Local Plans.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

consequences of over development. This should include where a
building is to be radically redeveloped eg where the façade is
retained and the innards demolished and rebuilt or where it is
stripped back to brick.

Comment re water consumption noted. London Plan 2021 policy SI
5 “water infrastructure” includes requirements for operational
water consumption in development. The London Plan forms part of
RBKC’s development plan and as such its policies will all be used to
determine relevant applications. The Council should not repeat
policies that are in the London Plan. We will consider if it would be
appropriate to have a specific Local Plan policy for water
consumption in drafting the next stage of the New Local Plan
Review.

Rather than that ensure that no additional carbon is generated, it
should be ensured that significantly less carbon is generated and
that the urban heat island effect is reduced.
The word “viable” does not seem to be relevant or appropriate
and should be removed as the higher cost of insulating and other
technologies reduces future heating costs to future occupiers and
also reduces the cost of environmental damage caused by paying
off carbon reduction rather than implementing it.
Water Consumption needs to be addressed. Eg recycling
rainwater for use on planting and gardens, and in new
developments or larger refurbishments, for flushing loos.
Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No comment

Noted.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Imperial works extensively within the fields of sustainability and
energy efficiency which is a cauldron
of current innovation. With regard to policies concerning
sustainability, flexibility to apply these would
be considered highly advantageous, rather than prescriptive
standards as suggested previously.

Suggestion re flexibility within our sustainability policy noted. The
Council is pragmatic in its decision making and will not insist on
policy requirements where it is simply not possible to meet them.
However, there is an overwhelming need to be ambitious in our
carbon reduction targets and this is supported by the London Plan
and our evidence base.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Imperial supports a number of businesses in their bids to tackle
world issues relating to climate change.
It is a core partner of the EIT Climate-KIC initiative, which seeks to
accelerate the transition to a zero-carbon, climate resilient society
and has considerable exposure to innovative techniques for
Construction.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis More emphasis should be made on repurposing existing buildings, Comment noted. Most development in the Borough constitutes
rather than wholesale redevelopment.
change of use of existing buildings. The Council supports
redevelopment where appropriate.
Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

No.

Noted.

Robert Dixon

No.

Noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

We must work on whole-life carbon assessments on every single
development.

Comment noted.

Having been told that the currently proposed Edenham
development was ‘carbon neutral’ we had to point out that
demolishing the vestiges of the Trellick Tower garage block could
never be regarded as ‘neutral’, and the demolition 11 years ago of
the Edenham Residential Care Home should also be taken into
account. It is disingenuous to state that developments are ‘carbon

We will only be requiring major applications to submit a whole
lifecycle carbon assessment as it would be too onerous and
prohibitive to require the same for all small-scale development. This
is going a step further than the London Plan which only requires
assessments for referable schemes. However, we encourage all
schemes to consider in incorporate whole lifecycle carbon

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

neutral’ when they are clearly not. We must be precise with our
terminology.

principles in the design of the development in the RBKC Greening
SPD (see chapter 4).
We are already seeing applications come in where applicants are
demonstrating consideration and incorporation whole lifecycle
carbon principles in response to the Greening SPD guidance, even
for smaller scale development where this is not required.
With regards to the Edenham development. We agree that
development should not be called carbon neutral if it is not.
However, it is important to note that there are circumstances
where demolition of an existing building would lead to a greater
reduction in carbon emissions over the life of the development
(typically 60 – 100 years) as it allows for the use of more efficient
materials, construction methods etc.
In addition, the GLA circular economy statement guidance is clear
that viability and technical feasibility are key considerations when
exploring options for retention of existing building or demolition
and rebuild. Under planning legislation, we must be in general
conformity with the London Plan. However, applicants for major
development that would have to submit a circular economy
statement under the proposed New Local Plan policy would be
required to demonstrate why retention of existing buildings on a
site is not viable or technically feasible.

Savills on behalf We consider that an additional option should be added which
of Thames Water relates to flood risk and drainage.
(Nicola Forster) Specifically, this relates to the promotion of sustainable urban
drainage systems (SuDs) and water management to destress the
surface water and foul drainage network.

Noted. The implementation of SuDS for all planning applications at
ground and below ground level is already required by policies CE2g
and CL7i. This requirement will be maintained in the new draft
policy (refer to Policy G12: Surface Water Run-off and Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS)

Issue 2: Air quality
Q.6.3. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

OPTION 1,2 & 3 all agreed

Support for all options noted.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

None of them address the key issue of pollution from traffic
congestion especially in the King’s Road, on the Embankment and
in the Earl’s Court one way system.

Noted. Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers
options for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. In addition, the Council no longer allows development to
provide off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over
time lead to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within
the Borough.
Through the planning system we can only influence outcomes
through a development. Therefore, typically we cannot directly
influence road traffic conditions.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We concur with the poll results shown, giving Air Quality the
highest priority of current environmental issues facing local
residents. As a result of actions by the Mayor of London,
improvements are being made. This is an example of where public
behaviours are being changed, through the introduction of
financial penalties on ownership of older vehicles.
The NLPR document does not explain the practical implications of
the Borough being an Air Quality Management Zone? Does this
give the Council increased powers of enforcement?
Options 1, 2 and 3 all seem to make sense,

Support for all options noted.
Noted, we will ensure the New Local Plan is clear on what the
implications of being in an air quality management zone are for new
development.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Ladbroke
Option 1: We agree that air quality should be considered at all
Association
stages of a development's life (from initial design and construction
(Sophia Lambert) through to operation) to ensure that any impact is identified and
assessed. This applies particularly to the construction stage, where
we continue to have many complaints about dust and
co0nstruction vehicles running their engines while stationary.
Option 2: there should be a Dust Risk Assessment for all basement
excavations and significant demolitions, not just for ‘major
developments’.
Option 3: we agree to the application of the stricter standards for
construction vehicles. We would also support measures to
encourage contractors to reduce their vehicle mileage as far as
possible.

Council response
Support for option 1 noted.
Suggestion for expanding option 2 noted. Planning applications are
reviewed on an individual basis and Dust Risk Assessments (DRA)
are automatically requested for Major Developments. Often the
DRA is included within the Air Quality Assessments as part of the
appraisal. However, it can form part of the Demolition or
Construction Environmental Management Plans or be a separate
document. DRA’s are also requested for developments that do not
meet the ‘Major Development’ criteria but have the potential to
include dusty works i.e., basement excavations. In the next stage of
policy development we intend to consider whether to require these
for smaller developments that have the potential to cause dust.
Support for option 3 noted.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Cadogan supports the principle of Options 1, 2 and 3 subject to the Support for all options noted.
comments in Q6.4

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

All these options need pursuing but none will really tackle the key
concern which is pollution from in the main commercial vehicles,
especially on the Embankment/A3220/ECOWS/Kings Road, in
particular the long distance coaches.

Noted. Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers
options for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. In addition, the Council no longer allows development to
provide off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over
time lead to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within
the Borough.
Through the planning system we can only influence outcomes
through a development. Therefore, typically we cannot directly
influence road traffic conditions and use of vehicle.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Greg Hammond

I support all three options, despite the extra costs they will incur, Support noted.
at least initially.
Retention, and enforcement of, the Code of Construction Practice The RBKC code of construction practise will be retained.
are also critically important.
Traditionally built, medium rise buildings are quieter than tall,
modern buildings that often require extensive, noisy plant and air
conditioning.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

N/A

Fernando Chueca Ban diesel vehicles
Expand congestion charging to the entire borough
Promote usage of bicycles

Council response

Noted.

Noted. However, it is not within our power as a local planning
authority to ban diesel vehicles and it is the Mayor of London who
makes decisions re the congestion zone.
Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport.

Exhibition Road
Cultural Group
(Emily Candler)

I support RBKC in the strongest measures to improve air quality in Support noted.
the Borough. This is essential if it is to remain an attractive, safe
and accessible place to work, study, live and visit.

Grove and
options 2 and 3 as option 2 effects discrete groups of people whilst Support for option 2 and 3 noted.
Company (Roger option 3 effects the whole Borough
Grove)
Elizabeth Ashley

All options will only work with council monitoring/policing works
carried out.

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

The PLA in principle support all options presented as part of this
consultation. In addition it is considered that by giving more
emphasis in the Local Plan to the use of the Tidal Thames for both
passengers and freight, particularly through the maximisation of
use of the borough’s Safeguarded Wharf, progress can be made in
addressing carbon emissions in the borough.
Furthermore it is considered that reference should be included in
the proposed Local Plan to the potential use of existing piers and
structures in the borough as part of the delivery of small scale
freight over the plan period of the Local Plan. This could further
help to achieve the Borough’s sustainable travel goals with regard
to improving air quality as well as decreasing road congestion for
local communities.

The PLA’s support in principle is noted.

RBKC Earl's Court OPTION 1,2 & 3 all agreed
Ward (Malcolm
SPALDING)
Option 1
Air quality should be considered at all stages of a development's
life (from initial design and construction through to operation) to
ensure that any impact is identified and assessed.
All development is required to be ‘Air Quality Neutral’ as a
minimum which means not worsening existing poor air quality.
With masterplans and large-scale development proposals subject
to an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) considering air
quality improvements as part of an air quality positive approach.
Option 2
Major developments are required to submit a Dust Risk
Assessment (DRA) alongside the planning application. Sites
determined to have a Medium Risk of dust release or higher are
required to have air quality monitoring.

Comment regarding Cremorne Wharf is noted. The New Local Plan
will continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste management,
water transport and cargo handling purposes.

Support for all options noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

This will ensure that the developments impact on the surrounding
local air quality and surrounding sensitive receptors is reduced as
far as practically possible.
Option 3
Developments must ensure that construction vehicles comply with
the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) and Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ)
and meet European Emission Standards pursuant to the EC
Directive 98/69/EC of Euro 4 for petrol vehicles and Euro 6 for
diesel vehicles and Euro VI for all lorries and specialist heavy goods
vehicles
Linda Wade

Option 1
• Prioritising indoor air quality in local strategy or plans for new
housing, older resident accommodation, and schools with routine
monitoring
• Importance of ventilation solutions in high polluted air quality
area to prevent mould and other environmental health hazards
where windows cannot be opened
“• Design ventilation systems to reduce or avoid exposure to
outdoor pollution
• Ensure windows that open face away from sources of outdoor air
pollution, such as busy roads” 1.7.5 NICE

Option 1:
There are currently no regulations, standards, or requirements
specifically for non-occupational indoor air quality in the UK
regarding nitrogen oxides, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, or
VOCs. However, the Council is aware that indoor air quality is of
major concern and in response to this, the new Air Quality Action
Plan, which will be out for consultation in December 2021 will
include actions to focus on indoor air quality.

Developments are reviewed on an individual basis and if the Air
Quality Assessment determines the receptors of the development
are to be exposed to concentrations of pollutants above the Air
Option 2
Quality Standards 2010 mechanical ventilation can be used to
Construction Traffic Management Schemes and Construction
mitigate the situation. However, the ventilation strategy must be
Management Plan: the environmental planning and enforcement carefully considered prior to implementation to ensure that
over demolition of the Earl’s Court Exhibition Centre demonstrated additional burdens such as maintenance and running costs are not
a failure to protect residents. The developer failed to secure the
passed to the occupant. Developments requiring ventilation are
site from dust dispersal, any complaints ranging from noise,
also conditioned to ensure they provide evidence that inlets are
vibration and dust went to the developer’s demolition company

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

first for reporting purposes, the promised Environmental Health
Officer was part-time paid for by the developer.
The enforcement was shabby and was not proactive and was a
poor exemplary for other large sites. This methodology should not
be repeated and demonstrated a lack of rigour by the Council in
protecting residents and their right to enjoy their homes.

positioned in locations of good air quality and away from emission
sources through additional monitoring and modelling assessments.

Option 3
We will see whether the promised reduction in emissions from the
introduction of ULEZ* will deliver the promised benefits, but
unless there is a delivery strategy from TfL on their strategy road
network and there is enforcement there and on construction sites,
there will be no improvement.

Option 2:
The Council acknowledges that the demolition of the Exhibition
Centre did lead to some impacts beyond the site boundary. Overall
officers worked effectively to monitor the site and limit external
impacts and on-site monitoring of noise and dust was undertaken.
The demolition works are complete and the developer that carried
them out has left the site.

Development design is reviewed by various teams as part of the
planning process and the location of habitable rooms that have
opening windows in correlation to pollution sources is considered.

*In the Imperial College research, it indicates that the traffic on the
Red Routes would have to reduce by 2/3rds before there was
substantial improvement in air quality.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Option 1

Support for option 1 noted.

Mr (Andrew
Jamieson)

I would have liked to comment but there is no direct link to the
material.
There are other forms of pollution that are being neglected in the
indecent haste to ban vehicles: noise, litter, overall cleanliness of
streets and pavements.

Noted.
Noise and vibration are considered under issue 3 of section 6 of the
issues and options consultation.
General cleanliness of streets and pavements is not something the
planning team can influence.

Tom Bennett

I support all three options for improving air quality. Options 2 and Support for all options noted.
3 in particular are practical, enforceable, and reasonable

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

requirements, that would make a real difference to local air
quality.
Kensington
Comment:
NICE guidance noted, we will ensure this is reviewed and used to
Society (Amanda Again there are new NICE recommendations on designing heating inform policy formulation where appropriate.
Frame)
and ventilation systems that need to be incorporated in the local
plan:
Suggestion regarding option 1 noted. However, it would be too
onerous to require all major development to achieve measurable
Option 1: We disagree with the “not worsening” position. If the
air quality improvement as typically the source of air pollution is not
carbon factor is high this implies that making a bit better is
something a development scheme can directly influence, such as
acceptable. That will not reach the 2030 target and ‘Air Quality
road traffic for example. The Council will explore if it would be
Neutral’. We expect major new developments (1,000sqm or 10
appropriate to go beyond a carbon neutral policy requirement.
homes) to be air quality positive – achieving an improvement in air
quality. This may be something for the Environmental Impact
Comments regarding option 2 noted. The Council is considering
Assessment for large buildings.
whether it can develop a policy to require Dust Risk Assessments
for basement developments.
Option 2: the demolition of Earl’s Court should have taught us that
“air quality monitoring” does not control the dust release. The
Comment regarding option 3 noted. However, we must ensure that
policy needs to be strengthened with conditions and enforcement all Local Plan policies are not prohibitive and do not undermine
to control immediately and not delayed for assessment time.
development viability and deliverability. This is a requirement under
There is also a particular problem with basement excavations, so planning legislation. By using terms like ‘as far as practically
they need to be covered even if they would not normally count as possible’ we ensure that requirements are not too onerous. That,
“major”.
said we will carefully consider all policy wording to ensure the best
possible outcomes can be sought through the New Local Plan,
Option 3: controlling the emission is a first step. Just as we are all whilst ensuring we meet are in conformity with the national and
being called on to reduce our use of cars, so the construction
regional policy framework.
industry needs to improve the deliveries and reduce the distances.
We oppose the use of ineffective terms as "as far as practically
possible".

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Air Quality
Comments noted.
The draft Plan options reflect the approach set out in Policy SI 1 of
the LP2021. This includes that all development proposals should
`
be at least air quality neutral and that masterplans/development
briefs and large-scale development proposals which are subject to
Environment Impact Assessment should plan to be air quality
positive.
The approach should recognise that the borough is home to three
Air Quality Focus Areas (AQFAs) as illustrated in Figure 9.1 of the
LP2021. As such, development proposals in AQFAs should
demonstrate that design measures have been incorporated to
minimise exposure to poor air quality in accordance with Policy SI
1 of the LP2021.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

TfL CD strongly supports policies to improve air quality in London Support for all options noted.
and this is central to all of our projects which, appropriate to
particular site and development characteristics, remove or reduce
commuter car parking, are ‘car free’ for residents, improve public
transport access and interchange, employ the Healthy Streets
Approach, and encourage active and healthy travel and use of
public transport.
We do not consider these to be options and they should all be
employed by the Council. Again it may not be necessary to repeat
policies in the London Plan but any bespoke policies should be in
general conformity.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Air quality
.All options should be adopted

Support for all options noted.

Mozafar Amiri

I support all the options.

Support for all options noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support all the options for construction sites to avoid polluting
Support for all options noted.
the atmosphere, but scrutiny of contractors to ensure compliance
is necessary. In the area of which I have knowledge (Lots Road) this The Council’s Construction Management and Noise & Nuisance
has not been effective enough.
Teams are responsible for scrutinising construction sites and all
construction sites must follow the RBKC Code of Construction
Practice.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Collette
Wilkinson

We need better public transport in place, which I see the Mayor of Comments noted.
London has already made cuts to in the Borough.
Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
Increase, power points for electric cars in the Borough.
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. Options for ensuring development supports and actively
contributes toward growing the EV charging infrastructure across
the Borough are presented under issue 3 – pollution.

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis Options 1,2&3.

Support for all options noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support all of these options.

Support for all options noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC supports the proposed options and approach for proposals
to be Air Quality Neutral, which are consistent with London Plan
Policy SI1. Furthermore, as new proposals for Earls Court are
progressed ECDC will be developing a new air quality strategy,
consistent with national and London Plan policy.

Support and comment noted.

However, it should be noted that outdoor air quality is beyond the
control of any one stakeholder. Improving this on a Borough / city
level requires a high level of multi-stakeholder collaboration and
participation that sits outside of any single landowner’s control.
DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Welcome Trust support policies to protect and improve air quality
within the Borough. Welcome Trust suggests Option 2 is presented
as a post- consent requirement. It is more feasible for Dust Risk
Assessment’s to be prepared once a detailed construction
programme is known, this is difficult to finalise prior to submission
of the planning application.

Support noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Let us remember that the emphasis on electric cars excludes
people on lower incomes. Electric cars are still very expensive, and
batteries are not long-lasting like petrol car engines; this makes no
sense in relation to whole-life carbon costs.
While we would like to discourage wood-burning, the types of
extraction/flues for wood-burning stoves, wood-burning pizza
ovens and solid fuel fires should be tightly controlled; some are
very much more efficient than others. External heaters for outdoor
seating areas must also be controlled as they use fossil fuel to heat
air.

Comments noted.

Comment re option 2 noted. However, for the Council as a LPA to
ensure this requirement is complied with, we will need it to be a
requirement at planning application stage.

We acknowledge and agree with you that EVs are not accessible to
everyone. Although we support EVs we also encouraging
development to support and incentivise active transport, such as
walking and cycling, as well as the use of public transport. This is set
out in Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation.
We cannot control the use of ovens through the planning regime,
this is beyond the powers of a local planning authority.
Where the use of outside/patio heaters on commercial premises
requires planning permission the Council will weigh the impact of

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
these on our carbon neutral objectives and the benefits they may
have in supporting the operation and success of the business.

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

We would support all three options presented, as these are in line Support for all options noted.
with London Plan (2021) Policy SI1 Air Quality.

Savills on behalf N/A
of Thames Water
(Nicola Forster)

Noted.

Norland
Conservation
Society (Vanessa
Bartulovic)

Noted, we agree that trees are an extremely important asset in
terms of air quality.

The restriction on the loss of trees across London will assist in the
absorption of harmful toxins. Is there an argument to add a TPO
similar status to all trees across the London Boroughs. Any removal
of these trees would require replacement planting and ‘fines’ to
assist with greening elsewhere.

Turley (Laurence In terms of Issue 2, option 1 is supported.
Brooker)

It is not possible to TPO all trees – the rules on what we can TPO
limit us to protecting only trees whose removal would have a
significant negative impact on the local environment and its
enjoyment by the public. The purpose of TPOs is not to give blanket
protection to all trees.
Support for option 1 noted.

Q.6.4. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Some air-cleansing pilot installations and experimental studies to
be introduced on Earl’s Court Road.

Comments noted. New air cleansing technologies are emerging all
the time and we continue to review what is available and their
suggested effectiveness. We have yet to identify one which would
be appropriate for Earl’s Court Road.

Roadside planting along A3220 TfL Red Routes Earl’s Court Road
and Warwick Road, according to guidance form GLA Mayor.
Watering systems and maintenance for sustainability of planting
schemes devised, supported installed and maintained by RBKC.

The right tree should be planted in the right place and to force the
planting of two trees where only one may be appropriate is not
good practice. The majority of applications we receive to fell trees
are due to overplanting or not planting the appropriate species for
the location.

Targets for increasing tree planting, green screens, green walls,
green roofs and roadside planting. Two-for-one replacements of all
trees.
Installation of green infrastructure and green roofs, where
appropriate are measures which will be included in the Council’s
new Biodiversity Action Plan, Climate Emergency Action Plan and
Air Quality Action Plan and urban greening is referred to in the
Greening SPD.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The Council needs to take action to address the problem of traffic
congestion in the King’s Road, which is a major cause of air
pollution in Chelsea. Loading and unloading rules are too lax and
are inadequately enforced. The Chelsea Society has in the past
made suggestions for tightening the rules, but the Council has not
been receptive to them.
The Council also needs to add many more Air Quality Monitoring
Stations (funded from the Parking surplus) and to regularly publish
air quality results on the roads listed at Q6.3 above.

Comments noted.
Noted. Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers
options for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. In addition, the Council no longer allows development to
provide off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over
time lead to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within
the Borough.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
Through the planning system we can only influence outcomes
through a development. Therefore, typically we cannot directly
influence road traffic conditions.
Again, the planning regime cannot control loading and unloading
rules.
The Council has five fixed air quality monitoring stations, and three
mobile sensors that real-time levels of pollution. Data from these is
available to view on the Air Quality England Website. In addition,
we also have 80 passive diffusion tubes that monitor monthly
average levels of nitrogen dioxide. We do however continue to
review our network and continue to invest and enhance it. This year
the Council upgraded the existing monitors at three of the fixed
sites and installed a new cabin and new PM2.5 monitor at one of
these.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We support the views of the Kensington Society on stronger
controls on construction traffic. At present the financial
disincentives to a property owner undertaking e.g. a basement
project are very limited. No compensation to neighbours is
required for a year of noise and nuisance. Some minor costs are
incurred on suspension of parking bays. Would a local authority
have powers to levy a ‘construction traffic charge’ on individual
projects based on the content of a CTMP, i.e. number and nature
of HGV journeys?

Noted.
The Council seeks to positively influence the form of development
proposals through our planning policies. We have no powers to levy
“financial disincentives” on development. Our policies seek to
preclude harmful development such as multi-storey basements. The
Council through its Code of Construction Practice can recover the
cost of the monitoring of development sites by our Construction
Management Team where it is reasonable and necessary to do so.
We require basement developments to adhere to the Council’s
Code of Construction Practice.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Ladbroke
We would suggest a policy to resist the permanent installation of
Association
outdoor fIre-places, permanently fixed barbeques and fire-pits.
(Sophia Lambert) Even with authorised fuel, all open fires are polluting and should
be discouraged in the present climate change emergency. We
appreciate that planning policy can do nothing about portable
barbeques, but it should be used to resist external fireplaces and
fire-pits, which not only cause pollution but can cause loss of
amenity for neighbours. We recognise that an Article 4 direction
on gardens would be needed to resist fire-pits, but we believe this
would of benefit not just in this context (see below on paving).

Council response
Comments and suggestions noted. However, typically fire pits and
bbqs do not require planning permission.
In instances where they are part of a larger garden development
and do require planning permission the case officer will make a
determination and weigh the impact of the fire pit on the amenity
of neighbours. It would be too prescriptive to introduce an article 4
direction on all fire-pits.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Option 1
General support for option 1 is noted.
The NLPR should set a target for air quality neutral to be achieved
but this may be challenging in many circumstances due to the
nature of the scheme. Consideration of whether air quality neutral
is possible will need to be weighed against the potential of
discouraging investment and securing wider planning benefits that
would otherwise not be achieved. The potential to achieve air
quality neutral may improve during the life of the plan as
technology and construction techniques evolve but flexibility to
ensure that failure to comply is not seen as a departure from the
plan, needs to be built in. In addition, it is not considered that air
quality neutral will be possible on ‘all development’ e.g it would
not be appropriate to require this for a simple change of use. It is
suggested that the term ‘all development’ needs to be refined to
only those developments where these approaches would be
applicable.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of

The Council needs to install many more Air Quality Monitoring
The Council has five fixed air quality monitoring stations, and three
Stations and to regularly publicise the levels of pollution on major mobile sensors that real-time levels of pollution. Data from these is
roads. Permanent metal “no idling” signs should also be widely
available to view on the Air Quality England Website. In addition,

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

installed drawing on plentiful funds available in the annual Parking we also have 80 passive diffusion tubes that monitor monthly
Surplus.
average levels of nitrogen dioxide. Diffusion Tube data is published
on an annual basis within our Annual Status Reports. However, we
understand this is not entirely accessible and are looking on how to
improve the dissemination of this.
We also continue to review our network and invest in its
enhancement. This year the Council upgraded the existing monitors
at three of the fixed sites and installed a new cabin and new PM2.5
monitor at one of these.
At present the polyboard signs are the only ones permitted for use
by the Department for Transport (DfT). London Councils have
lobbied the DfT for new permanent signage, however it has not yet
been provided. The polyboard signs will be replaced once the DfT
has granted approval.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

N/A

Noted

Grove and
No
Company (Roger
Grove)

Noted

RBKC Earl's Court Some air-cleansing pilot installations and experimental studies to
Ward (Malcolm be introduced on Earl’s Court Road.
SPALDING)
Roadside planting along A3220 TfL Red Routes Earl’s Court Road
and Warwick Road, according to guidance form GLA Mayor.

New air cleansing technologies continue to emerge and we
continue to review what is available and their suggested
effectiveness. We have yet to identify one which would be
appropriate for Earl’s Court Road.

Respondent
Name

Linda Wade

Comments

Council response

Watering systems for sustainability of planting schemes devised,
supported and installed by RBKC.

Installation of green infrastructure and green roofs, where
appropriate are measures which will be included in the Council’s
new Biodiversity Action Plan, Climate Emergency Action Plan and
Air Quality Action Plan and urban greening is referred to in the
Greening SPD.

Construction Traffic Management Plans should be seen within the
context of other developments within the same area. They cannot
be seen as independent when siting the same routes within their
CTMPs. There is an accumulative impact on local traffic and air
quality which should be taken in consideration.

Comments noted.

More use of rail to remove waste where available should be
considered.
Increased tree, hedge planting along strategy routes. Green
screens in high air quality problem areas.

There is no power for the Council to prevent the development of a
given site on the basis that other sites are already being developed
nearby. If building projects were to be rationed in area, who would
have priority? Such powers would be laden with impossible value
judgements and decisions.
What the Council can do – and does relatively successfully – is to
manage developments so that they do not conflict with each other
and can operate independently. We do this by approving
Construction Traffic Management Plans through the planning
process and by employing a Construction Management Team to
monitor active sites to ensure that they adhere to the approved
plans.
We ask developers to coordinate with one another to minimise
impacts, but we cannot insist that they do.
Sustainable disposal of construction waste is a key element of the
principles of the circular economy and whole life cycle carbon
approach. Detailed guidance on this element of the two concepts is
provided in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapters 3 and 4).

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
The Council’s planting of trees is not limited by lack of resources but
by lack of places to put trees. The principal impediment is the
presence of underground obstructions and services such as gas
pipes and cellars.
Green screens can reduce exposure to poor air quality by disrupting
its flow. However, their placement has to be carefully considered in
relation to wind direction and the presence of other buildings to
ensure it does not cause the pollution to become trapped and cause
concentrations to build up locally. Green infrastructure does still
have an important role and will be referred to in three new Council
plans – the Climate Emergency Action Plan, the Biodiversity Action
Plan and the Air Quality Action Plan, which are due out for public
consultation at the end of the year.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

- Some air-cleansing pilot installations and experimental studies to
be introduced on Earl’s Court Road.
- Roadside planting along A3220 TfL Red Routes Earl’s Court Road
and Warwick Road, according to guidance form GLA Mayor.
- Watering systems for sustainability of planting schemes devised,
supported and installed by RBKC.

Kensington
Construction traffic. There needs to be stronger controls over
Society (Amanda construction traffic. When KS commented on the 80 HGV
Frame)
movements in and out for over many months for Dukes Lodge, the
reply was that since Dukes Lodge was on the edge of the borough
it was quickly not the borough’s problem. That type of attitude

New air cleansing technologies continue to emerge and we
continue to review what is available and their suggested
effectiveness. We have yet to identify one which would be
appropriate for Earl’s Court Road.
Installation of green infrastructure and green roofs, where
appropriate are measures which will be included in the Council’s
new Biodiversity Action Plan, Climate Emergency Action Plan and
Air Quality Action Plan and urban greening is referred to in the
Greening SPD.
Comments noted.
The volume of construction traffic is a function of the scale of the
development. For larger sites it would be reasonable to require the
approval of a construction logistics plan that would look at the

Respondent
Name

GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Comments

Council response

must stop.
More needs to be done to control the quantity of construction
HGV going to and leaving a site. There should be a requirement to
confirm where the HGV is coming from and set limits for journey
distances.
Disposal of Construction waste. Both basement soil removal and
general material for building demolition is a major cause of site
traffic. There should be a requirement that the materials removed
from site are environmental disposed of and not merely landfill.

impact of the supply chair on road conditions and air quality. (It is
true the construction traffic management plans we approve have a
local focus - that is appropriate for most scales of development).

Climate Change
It is noted and welcomed that a key priority of the draft Plan is to
tackle climate change. The borough has committed to becoming
carbon neutral by 2040 and the draft Plan will play a critical role in
achieving that ambition.
At paragraph 6.9 one option tabled is that all major development
proposals should provide Circular Economy Statements. This
approach could be welcome, and it is noted that if implemented it
would go beyond the LP2021 which only makes it a requirement
for those applications that are referred to the Mayor. This is set
out clearly in Policy SI7 of the LP2021.

Support noted.

The draft Plan also promotes options for the use of whole-life
carbon assessments and the
Mayor’s energy hierarchy.
To help boroughs’ plan more effectively to reduce carbon
emissions and reduce waste through Local Plan approaches the
Mayor has published a range of draft London Plan guidance5
which RBKC should be aware of. This includes draft guidance on:
• Circular Economy Statements

Please note the sustainable disposal of construction waste is a key
element of the principles of the circular economy and whole life
cycle carbon approach. Detailed guidance on this element of the
two concepts is provided in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapters 3
and 4).

We are aware of the GLA’s guidance and have used them to inform
the options presented in the issues and option consultation and will
continue to do so when drafting the policies for the next stage of
the new local plan review.
Comment re viability is noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

• Whole-life Carbon Assessments, and
• ‘Be Seen’ Energy Monitoring
RBKC should take note of Policy DF1 of the LP2012 which makes it
clear that where viability is called into question on planning
proposals priority should be given to affordable housing and
transport improvements before considering other aspects of
development.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

Yes.

Comment noted.

Petrol and diesel vehicles are a significant contributor to poor air
quality on our streets. To reduce the number of vehicles on our
streets and the number of journeys in petrol and diesel vehicles,
Local Plan policies should: encourage active and healthy travel and
the use of public transport, ensure the Healthy Streets Approach is
used; remove or reduce public and commuter car parking; and
require new developments to be ‘car free’.

Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport. In addition, the Council no longer allows development to
provide off-street parking provision. The hope is that this will over
time lead to a reduction in private car ownership and usage within
the Borough.

Earl's Court Area Section 6.24 states "For a borough with the lowest amount of
Action Group
open space per resident" - it is therefore inexplicable that despite
(Bella Hardwick) this knowledge the barren wasteland which is the Earls Court
Masterplan site has not been greened during a time of climate
emergency. We are disappointed in both LBHF and RBKC Councils
as well as the Mayor of London. This very serious oversight must
be corrected as soon as possible and the Council should lead on
ensuring that a coalition of horticultural organisations, charities
and local community groups work together to help mitigate the
appalling air quality in Earl's Court - which has been identified by
Friends of the Earth as the worst in the country - by greening the

Comments noted.
We agree that it would be beneficial to have Earl Court as a
meanwhile open green space. However, the Council does not own
the site and therefore we cannot make this happen unless the site
owners apply to do so.
The Council has an Air Quality and Climate Change Action Plan and
will soon embark on public consultation on a new Air Quality Action
Plan and Climate Emergency Action Plan. These set out proposed
action to be taken over the next five years to improve air quality

Respondent
Name

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Comments

Council response

site. Please note that significant greenery and
business/cultural/sporting meanwhile use are not mutually
exclusive and given that it will be some time before works start,
there is still the opportunity to address this issue. There should be
living walls on the apron opposite the Warwick Road exit of the
Earl's Court tube. This could have an arch so that visitors to
activities currently being undertaken like the Pleasure Garden art
installation would still be accessible. There is currently greening at
the Warwick Road exit as you turn right coming out of the tube.
The current planting could be increased to a living wall.
Air Quality KPIs
We believe that further work is need to ensure that there are
robust KPIs when it comes to the Council's work on improving air
quality.
Not only should air quality monitoring take place for individual
sites, there should also be monitoring of the cumulative impact of
demolition and construction where there is more than one
development taking place at the same time in an area. Despite
claims by developers that they will be carbon neutral within the
confines of their development areas, without mitigation for their
residents, they will, or have contributed to pollution and poor air
quality for the wider area.

and respond to the Climate Emergency. Whilst there are no specific
KPIs, with the Air Quality Action Plan, the Council has a statutory
duty to report annually on progress with implementing this plan
and this is submitted to the GLA for review. In addition, the Council
reports annually on progress with meeting the National Air Quality
Objectives.

Similar to above, some expert advice is needed to address the
great concern about nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter
especially from Cromwell Road. The bar should be set higher, ie
the position should be to improve to specific standards or specific
steps that improve efficiency to reduce deliveries/ HGV
movements

The IAQM guidance states ‘developments that increase the Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) of 25 HGV movement would be
required to assess any impacts using dispersion modelling’.
Construction traffic numbers that fall below these criteria are not
required to be assessed further. It is requested that the estimated
number of construction vehicles stated in any Air Quality
Assessment is cross referenced with those provided in the
Construction Traffic Management Plan to ensure consistency.

The NPPF recognises that a number of individual development
proposals within close proximity of each other require planning
policies and decisions to consider the cumulative impact of them.
Air Quality Assessments must include a review of local planning
applications that have been granted planning permission to
understand the cumulative effect of the developments on the local
air quality. Where other granted schemes have been identified the
contractor must demonstrate awareness and joined working
practices with the other to ensure cumulative impacts are
mitigated.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The Council’s Code of Construction Practice (2019) sets out
requirements for how construction sites are managed to reduce
their impact on residents. These include requirements for
construction vehicles to comply with the Low Emission Zone (LEZ)
and Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) and meet European Emission
Standards pursuant to the EC Directive 98/69/EC of Euro 4 for
petrol vehicles and Euro 6 for diesel vehicles and Euro VI for all
lorries and specialist heavy goods vehicles (see P48 for example).
This is in-line with the GLA’s Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM)
requirements. Plant used on construction sites in the borough is
audited by Pan-London NRMM Officers who will provide assistance
and / or enforcement to sites not meeting the requirements. Upon
commencement of any works the NRMM Officers are notified to
ensure that sites remain complaint with the policies throughout
their life cycle.
Mozafar Amiri

I would also like to see a tree planting scheme be brought into
place alongside major thoroughfares such as Brompton Road and
the surrounding streets. I feel this would work towards improving
the air quality, image, and atmosphere of the borough.

The Council’s planting of trees is not limited by lack of resources but
by lack of places to put trees. The principal impediment is the
presence of underground obstructions and services such as gas
pipes and cellars. Several of the major routes such as the Cromwell
Road and the Earl’s Court one-way system are the responsibility of
TfL.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

More scrutiny and control of contractors.

The Council’s Construction Management Team is responsible for
scrutinising construction sites in the Borough. All construction sites
must follow the RBKC code of construction practise.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Invest more money in Public transport.

Section 11 of the Issues and Options consultation considers options
for Transport policy in the New Local Plan. This includes
encouraging development to support and incentivise active
transport, such as walking and cycling, as well as the use of public
transport.

Compact (Ms
Jones)
Collette
Wilkinson

That said, invest in the public transport network is largely controlled
by TfL.
David Lloyd-Davis Active monitoring of construction vehicles, particularly those
queuing to enter a site. Double parking, engines running and the
sheer volume in constricted areas.

Noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning

Noted.

No.

The Council seeks to positively influence the form of development
proposals through our planning policies. Our policies seek to
preclude harmful development such as multi-storey basements. The
Council through its Code of Construction Practice can recover the
cost of the monitoring of development sites by our Construction
Management Team where it is reasonable and necessary to do so.
We require basement developments to adhere to the Council’s
Code of Construction Practice. The idling of engines is not permitted
under the Code and site traffic must be managed under a Council
approved Construction Traffic Management Plan. Invariably these
preclude double parking and the stacking of vehicles on approach
to sites. We acknowledge that poor site management does arise
from time to time. Problems should be reported the Council’s
Construction Management Team.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Robert Dixon

No.

Noted.

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

In reference to Option 3, it is not clear whether this includes NonRoad Mobile Machinery (NRMM) at construction sites. If so, this
should be clarified. We suggest the inclusion of a policy in line with
the Mayor’s position regarding NRMMs, see
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/pollutionand-air-quality/nrmm

Suggestion noted.
The Council’s Code of Construction Practice (2019) sets out
requirements for how construction sites are managed to reduce their
impact on residents. These include requirements for construction
vehicles to comply with the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) and Ultra Low
Emission Zone (ULEZ) and meet European Emission Standards
pursuant to the EC Directive 98/69/EC of Euro 4 for petrol vehicles
and Euro 6 for diesel vehicles and Euro VI for all lorries and specialist
heavy goods vehicles (see pg. 48 for example).

Group (Mike
Priaulx)

This is in-line with the GLA’s Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM)
requirements. Plant used on construction sites in the borough is
audited by Pan-London NRMM Officers who will provide assistance
and / or enforcement to sites not meeting the requirements. Upon
commencement of any works the NRMM Officers are notified to
ensure that sites remain complaint with the policies throughout
their life cycle.
This therefore does include NRMM, this will be made clear in the
draft policy.

Issue 3: Noise and vibration
Q.6.5. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED
Support for all options.
Option 1
To maintain and enhance the borough’s existing policies on the
control of noise and vibration from building services plant and
equipment.
Noise impacts will be mitigated by planning requirements and use
of conditions as at present.
Option 2
To include requirements to consider suitable ventilation and
thermal comfort on new residential developments when designing
schemes of sound insulation.
Developers will need to consider providing appropriate ventilation
schemes for new residential properties in a cohesive way.
Option 3
To develop a specific policy for controlling noise and vibration
from new gyms and fitness centres and ensure the protection of
adjoining residents.
Developers will need to consider the noise and vibration
implications design mitigation measures that meets stringent
industry-based standards to protect existing residential uses.
Option 4
To develop a specific policy for controlling smells/odours from new
commercial kitchen ventilation and extraction systems with a
presumption that, for most situations/uses, a high level discharge
will be required in order to minimise
We do not currently have a policy on odour control. It is important
that this gap in policy is addressed.
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Name

Comments

Council response

Developers will need to consider the smell/odour implications of
all commercial premises where significant cooking takes place, and
should explore at the earliest stages in a proposals development
how a kitchen ventilation/extract system, discharging at a highlevel, can be implemented.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

Noise and vibration from construction sites, particularly but not
exclusively the construction of basements, is a major concern to
our members, many of whose lives have been made a misery over
long periods as a result of it. The Council’s current policies are
woefully inadequate in dealing with this problem as they prioritise
the rights of developers over those of neighbouring residents. The
Code of Construction Practice is not fit for purpose. The assertion
that “our existing policies remain robust and effective” is simply
not true as far as noise and vibration from construction sites is
concerned.
None of the options listed address this issue. This is, as far as
Chelsea is concerned, the principal problem.

Comments and concerns regarding construction noise, particularly
associated with basement development are noted.
RBKC have one of the most restrictive policies governing basement
developments in the UK, having been the first in the country to
introduce a policy restricting the extent of basement development.
We produced an SPD on this in 2016. We are not looking to update
the basement policy in the New Local Plan as there is no chance we
can expect to make the policy even more restrictive on basement
development within the current planning regime.
The Council does not share the view that the current code of
construction practice is not fit for purpose. To the contrary it is
perhaps the most stringent in the county.
The current Code restricts noisy construction working hours to 8am
– 6pm (Monday to Friday), with no working allow on Saturday,
Sunday or Bank Holidays. As far as we are aware these are the most
restrictive hours of any local authority in the UK; we are the only
local authority that does not allow noisy works at any time at the
weekend. We also enforce additional working hours restrictions for
‘high impact works’ (demolition and concrete-breaking), to ensure
residents and businesses have respite from these works before
9am, and between 12-noon and 2pm, and after 5:30pm. We are
the only local authority with this as a mandatory requirement.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

The Code of Construction Practice has been of some help. But the
major (and seemingly permanent) shift to increased working from
home has increased the need for stronger measures to control or
limit noise from construction.
An alternative option would be to create financial costs and
disincentives to projects that involving high and continuous noise
levels over a long period of time, basements being an obvious
example. Is there scope within the CIL regime for applying an
additional levy to this form of development?
Option 1: Agree,
Option 2: Agree.
Option 3: We do not understand what is said about the specific
noise impact of gyms and fitness centres? What about recording
studios, late night venues, restaurants, bars? Noise nuisance from
‘e-fulfilment’ and delivery firms using scooters and motorbikes is a
growing issue even if some of these businesses use electric bikes
and scooters. Why special measures for gyms only?
Option 4: Agree. The growing use of ‘dark kitchens’ in warehouse
premises or premises with no ventilation systems is a new issue.
Lack of an ‘odour policy is a gap in the Council’s armoury. Light
pollution, from commercial buildings leaving lights on all night and
from domestic security lighting is also a subject on which policies
need strengthening.

Comments noted.
We already restrict construction hours to Mon-Fri (8am-6pm)
through the RBKC code of construction practise; these are the most
restrictive noisy working hours in the UK. There is no scope to
restrict these further without impact the deliverability of
development projects in the Borough.
Unfortunately, the CIL Regulations, which all local planning
authority must adhere to, do not allow us to add an additional
charge for noise generating development. We can only have
charging rates for different types of development – such as office or
residential.
Support for option 1 and 2 noted.
Comment re option 3 noted. Gyms developed within existing
mixed-use buildings (containing residential units), or developed in
buildings adjoining existing residential properties, have been
previously raised by residents (and have also generated a number
of complaints for the Noise & Nuisance Team) as a use of particular
concern in terms of noise and vibration, hence why we have
specifically mentioned these in the issues and options consultation.
Noise and vibration from gyms needs to be addressed preemptively at the planning stage as it requires significant
consideration in terms of the building structures and materials used
to ensure appropriate mitigation is built-in; retrospectively
resolving issues once a gym is operational is extremely challenging.
The noise and vibration policy will be applicable to any noise

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
generating use located in proximity to residents. This is in
accordance with the London Plan agent of change principle.
Support for option 4 noted. The Council will introduce a new light
pollution and odour policy in the New Local Plan.

Ladbroke
Option 1: We would like to see the borough enhancing its existing
Association
policies on the control of noise and vibration from building services
(Sophia Lambert) plant and equipment. This is particularly important now that so
many more people are working from home. The current regime is
not doing the trick – although we suspect enforcement may be the
chief problem.
Option 2: we agree that the borough should include requirements
to consider suitable ventilation and thermal comfort on new
residential developments when designing schemes of sound
insulation.
Option 3: We agree that the borough should develop a specific
policy for controlling noise and vibration from new gyms and
fitness centres and ensure the protection of adjoining residents.
This should, however, also apply to new hospitality venues insofar
as this is possible under current planning rules (this may be
another reason for an Article 4 direction excluding food and drink
establishments from Class E).
Option 4: We agree that the borough should develop a specific
policy for controlling smells/odours from new commercial kitchen
ventilation and extraction systems. There may be a case for
applying the policy also to residential developments with
communal kitchens (there have been complaints in the Ladbroke
area about a residential block occupied by a religious grouping
with a communal kitchen, and this could also be an issue with e.g.
care homes).

Comments noted.
Comments noted. It is important to highlight that the New Local
Plan policies will only be able to influence new development that
comes forward after its adoption, we cannot influence existing
buildings unless an application comes forward.
Support for option 2, 3 and 4 noted.
We will introduce a new policy on odour and light pollution in the
New Local Plan.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Cadogan supports Options 1, 2, 3 and 4 in principle.

Support for all options in principles noted.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

None of the options listed really address the major ongoing
problem of excessive noise and vibration. The Code of
Construction Practice is not productive unless it is properly
enforced, which it is not for development sites in Chelsea. Self
regulation by developers is a dead letter as is the case for
infringements of CTMPs. Some form of financial penalty for
persistent infringements needs to be a reality.

Comments noted.

Greg Hammond

Support all the options

Support for all options noted.

All construction sites are required to follow the rules of the RBKC
construction code of practise. If you are aware of a breach of these
rules on a particular development site, please contact our
construction management team at
environmentalhealth@rbkc.gov.uk or tel: 020 7361 3002.

Kerry Davis-Head NUISANCE from odour, vibration etc
Measures should be taken to minimise or eliminate the nuisance
that both domestic and commercial air conditioning causes to
residents. Also, the policy that allows “sandwich” places located
within residential areas to become hot cooked food premises, with
all the cooking smells night, day and weekends that ensues.

Comments noted.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

Noted.

N/A

We will introduce a new policy on odour and light pollution in the
New Local Plan.
Regarding air conditioning units. We can only control these where
planning permission is required; we have (and will maintain)
stringent controls on both noise and vibration from these sources.
London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter 5 of the RBKC Greening SPD
encourage applicants to avoid using air conditioning units where
possible. This is something that we will include in the relevant
policy of the New Local Plan.

Fernando Chueca Install noise cameras and fine people making excessive noise. This Comments noted. The borough has recently expanded the Public
can come both from engines and from people playing very loud
Space Protection Order (PSPO) for anti-social vehicles to cover the
music on their cars
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Council response
whole borough. Enforcement via acoustic cameras is being used to
tackle noisy from excessively noisy driving behaviour.
However, planning is a system that primarily influences new
development we cannot directly influence existing traffic.

Grove and
Option 4
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for option 4 noted.

Sport England
(Mark Furnish)

Concerns noted.
Gyms developed within existing mixed-use buildings (containing
residential units), or developed in buildings adjoining existing
residential properties, have been previously raised by residents
(and have also generated a number of complaints for the Noise &
Nuisance Team) as a use of particular concern in terms of noise and
vibration, hence why we have specifically mentioned these in the
issues and options consultation. Noise and vibration from gyms
needs to be addressed pre-emptively at the planning stage as it
requires significant consideration in terms of the building structures
and materials used to ensure appropriate mitigation is built-in;
retrospectively resolving issues once a gym is operational is
extremely challenging.

• Q6.5 - Sport England has concerns if Option 3 were to be
pursued at this stage as this could restrict sport/fitness centres,
thereby providing less opportunities for the whole local
community to engage in physical activity which could have
detrimental implications to individual’s health and wellbeing. Sport
England questions why these facilities in particular require extra
restriction when other more noisy uses do not. There are already
safeguards in National Policy, i.e. the agent of change principle,
that should adequately provide protection rather that singling out,
and potentially discourage, a specific use.

The Council will ensure that any policy on noise generating uses is in
general conformity with national policy and the London Plan, as
required by planning legislation. We do not seek to unduly restrict
sport/fitness centres but ensure residential amenity is not harmed.
The IIA process of the new local plan review will clearly
demonstrate if there is a negative impact from this proposed policy
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on the health and wellbeing of residents. In this event the Council
will amend the policy to ensure this doesn’t occur.

Elizabeth Ashley

Support Option 3 - noise and vibration
Support Option 4 - smells from kitchens

Support for options 3 and 4 noted.

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

As part of the noise and vibration matter, within the Local Plan the
Agent of Change principle must be specifically be referred to,
particularly in relation to the boroughs safeguarded Cremorne
Wharf. The Agent of Change principle, referenced in paragraph
187 of the 2021 NPPF and policies D12 and SI15 of the London Plan
(2021) highlights the need for development proposals, including
residential development adjacent to or opposite safeguarded
wharves (including vacant wharves) to be designed to minimise
the potential for conflicts of use and disturbance, in line with the
Agent of Change principle and also confirms that it is the
applicants responsibility to ensure that suitable mitigation (such as
appropriately designed glazing and balconies) is in place.

Comments noted.
We will ensure to refer to the agent of change principle in the noise
and vibration policy of the New Local Plan.
As stated above the New Local Plan will continue to safeguard
Cremorne Wharf.

RBKC Earl's Court ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED
Support for all options noted.
Ward (Malcolm Option 1
SPALDING)
To maintain and enhance the borough’s existing policies on the
control of noise and vibration from building services plant and
equipment.
Noise impacts will be mitigated by planning requirements and use
of conditions as at present.
Option 2
To include requirements to consider suitable ventilation and
thermal comfort on new residential developments when designing
schemes of sound insulation.
Developers will need to consider providing appropriate ventilation
schemes for new residential properties in a cohesive way.
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Option 3
To develop a specific policy for controlling noise and vibration
from new gyms and fitness centres and ensure the protection of
adjoining residents.
Developers will need to consider the noise and vibration
implications design mitigation measures that meets stringent
industry-based standards to protect existing residential uses.
Option 4
To develop a specific policy for controlling smells/odours from new
commercial kitchen ventilation and extraction systems with a
presumption that, for most situations/uses, a high level discharge
will be required in order to minimise
We do not currently have a policy on odour control. It is important
that this gap in policy is addressed.
Developers will need to consider the smell/odour implications of
all commercial premises where significant cooking takes place, and
should explore at the earliest stages in a proposals development
how a kitchen ventilation/extract system, discharging at a highlevel, can be implemented.
Linda Wade

Option 1
• Agree
Option 2
• Agree
Option 3
• Agree
Option 4
This is a discussion that must be developed, how it can be
implemented and be enforced effectively.
The borough has concentrations of food outlets. With the turnover
of businesses many either continue with the existing units despite

Support for all options noted. We have existing policies to control
noise from building services plant. We will introduce a new policy
on odour in the New Local Plan.
Comments noted. However, it should be highlighted that the
Council can only influence development through its powers as a
local planning authority when an application for planning
permission is required. The Government introduced new permitted
development right in the summer of 2021 that now allow the
change of use of many town centre uses such as shops, restaurants,
offices etc that fall within Use Class E. This means that such a
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their age, or advances in technology, and others just add-on
change of use no longer requires planning permission. In this
elements. Many fail to apply for planning permission and
situation we cannot control or influence these businesses through
enforcement can be slow and lead to many years of frustration
our powers as a local planning authority.
from affective residents.
There needs to be a policy developed which controls noise from
plant, as well as smell. Also, to be taken into consideration the
proximity of residential units and the overall accumulative impact
of multiple units leading to an overall increase in noise levels.
This should be widely advertised and that all businesses on
transfer or application for a new licence should be made aware of
the policy, their equipment checked, their filter cleaning schedules
monitored. This could also be promoted by the Food Hygiene
Officers.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Options 2 and 4

Support for option 2 and 4 noted.

Mr (Andrew
Jamieson)

Probably most of them especially motor cycles. Get noise
"cameras" in situ.

Planning is a system that primarily influences new development, we
cannot directly influence the use of vehicles or existing traffic.
However, the borough has recently expanded the Public Space
Protection Order (PSPO) for anti-social vehicles to cover the whole
borough. Enforcement via acoustic cameras is being used to tackle
noisy from excessively noisy driving behaviour.

Kensington
Option 1: Agree, but “maintain” is not sufficient. Need to change
Society (Amanda existing policies to reflect the Covid and most likely the future
Frame)
working practices.

Comments on option 1 noted. We will explore if this policy can be
enhanced within the context of the current planning regime.
However, it is important to highlight that the New Local Plan
policies will only be able to influence new development that comes
Option 2: Agree. This is an increasing problem especially with the forward after its adoption, we cannot influence existing buildings
increase/uncontrollable reliance on air conditioning. Air condition unless an application comes forward.
is massive energy greedy and contrary to the direction of greening.
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We should be promoting increases in central fans and natural
ventilation. Ventilation must be addressed in basements in
particular.

Support for option 2 noted. Regarding air conditioning units. We
can only control these where planning permission is required.
London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter 5 of the RBKC Greening SPD
encourage applicants to avoid using air conditioning units where
Option 3: Agree, but this should not apply just to gyms and fitness possible. This is something that we will include in the relevant
centres. All sorts of uses can cause nuisance. Late-night venues
policy of the New Local Plan.
such as nightclubs or restaurants/pubs with late evening licences
are a particular problem, as is increased noise from delivery motor Support for option 3 noted. The noise and vibration policy will be
bikes/push bikes congregating outside a restaurant for late night applicable to any noise generating use located in proximity to
delivery.
residents. This is in accordance with the London Plan agent of
change principle.
Option 4: Agree, but more is needed. There is a particular problem
with the increase in food court type service: each food area has its
own needs which increase the requirement for more and more
commercial kitchen ventilation and extraction systems. There
needs to be limits set on the level of ventilation and above that
level not allowed.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

TfL CD supports the aim to ensure acceptable levels of residential
amenity. Our response to Q6.4 is also relevant to noise and
vibration.

TfL’s support in principle is noted.
The Council will ensure to have regard to the agent of change
principle in our noise policies in the New Local Plan.

It will be important for the Local Plan to have regard to ‘agent of
change’ principles in order to protect existing business, food and
drink, cultural and entertainment etc activities which are so
important to the local character, identity and attraction of many
parts of the borough.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Q 6.5 All these options seem relevant and desirable.

Support for all options noted.

David Campbell

Options 1, 3 and especially 4.

Support for all options, especially 1, 3, and 4.
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Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support the option but more rigorous enforcement is required
(see 6.3 ).

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

Residents lives in Lots Road have been blighted by the huge
building projects that have been going on for at least three years
with no immediate end in sight, with the prospect of even more
building works in the future proposed by the Council. The noise
and vibration has been unbearable at times, and the pollution
from a constant stream of large lorries going into the Thames
Tideway Project as well as the former Lots Road Power Station
development, does nothing positive for the health of the residents.

Comments noted.
Under current planning legislation the Council and our Local Plan
must help to bring sites forward for development and support
growth and development in the Borough. This is a statutory
requirement.
The RBKC construction code of practise places a range of
restrictions on construction sites including restricting construction
hours to 8am – 6pm Mon-Fri. All construction sites must follow the
rules of the construction code of practise.
The Thames Tideway Project is outside of our control as a local
planning authority, but is regulated (in terms of construction noise
and vibration) by the Noise and Nuisance Team

David Lloyd-Davis Options 1&2.

Support for options 1 and 2 noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support all of these options.

Support for all options noted.

Alex Mackay

Option 1

Support for option 1 noted.
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Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC supports the aims of the proposed options to ensure
acceptable levels of residential amenity are provided and
maintained for residents.

Support for all options noted.

DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Welcome Trust agree that residential amenity must be protected
when bringing forward new developments. Welcome Trust note
Option 4 seeks to develop a policy for controlling smells/odours
from new commercial kitchen ventilation/extraction systems,
whilst it is appreciated that this can be an issue for residents, it is
often difficult to factor these issues in during an early stage of
design development.

Support for options 1 to 3 noted and comments regarding option 4
noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

The reputation of the borough as a night-time attraction has made
many residents’ lives miserable.
Delivery services from hot food providers – even if transport is
electric – entails drivers hanging around for hours, often causing
noise nuisance and even anti-social behaviour.
Vibration and humming can drive residents distracted. There must
be better enforcement by the Council of the rule that ‘if you can
hear it, it isn’t compliant’.

Comments noted.
However, it should be highlighted that the Council can only
influence development through its powers as a local planning
authority when an application for planning permission is required.
The Government introduced new permitted development right in
the summer of 2021 that now allow the change of use of many
town centre uses such as shops, restaurants, offices etc that fall
within Use Class E. This means that such a change of use no longer
requires planning permission. In this situation we cannot control or
influence these businesses through our powers as a local planning
authority.
All construction sites must follow the RBKC code of construction
practise
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Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

We have no comments within our remit.

Noted.

Savills on behalf N/A
of Thames Water
(Nicola Forster)
Norland
Conservation
Society (Vanessa
Bartulovic)

Noted.

The contractors do not stick to the designated CTMPS. I have seen Comments noted.
a number of instances of non application development,
particularly relating to flood. In these instances there is far less
All construction sites must follow the RBKC code of construction
control to neighbouring residents and indeed the Council. Licences practise.
for ALL works, particularly in Conservation Areas, should be a prerequisite to any Works.

Turley (Laurence For issue 3, Option 1 is also supported.
Brooker)

Support for option 1 noted.

Q.6.6. Do you have any other options to suggest?
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The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Ambient measurements, before and after, to ensure compliance as
a PLANNING CONDITION (not just subjective EHO enforcement)
including 2021 baseline readings to prevent overall noise level
from continually rising.

Comments noted. Planning applications for new building services
plant already require a noise survey to be carried out, along with a
report demonstrating how compliance with our criteria will be
achieved. In certain circumstances a post-installation compliance
report is also required.

On the Earl’s Court site, removal of the portal beams has reduced
mass damping, and has therefore created new permanent tube
train noise and vibration, where none existed before.

We will explore if it would be appropriate and beneficial for postinstallation noise measurements to be introduced as a planning
condition in certain circumstances.

Air conditioning units, extraction and ventilation plant need better
control, monitoring and enforcement in mixed commercial and
Regarding air conditioning units. We can only control these where
residential areas, with cumulative impacts.
planning permission is required. London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter
5 of the RBKC Greening SPD encourage applicants to avoid using air
conditioning units where possible. This is something that we will
include in the relevant policy of the New Local Plan.
The Council’s noise and nuisance team are responsible to
monitoring and enforcing noise and nuisance complaints.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The use of noisy drilling machinery should be banned if it disrupts Comments noted.
the lives of neighbours and developers should be required to use
hand tools only.
We can only rarely, in the context of listed buildings where works
are required in the context of delicate historic fabric can we require
All building sites, if their duration exceeds a certain time period,
that developers use hand tools instead of modern industry standard
should be required to be enclosed and insulated from noise.
equipment.
If excessive noise is prevalent for more than a certain number of
Contractors are required to employ the ‘best practicable means’ to
days, then the constructors should be forced to pay compensation keep noise to a minimum – this includes the use of modern, quiet
to neighbouring residents within earshot
and well-maintained equipment, as well as the use of noise barriers

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
and screens where practical. This, along with the Council’s
permitted hours for noise construction work (the most restrictive in
the UK), are the principal means by which the impact of noise and
vibration of residents is minimised.
We cannot require constructors or developers to implement such
insulation measures or pay such a fine. This would certainly
undermine development viability and deliverability. Under current
planning legislation the Councill and the Local Plan must support
development and growth in the Borough. This is a statutory
requirement.

Ladbroke
With the trend towards more outside living, there is an increasing Comment noted.
Association
problem with noise from roof terraces and balconies. attention
(Sophia Lambert) needs to be given to this in the policy on living conditions (we are Regarding air conditioning units. We can only control these where
not sure that Policy CE6 is adequate).
planning permission is required. London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter
5 of the RBKC Greening SPD encourage applicants to avoid using air
This is a comment rather than an option, but the avoidance of
conditioning units where possible. This is something that we will
retro-fitted air conditioning would obviate the need for bulky
include in the relevant policy of the New Local Plan.
acoustic enclosures, which are often problematic, especially in
conservation areas.
Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

N/A

Noted.

Grove and
The weakness of these kind of measure is that there is insufficient The Council’s construction management team is responsible for
Company (Roger funding for checking compliance.
checking compliance. If you are aware of a breach of the RBKC code
Grove)
of construction practise, please contact the Council’s construction
management team at environmentalhealth@rbkc.gov.uk or tel: 020
7361 3002.

Respondent
Name

Comments

RBKC Earl's Court Ambient measurements, before and after, to ensure compliance as
Ward (Malcolm a PLANNING CONDITION (not just subjective EHO enforcement)
SPALDING)
On the Earl’s Court site, removal of the portal beams has reduced
mass damping, and has therefore created new permanent tube
train noise and vibration, where none existed before.

Council response
Comments noted. Planning applications for new building services
plant already require a noise survey to be carried out, along with a
report demonstrating how compliance with our criteria will be
achieved. In certain circumstances a post-installation compliance
report is also required.
We will explore if it would be appropriate and beneficial for postinstallation noise measurements to be introduced as a planning
condition in certain circumstances.
Regarding air conditioning units. We can only control these where
planning permission is required. London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter
5 of the RBKC Greening SPD encourage applicants to avoid using air
conditioning units where possible. This is something that we will
include in the relevant policy of the New Local Plan.
The Council’s noise and nuisance team are responsible to
monitoring and enforcing noise and nuisance complaints. If you are
aware of a particular noise issue, please contact the noise and
nuisance team on 020 7361 3002 or
environmentalhealth@rbkc.gov.uk.

Linda Wade

Since the removal of the portal beams on the Earl’s Court
Comments noted.
Exhibition Centre site, residents are commenting about the
increased train noise. This should be considered when it comes to We will explore if it would be appropriate and beneficial for
planning permissions.
ambient measurements before and after can be introduced as a
planning condition.
Air conditioning units, extraction and ventilation plant need better
control, monitoring and enforcement in mixed commercial and
Regarding air conditioning units. We can only control these where
residential areas, with cumulative impacts.
planning permission is required. London Plan Policy SI 4 and chapter
5 of the RBKC Greening SPD encourage applicants to avoid using air

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

conditioning units where possible. This is something that we will
Noise from construction work over the weekends has been limited include in the relevant policy of the New Local Plan.
but requires more effective enforcement.
Regarding construction works at the weekend. The Council’s Noise
and Nuisance Team is responsible for checking compliance.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Strict ambient measurements, before and after, to ensure
compliance as a planning condition and not a subjective
enforcement by Environmental Health.

Comment noted. Enforcement of planning conditions that control
noise from building services plant can only be carried out through
empirical measurement, not subjective assessments (which,
conversely, is how a statutory noise nuisance is assessed). We will
explore if it would be appropriate and beneficial for ambient
measurements before and after can be introduced as a planning
condition.

Kensington
The new Code of Construction Practice which addresses
Society (Amanda construction issues was adopted in April 2019. Since then, the
Frame)
world has faced the Covid pandemic and home working has almost
become the norm. Previously most homes were empty during the
day or, at least, most of the day. Now they are workplaces and the
level of noise from construction is such that many people found it
impossible to work from home. We need to revisit the Code and
question how we can reflect this change. The Code of Construction
Practice and enforcement of S.60/S.61 agreements is not good
enough or not effective and this needs review.

Comments noted. However, we already restrict construction works
to 8am – 6pm Mon. – Fri; which are the most rigorous working
hours in the UK for noisy construction activity. We cannot restrict
construction hours even further without impact development
viability and deliverability. Under current planning legislation the
Councill and the Local Plan must support development and growth
in the Borough. This is a statutory requirement.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

Noted.

No

Earl's Court Area There should be 24/7 provision of Council Environmental Health
Comments noted.
Action Group
Services with full time Officers, including at weekends and
(Bella Hardwick) residents should be able to log complaints with the Council for full

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

transparency and accountability, not with the developer and their The Council’s environmental health services are outside of the
contractors.
remit of the Local Plan and the planning department to control.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Also RBKC’s SPD on Noise needs to be revisited as officers do not
seem to be applying it rigorously. Will amalgamation with
Westminster mean different standards?
We would like that location and all other settings and projections
of plant are clearly specified at planning application stage and
there will be automatic penalties if these are found to have been
changed afterwards without a new planning application.
Restaurants, supermarkets, hotels, nightclubs and grocery stores
should be included for noise nuisance from plant regulations as
they particularly use air conditioning units and other plant which
often if not inevitably give rise to noise and vibration. It is certainly
not just gyms and fitness centres.
Commercial kitchen ventilation and extraction systems are often
unsightly as well as noisy and smelly. There needs to be limits set
on the level of ventilation that is not natural ventilation with a ban
on new large vent pipes and a ban on their replacement where
they are already existing even if at the back of high streets. With
time to plan restaurants can incrementally or otherwise redesign
their kitchen areas so that natural ventilation becomes a larger
component of kitchen ventilation. There could be a section 106
against air conditioning when a basement is approved.
Ventilation: we are also concerned about noise from air source
heat pumps. Noise creep will be inevitable so it is important that
the existing Noise SPD is maintained or strengthened. Natural

Comments noted.
The Council plans to update our noise SPD. This work will be
primarily carried by our noise team rather than the planning team.
The Council’s construction management team is responsible for
checking compliance with the RBKC code of construction practise.
The New Local Plan noise and vibration policy will be applicable to
all noise generating premises, not just gyms. This is also the case for
the current policy. Regarding air conditioning units. We can only
control these where planning permission is required. London Plan
Policy SI 4 and chapter 5 of the RBKC Greening SPD encourage
applicants to avoid using air conditioning units where possible. This
is something that we will include in the relevant policy of the New
Local Plan.
With regards to commercial kitchen, ventilation and extraction
systems. It should be highlighted that the Council can only influence
development through its powers as a local planning authority when
an application for planning permission is required. The Government
introduced new permitted development right in the summer of
2021 that now allow the change of use of many town centre uses
such as shops, restaurants, offices etc that fall within Use Class E.
This means that such a change of use no longer requires planning
permission. In this situation we cannot control or influence these
premises through our powers as a local planning authority. In

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

ventilation should always be required for new build. Overheating
to be avoided through design. This is a green issue not just
planning Issue 4: Flood risk There is no doubt that increasing global
temperatures will lead to more intense rainfall and severe
weather. Therefore, we need to plan for more surface water (rain)
and sewer water flooding, the main types of flooding that we
expect across our borough.
A series of options for addressing flooding and flood risk in the
Borough are set out under Issue 4 of Section 6 of the Issues and
Options paper.

addition, the new local plan cannot influence existing properties
only new development that comes forward after its adoption.
Ventilation: As mentioned above the Council will be updating its
noise SPD. The RBKC Greening SPD sets out that where an air
source heat pump requires planning permission, we will require a
noise assessment. However, it should be noted that heat pumps
don’t typically require planning permission. Where this is the case,
we cannot control such works through the planning system.
Options for overheating policy are presented under issue 1 of
section 6 of the issues and options consultation. In conformity with
London Plan Policy SI 4 and the associated cooling hierarchy, we are
aiming to introduce an overheating policy that encourages all
development to prioritises natural ventilation.

David Campbell

Limit the noise and vibration from ventilation fans. Restrict the size Comment noted. However, it should be highlighted that the Council
of kitchens rather than simply opting for high-level discharge
can only influence development through its powers as a local
affecting a wider area.
planning authority when an application for planning permission is
required. The Government introduced new permitted development
right in the summer of 2021 that now allow the change of use of
many town centre uses such as shops, restaurants, offices etc that
fall within Use Class E. This means that such a change of use no
longer requires planning permission. In this situation we cannot
control or influence these premises through our powers as a local
planning authority. In addition, the new local plan cannot influence
existing properties only new development that comes forward after
its adoption.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No further comments

Noted.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

Stop large high rise building projects in the future in the Borough.

Noted. Options for the Council’s policy approach to tall buildings is
set out under section 13 of the issues and options paper. It is
important to note that we cannot simply ban all tall buildings in the
borough as this would be contrary to the London Plan and national
policy.

David Lloyd-Davis Concrete breaking during demolitions is a major source of noise
and vibration that require independent monitoring.

Concrete breaking and demolition are defined as ‘high impact’ work
within the Council’s Code of Construction Practice, and restrictions
are placed on contractors to limit the times during which they can
take place within the over-arching permitted hours for construction
work that creates noise. These activities are not permitted before
9am, between 12-noon and 2pm, or after 5:30pm. The Council
does not have the resources to independently monitor every site
but will respond to complaints from residents.
The Council’s construction management team is responsible for
checking compliance with the RBKC code of construction practise.
The code includes a range of restriction on demolition and
construction works and development sites. If you are aware of the
code, please contact the Council’s construction management team
at environmentalhealth@rbkc.gov.uk or tel: 020 7361 3002.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Many of these issues have new importance now with the
increasing number of people working from home. Hybrid working
may mean this is an ongoing issue. We cannot expect residents to
be away from home all day so that construction and other noisy
works will not disturb them.

Comments noted. However, we already restrict construction works
to 8am – 6pm Mon. – Fri, which are the most restrictive hours
within the UK. We cannot restrict construction hours even further
without impact development viability and deliverability. Under
current planning legislation the Councill and the Local Plan must
support development and growth in the Borough. This is a statutory
requirement.

Issue 4: Flood risk
Q.6.7. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED

Support noted. The wording of the comment has been copied from
the Issues and Options document, so no response required.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

All seem sensible.

Support noted.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We await the independent report by Thames Water on the causes
of the flash flooding in the north of the Borough on July 12th 2021.
As we have raised in the past, we question whether RBKC should
continue to grant planning consents to basements within Critical
Drainage Areas until such time as TW can provide assurances that
its systems can cope with what are no longer 1 in a 100 year
events. We anticipate that the insurance industry will react to such
weather events by making basements almost uninsurable in
commercial and domestic properties at risk of flash flooding.

Thames Water will not provide the assurance suggested as their
sewer system has not been designed to cope with very intense
storms. The current sewer system capacity design standard varies
from of 1 in 5 years (storm intensity) to 1 in 30 years. The Council is
lobbying for these standards to change but it is for central
government and Ofwat to decide the adequate standards and to
make water companies comply with them.
The new draft policy will now require all basement development to
be supported by a Flood Risk assessment.
Insurance companies have their own modelling for surface water
and, even when insurance premiums for the flooded properties
may have increased, we do not have any evidence to support the
claim that insurance companies will not insure basement
properties. This is something we cannot control through Planning.

Breach levels refer to fluvial flood risk were the embankment wall
Option 1: As we understand, ‘breach level’ relates to risks of fluvial (rather than the Thames Barrier) to fail. The draft flood risk policy
flooding should e.g. the Thames Barrier fail? Flash flooding from
will restrict sleeping accommodation below the breach level.
excessive rainfall appears to be a much more likely risk in the
StQW neighbourhood.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

More resilient design of basements could be ensured through
planning requirements and Building Regulations. Restrictions on
use of basements as sleeping accommodation should be
introduced, in Critical Drainage Areas, through planning conditions
and legal agreements, except where adequate preventative
measures are in place.

We already require basements to be properly protected from flood
risk through policies CL7 and CE2. Furthermore, the supporting text
for the flood risk policy will explain that these assessments should
ensure that development (including basement development) is
protected against flood risk and will not lead to offsite flooding.
Support noted. The current policy CE2i refers to landscaped areas
to ensure any front or rear garden is covered.
Concerns about garden offices and PD rights noted.
Green roofs are not considered substitutes for garden areas. If an
outbuilding is implemented in the garden (and it needs planning
permission), a 50% betterment in surface water run-off is required
as per policy CE2g.

We support Options 2, 4, 6 and 8. On Policy CE2 and resisting
impermeable surfaces we need more help from RBKC in enforcing
breaches that are reported. Plus clarity over whether this policy
applies to rear as well as front gardens. The new demand for
‘garden offices’ to enable ‘working from home’ is an issue, and PD
rights means that permeable areas in rear gardens are increasingly
at threat. The efficacy of green roofs on outbuildings, as a
substitute for garden area seems questionable.

The Council will scrutinise Thames Water independent review and is
lobbying for short-term and long-term measures to reduce flood
risk in the borough.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Given that the Thames Water report is being commissioned by TW,
can it really be said to be independent?
Ladbroke
Option 1: We agree with the introduction of a policy to reflect the
Association
EA criteria to restrict sleeping accommodation in basements to
(Sophia Lambert) below the breach level. This would need to be achieved, however,
in such a way that the requirement is incorporated in the deeds of
the building so that it is a lasting legal requirement and is drawn to
the attention of future owners.
Option 2: We agree with supporting natural flood
management/green infrastructure to reduce flood risk.
Option 3: We agree that the policy should be linked to the latest
standards.
Options 4 and 5: we agree that tanks, especially when associated
with pumps, have the potential to cause problems. We agree with
option 5.
Option 6: we strongly support water efficiency measures, reuse of
greywater and water harvesting measures. It should be a
requirement for all new build to include such measures unless
really impractical; and use of greywater should also be encouraged
as part of garden landscaping schemes.
Option 7: we agree that green/blue roofs should be required in all
flat roofs, including extensions.
Option 8: we agree that the policy should be clarified to make
clear that calculations should take into account the whole site
rather than the area to be developed.
Thames Water
Utilities Ltd (Sir/
Madam)

Support for Option 1 noted.

Support for Options 2, 3, 4,5, 7 and 8 noted.
Option 6: support noted. The re-use of grey water and water
efficiency measures is supported and will be included in the Surface
Water Run-off and Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) policy.

Thames Water support all proposals to reduce the use of potable Support for the reduction of the use in potable water and the need
water and minimise the discharge of water to the combined sewer to implement suitable pumped devices in basements noted.
network. The use of integrated water management strategies to

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

look at the use of water holistically are also supported. It is also
We note that Thames Water also supports the use of integrated
important that any new Local Plan continues the existing policy
water management strategies.
requirement in Policy CL7 of the existing Local Plan for new
basement development to be fitted with suitable pumped devices
in order to protect the development from the risk of sewer
flooding.
Greg Hammond

I'm not so sure about Option 1 if it impacts existing basement
dwellings, because this could add too much cost and potentially
take out of legal use a huge proportion of existing stock; this
should only be applied for new builds. I have no opinion of the rest
of it, which was too technical for a lay person to understand, but
flood defences are critical going forward.

Noted.
Option 1 is for new development, extension to existing basement
dwellings or the creation of a basement in an existing building. This
has been introduced by the Environment Agency for safety reasons
as basement development are more vulnerable to flooding.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

N/A

N/A

Fernando Chueca Increase capacity of the sewers

Noted. The Council will scrutinise Thames Water independent
review and is lobbying for short-term and long-term measures to
reduce flood risk in the borough.

Grove and
Option 2 and option 6
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for options 2 and 6 noted.

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

Support for option 2 noted.
Reference will be included in the Local Plan to the Estuary Edges
guidance for riverside developments.
https://www.estuaryedges.co.uk/

With regard to option 2 which states that the borough will support
natural flood management/green infrastructure to reduce flood
risk. This is in principle supported. As part of this the PLA considers
that for riverside developments, reference should be given in the
Local Plan to the estuary edges guidance, which provides
information on ecological design for softening the riverside ‘edges’

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

to encourage wildlife into urban estuaries. This guidance was coordinated by the Thames Estuary Partnership with input from the
Environment Agency and the PLA, and a link guidance can be
found at: https://www.estuaryedges.co.uk/
RBKC Earl's Court ALL OPTIONS SUPPORTED
Ward (Malcolm
SPALDING)

Support for all options supported.

Linda Wade

Agreement noted.
The West Brompton Wetlands are not within the borough. We
cannot, therefore, reference their maintenance in our policy.

Option 1
• Agree
Option 2
• Agree This should include the maintenance of the West
Brompton Wetlands and the stream to the Thames.
Option 3
• Agree
Option 4
• Agree
Option 5
• Agree
Option 6
• Agree
Option 7
• Agree
Option 8
• Agree

Q6.8: Do you have any other options to suggest?
That Thames Water revisit the plans to complete the super-sewer

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

to protect the Counter’s Creek catchment area. It is not credible
with the evident change in weather patterns that what we saw in
July this year is a 1-1000 incident. There is increased density in
building and use, reduced permeability, overloading an aging
infrastructure leaving much of south of the borough close to the
Thames vulnerable.

Noted. The Local Plan already contains a policy (CE2l) that supports
new water and sewer infrastructure development when needed.
This policy will be maintained in the NLPR. The Council will
scrutinise Thames Water independent review and is lobbying for
short-term and long-term measures to reduce flood risk in the
borough.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Options 2,5,7

Support for options 2.5 and 7 noted.

Mr (Andrew
Jamieson)

Clean the drains.

The road gullies are cleaned regularly by our SUEZ contractors. TfL
also cleans the strategic network route. Thames Water maintains
the main sewer system.

Marine
Management
Organisation
(Lucinda
Robinson)

Minerals and Waste Local Plans and Local Aggregate Assessments Comments noted. the Issues and Options consultation does not
If you are consulting on a minerals and waste local plan or local
relate to a Minerals and Waste Local Plan or a Local Aggregate
aggregate assessment, the MMO recommends reference to
Assessment.
marine aggregates, and to the documents below, to be included:
• The Marine Policy Statement (MPS), Section 3.5 which highlights
the importance of marine aggregates and its supply to England’s
(and the UK’s) construction industry.
• The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which sets out
policies for national (England) construction mineral supply.
• The minerals planning practice guidance which includes specific
references to the role of marine aggregates in the wider portfolio
of supply.
• The national and regional guidelines for aggregates provision in
England 2005-2020 predict likely aggregate demand over this
period, including marine supply.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The minerals planning practice guidance requires local mineral
planning authorities to prepare Local Aggregate Assessments.
These assessments must consider the opportunities and
constraints of all mineral supplies into their planning regions –
including marine sources. This means that even land-locked
counties may have to consider the role that marine-sourced
supplies (delivered by rail or river) have – particularly where landbased resources are becoming increasingly constrained.
Kensington
Option 1: Agree, subject to definition of the “breach level” and
Society (Amanda more understanding of how “permanent barriers” would work.
Frame)
There is also an enforcement problem. The "gym" in basements
almost always has a full bathroom and easily becomes the
bedroom as soon as built. A planning condition requiring new
consent for changes may be part of the answer, but there needs to
be a legal requirement that appears on the deeds. There needs
more industry pressure here so that such rooms become
uninsurable if uses as bedrooms.
Floods cannot be avoided completely, so the planning system
should be used as far as possible to ensure that basements are
resilient to flooding and can quickly be returned to use. Pumps are
only part of the answer. The drainage levels for everything in
basements (including toilets) should be high, as should electrical
fittings. Tiling should be used and floodgates installed where
appropriate.

Support for option 1 is noted. Breach level and permanent barriers
will be explained in the Local Plan.

Lobbying insurance companies is outside the scope of the Local
Plan.
Noted. Appropriate flood risk protection and resilience measures
should be implemented. The new draft policy will now require all
basement development to be supported by a Flood Risk
assessment, regardless of their location. Furthermore, the
supporting text for the flood risk policy will explain that these
assessments should ensure that development (including basement
development) is protected against flood risk and will not lead to
offsite flooding.
It is not clear why it is considered in the comment that drainage
levels should be high as the function of the pumps is to take the
flows to the ground floor and from there discharge them into the
sewer by gravity.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2: Agree, but this will need to be defined and enshrined in a Support for option 2 noted and it will be part of the Local Plan
Local Plan Policy if such policies are to come forward.
Policy.
Option 3: Agree
Option 4: We oppose any run-off. Developments should be
designed to retain and re-use any surface water run-off – on which
see below on other options. We would support a policy of zero site
water run-off.
Option 5: Disagree with allowing flexibility. What exact is a flexible
solution? Sounds like a trade-off: more water run-off if there is a
green infrastructure. If green infrastructure, then it should absorb
the water and not run in it the sewers. This sounds very tricky.
Option 6: Agree. Ties into Option 4.

Support for option 3 noted.
Zero run-off policy noted. However, it is not possible to stop run-off
completely due to site constraints and soil composition. Policies
should be implementable.
Option 5 means that the provision of green infrastructure is
favoured over pipes and tanks which do not provide further
benefits apart from water attenuation.
Support for option 6 agreed.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

TfL CD generally supports measures to reduce run-off rates
Support for policies to achieve run-off reduction is noted.
through green infrastructure and SuDS, as well as supporting water
efficiency measures. Again it may not be necessary to repeat
policies in the London Plan but any bespoke policies should be in
general conformity.
Particularly relevant to TfL, utilities and other infrastructure
Noted. The draft policies will allow for flexibility and recognise that
providers, any detailed policy must recognise that there may be
each site and its constrains should be considered on their merits.
physical constraints on the use of SuDS above and around subsurface infrastructure and it should support a flexible approach to
achieving objectives. Where sites have constraints such as rail and

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

underground lines for which impact must be negated, there is a
clear need for flexibility.
Option 7
The ‘requirement’ for green / blue roofs in all flat roofs should be
relaxed to allow their provision to be optimised and balanced with
other competing requirements for roof space, such as PV’s and
amenity space.

Noted. The supporting text will refer to the need for balancing
other requirements such as PVs. However, it should be noted that
green roofs and PVs could also be integrated.
Green/blue roofs could also provide amenity space.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

This is a big concern with residents. It needs to be fully explored
Support for options 1, 5 and 7 noted.
with specialist advice on which of the 8 options should be pursued.
Green or blue roof mitigation measures seem to be sensible and
better than engineered solutions. The bar on sleeping
accommodation below the breach level (of Thames defences )
seems sensible.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support Option 5

Support for option 5 noted.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

Most of them

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis Options 1,2,3,4,6,7&8.

Support for options 1,2,3,4,6,7 and 8 noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Noted.

Robert Dixon

I support all of these options.

Noted.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC generally supports the proposed options to reduce run-off
rates through green infrastructure and SuDS, as well as supporting
water efficiency measures. However, ECDC recommends that the
requirement for green/blue roofs in all flat roof areas proposed in
Option 7 is softened to allow their provision to be optimised and
balanced with other competing requirements for roof space, such
as PVs and amenity space.

Support noted.
Regarding green/blue roofs the policy will refer to the need for
balancing other requirements such as PVs.
Green/blue roofs could also provide amenity space.

Any detailed policy should recognise that SuDS can have physical
constraints around sub-surface infrastructure, space, building
Noted. The draft policy will allow for flexibility. The supporting text
layout, orientation, land uptake and soil condition and it should
will recognise that site constrains should be considered.
support a flexible approach to achieving these objectives. Where
sites have constraints such as rail and underground lines for which
impact must be negated the need for flexibility is crucial.
DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Wellcome Trust suggest that Option 4 which seeks to reduce the Noted and agreed. The draft policy will allow for flexibility. The
need for more engineering SuDs, should also recognise the
supporting text will recognise that site constrains should be
constraints of individual sites, and that this is assessed on a case- considered.
by-case basis. It may be the case on very constrained sites, that the
only approach to achieve the required run-off rates is through the
use of engineered SuDs.

Labour Group of
Councillors

It is extraordinary that there is no enforcement whatever of the
regulation preventing concreting over of gardens and driveways.

Concern about enforcement of concreting over front gardens and
driveways noted. The Council has produced the Greening SPD

Respondent
Name

Comments

(Emma Dent
Coad)

Most residents have no idea it is against planning policy, and there (chapter 11) and a SuDS webpage where we explain the issues
is zero enforcement despite evidence that flooding occurs - or is
around paving gardens.
certainly exacerbated - during downpours due to rainwater
entering drains instead of the aquifer. There should be a
determined campaign of information on this, plus how to create a
SUDS system that is climate-friendly – there seems to be little or
no advice or encouragement on this issue. Far too many people
concrete, pave or use plastic grass/astroturf in their gardens,
eliminating planting areas and discouraging a wide variety of
insects and birds, and making a hostile environment for small
mammals. No more astroturf or non-permeable surfaces, in back
gardens as well as front. Legislate, educate and enforce!

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

We support all these options.
We remind you of the following advice previously provided in
response to the NLPR Borough issues consultation in 2020.
London is at particular risk from surface water flooding, mainly due
to the large extent of impermeable surfaces. In your current Local
Plan, you have identified a need for Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS) to be commonplace throughout the borough, reducing the
risk of flood events especially in the west of the borough when
combined with the upgrading of Counters Creek sewer and storm
drain. Your LLFA should identify through your Local Flood Risk
Management Strategies and Surface Water Management Plans
areas where there are particular surface water management issues
and aim to reduce these risks.
Development proposals should aim to achieve greenfield run-off
rates and ensure that surface water run-off is managed as close to
its source as possible. There should also be a preference for green

Council response

Noted.
Please refer to our responses for your comments for the Borough
Issues Consultation.

We are aware of surface water flooding and interaction with other
sources of flooding. This will continue to be addressed in the Local
Plan, alongside the need for new water and sewerage
infrastructure.
Our Local Flood Risk Management Strategy will be reviewed after
Thames Water’s Independent Review is published and our S19
investigation finalised. This will ensure that any lessons learnt, and
actions needed are included in the strategy’s action plan.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

over grey features, in line with the drainage hierarchy as identified
in Policy SI13 Sustainable drainage in the London Plan (2021).
Please also refer to the London Sustainable Drainage Action Plan
that contains a series of actions to make the drainage system work
in a more natural way with a particular emphasis on retrofitting.
Often SuDs can be designed and implemented in ways that
promote multiple benefits including increased water use
efficiency, improved water quality, and enhanced biodiversity and
contributing to biodiversity net gain, urban greening, amenity and
recreation. However, it should be noted the SuDs should be used
with caution if there is previous land contamination on site, or if
the proposed development has the potential be contaminative, in
the interests of groundwater protection. Infiltrating water has the
potential to cause mobilisation of contaminants present in shallow
soil/made ground which could ultimately cause pollution of
underlying groundwater resources.

Our SuDS policies will continue to reflect the sites’ constraints
(including land contamination) and have different requirements for
major and minor applications to ensure the policies are
implementable. The SuDS hierarchy and multiple environmental
benefits of the SuDS will be mentioned in the policy.

The London Sustainable Drainage Action Plan will be added under
guidance documents.

It is important that other sources of flooding are also considered.
The borough includes areas of tidal flood risk, where tidal flood
risk management should be a priority for the borough. This
includes ensuring that new development is sequentially tested to
steer development away from areas of flood risk and complies
with the NPPF and TE2100 plan. As discussed above, your SFRA will
need to be updated to reflect this.
Noted. Tidal flooding already is a priority for the Council. Policy CE2
f requires development adjacent to the Thames to be set back from
the Thames flood defence to enable the sustainable and costeffective upgrade of flood defences and to implement any other
recommendations of the Thames Estuary 2100 plan (TE2100). These
policy points will be maintained in the draft policies.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Savills on behalf Option 1
of Thames Water We support Option 1 to include a policy to reflect the EA criteria to
(Nicola Forster) restrict sleeping accommodation below the breach level.
Option 2
We support Option 2 and the support for natural flood
management/green infrastructure to reduce flood risk.
Option 3
We support Option 3 and to link the policy with climate change
resilience and adaptation in line with the Government’s FCERM
strategy and FRMP and also refer to the updated Local Flood Risk
Management Strategy.
Option 4
Option 4 states:
To require policy CE2g run-off rates are met following the SuDS
hierarchy to reduce or avoid the need for more engineering SuDS
(as opposed to natural SuDS).
This will allow to meet the percentage of reduction we require in
terms of run-off rates but will not provide SuDS with other
benefits.
Using engineering solutions may mean that tanks are used to meet
our SuDS policies as they may use less space on the ground, but
they are less sustainable in the long term. Tanks are associated
with pumps in some cases which is much less sustainable.
Whilst it is noted that natural SuDs are the more preferable option,
this is not always the case due to different site constraints.
Therefore to ensure that the best water management solution is
provided for each development site, reference should be given to
the consideration of site constraints in each sites overall SuDs
strategy.
Furthermore, if SuDs are not applicable then other drainage

Council response
Support for options 1, 2 and 3.

Noted and agreed. The draft policy will allow for flexibility. The
supporting text will recognise that site constrains should be
considered.

Respondent
Name

Comments
measures should be put in place which improve each sites water
management.
If SuDs are shown not to be achievable then an off–set payment
should be considered to mitigate the impact.
Option 5
Option 5 states:
To be flexible regarding meeting policy CE2g run-off rates when
more natural SuDS are used. Even when the maximum reduction
may not be achieved, the multiple benefits delivered by green
infrastructure will be realised.
Developers will have to think about green /sustainable issues from
the outset of a project. This could have positive knock on effects
on meeting other green policies (such as UGF).
We support the promotion of natural SuDs, particularly green and
brown roofs. However, to ensure surface water run-off rates are
effectively managed, we consider that both natural and
engineering SuDs should be fully explored and achieved where
possible to optimise sustainable drainage.
Furthermore, if SuDs are shown not to be achievable then an off–
set payment should be considered to mitigate the impact.
Option 6
We support option 6 and the support of water efficiency
measures, reuse of greywater and water harvesting measures to
reduce water demand and sewerage flows.
Option 7
We support the requirement for green/blue roofs in all flat roofs
including extensions. However, we consider that this requirement
should not be limited to all flat roofs and proposals should use the
most up-to-date and efficient design to allow green/blue roofs
where possible.

Council response

The policy will also explain that if SuDS are not applicable other
drainage measures should be put in place to improve the site’s
water management. These measures could be water efficiency,
rainwater reuse and water saving devices.

Noted. The SuDS hierarchy and multiple environmental benefits of
the SuDS will be mentioned in the policy.

Support for Options, 5, 6, and 8 is noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

It is noted that a large proportion of the Borough is located within
conservation areas and includes a significant number of listed
Regarding option 7, green/blue roofs are also part of the SuDS
buildings. We welcome the consideration of green/brown roofs on hierarchy which will be referred to in the policy so their use will be
flats within conservation areas and on listed buildings, however
maximised, not only in roofs.
again consider that the requirement should not be limited to all
flat roofs and proposals should use the most up-to-date and
efficient design to allow green/blue roofs where possible.
Option 8
We welcome Option 8 which seeks to clarify that Policy CE2
surface water calculations take account of the whole site rather
than the area to be developed. We also welcome the requirement
for further details such as catchment areas for SuDs and all of the
SuDs details (even when some SuDS elements are not part of the
calculations).

Norland
Conservation
Society (Vanessa
Bartulovic)

All repair works should be monitored, particularly where they
Comment noted.
relate to Listed asset. There are a number of discrepancies I have
noted across Norland, which do not constitute repairs, rather they It is important to note that not all repairs to listed buildings require
are illegal works and development.
listed building consent or planning permission.

Q.6.8. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

See the Environment Select Committee letter to Thames Water of
July 2019.
Better policies and control to prevent loss of permeable surfaces
and prevent over-development of hard-surfacing.

Noted. The current SuDS policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in
gardens and landscaped areas. This policy will be maintained. The
new SuDS draft policy will refer to the need to increase permeable
surfaces and green infrastructure to enhance natural drainage.

Thames Water to revisit installation and recommence the supersewer.

The Council will scrutinise Thames Water independent review of the
July flooding and is lobbying for short-term and long-term measures
to reduce flood risk in the borough.

The Council should consider using its planning powers to prevent
bedrooms from being installed in basements.

Noted. The draft flood risk policy will state that sleeping
accommodation below the breach level will not be allowed.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

Ladbroke
Need for a study: we were appalled by the recent floods affecting
Association
the Portobello area and surrounding areas, and in particular the
(Sophia Lambert) sewage flooding. If it is not already in hand, we would strongly
urge that the Council, commission a study, with a survey of those
affected, to see what lessons can be learnt. Such a study might be
jointly commissioned with neighbouring boroughs affected by the
same floods. We note, incidentally, that one-way valves, if
installed in all houses in long streets of basements prone to
flooding, can mean problems further down the line if water has
nowhere to go.

Stricter policy on impermeable surfaces in gardens. The present
requirements apply only to front gardens and the required
drainage can be achieved by vanishingly narrow strips of

Noted. The Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, will investigate
the event and produce a report (called S19 investigation) with the
findings. We are working with other neighbouring boroughs
(Hammersmith and Fulham, Westminster and Camden) on this too.

Thames Water has also commissioned an Independent Review to be
finalised in April 2022. The Council will scrutinise Thames Water
independent review and is lobbying for short-term and long-term
measures to reduce flood risk in the borough.
Regarding impermeable surfaces, the current SuDS policy CE2i
resists impermeable surfaces in gardens and landscaped areas. This
policy will be maintained. The new SuDS draft policy will refer to

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

flowerbed along one wall. As we saw in the recent floods, this is
not sufficient to prevent run-off in really heavy rainfall. Much
tougher policies on permeability are required for all gardens, not
just front ones. There seems a strong case for an Article 4
direction, even under the latest restrictive criterion, given the
imperative of combatting climate change.
Garden buildings and swimming pools. There is a growing fashion
for pergolas and similar structures in gardens. These cover space
that could be planting or permeable surface. It is possible to
construct pergolas with permeable underfoot surfacing, e.g. by use
of decking. But we believe that structures with hard standing
should be resisted in the interests of reducing flood risk. Except in
cases where they provide an office space and thus facilitate
working from home, they bring no public benefit. They are often
unsightly for neighbours (especially if they are in gardens adjoining
communal gardens, or if they have electricity and are lit at night)
and discourage wildlife. There are, therefore, multiple reasons for
better control.
We are aware that some garden structures are classed as
permitted development. Again, however, given the imperative of
combatting climate change, we believe that there is a strong case
for an Article 4 direction. In this context, we note that in the old
2009 Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25) on development and
flood risk it is suggested (para 5.57) that:
‘Where it is considered to be a local problem, LPAs might consider
whether there is a case in a flood risk area to also remove
permitted development rights for impermeable surfacing of
gardens other than front gardens, or for impermeable surfacing of
private roads, by making a direction under article 4 of the 1995
General Permitted Development Order.’

the need to increase permeable surfaces and green infrastructure
to enhance natural drainage.
An article 4 direction will not be required as we have robust policies
in place to ensure development does not lead to an increase in
impermeable surfaces.
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The latest NPPF is therefore a retrograde step (although paragraph
71 does say that
‘Plans should consider the case for setting out policies to resist
inappropriate development of residential gardens, for example
where development would cause harm to the local area’).
We also note that little attention is given to the fact that gardens
probably provide a quarter or more of the green space in urban
areas and it is therefore highly important that any reduction in the
green space provided by gardens should be resisted for reasons of
air quality and prevention of overheating.
We acknowledge the multiple benefits that gardens and green
infrastructure provide. This will be recognised in the SuDS policy
and in the green infrastructure section.

Thames Water
Utilities Ltd (Sir/
Madam)

It is noted that the London Plan states that the Optional
Requirement set out in Part G of the Building Regulations should
be applied across London. Under the Building Regulations this
Optional Requirement is only required to be applied where the
planning permission under which the building work is carried out
(a) specifies the optional requirement; and (b) makes it a condition
that that requirement must be complied with.
In order to ensure that the Optional Requirement is applied to all
new development it is therefore necessary to ensure that a
planning condition is attached to all permissions.

Noted. The Council will follow Policy SI 5 of the London Plan 2021
aims to protect water supplies and resources and improve water
infrastructure. The expectation is for major development to
minimise the use of mains water to meet the Optional Requirement
of the Building Regulations (residential development) of 105 litres
or less per head per day (excluding allowance of up to five litres for
external water consumption). For commercial development, the
requirement is to achieve at least the BREEAM excellent standard
for the ‘Wat 01’ water category or equivalent. Measures such as
smart metering, water saving, and recycling measures (in new
development and retrofit) could help to achieve these standards.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

N/A

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Grove and
No
Company (Roger
Grove)

Council response
Noted.

RBKC Earl's Court See the Environment Select Committee letter to Thames Water of Noted. The Council will scrutinise Thames Water independent
Ward (Malcolm July 2019.
review of the July flooding and is lobbying for short-term and longSPALDING)
Reinstate the planned SUPER SEWER
term measures to reduce flood risk in the borough.
Kensington
We are not sure if the Council is planning a study of the basement Noted. The Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, will investigate
Society (Amanda flooding around Portobello Road caused by the recent floods, but the event and produce a report (called S19 investigation) with the
Frame)
we think this should be useful to inform policy.
findings. The findings of the report will be published and will inform
future actions in the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy which
will be referred to in the draft Flood Risk policy.

SUDS: there needs to be a stricter application of the policy on
SUDS, with less willingness to accept that the cost (viability) and
the lack of available land the reasons as an excuse for not applying
the-policy. There should be no acceptance of any form of increase
reliance on the already overtaxed sewer system for site drainage.

Garden buildings: CL7 basement policy requires: a) states “not
exceed a maximum of 50 per cent of each garden or open part of
the site. The unaffected garden must be in a single area and where
relevant should form a continuous area with other neighbouring
gardens”.
The specific requirement is to “allows better drainage, and
continuity of larger planting supporting biodiversity”.

Regarding to the implementation of the SuDS policy, the draft
policy will allow for flexibility and the policy should be
implementable. The supporting text will recognise that site
constrains should be considered. Costs are not normally quoted as
constraints for implement SuDS,

Regarding impermeable surfaces on gardens, the current SuDS
policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in gardens and landscaped
areas. This policy will be maintained. The new SuDS draft policy will
refer to the need to increase permeable surfaces and green
infrastructure to enhance natural drainage.
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Council response

There is a growing fashion for structures in gardens. These cover
space that could be planting. Structures with hard standing should
be resisted in the interests of maintaining permeable surfaces and
reducing flood risk, the loss of biodiversity with discourage wildlife
and loss of green, open space and planting. They are often
unsightly for neighbours with the loss of privacy and increase in
the sense of enclosure. There are, therefore, multiple reasons for
better control.
We are aware that some garden structures are classed as
permitted development. Again, however, given the imperative of
combatting climate change, we believe that there is a strong case
for an Article 4 direction. In this context, we note that in the old
2009 Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25) on development and
flood risk it is suggested (para 5.57) that:
“Where it is considered to be a local problem, LPAs might consider
whether there is a case in a flood risk area to also remove
permitted development rights for impermeable surfacing of
gardens other than front gardens, or for impermeable surfacing of
private roads, by making a direction under article 4 of the 1995
General Permitted Development Order.”
The latest NPPF is therefore a retrograde step (although paragraph
71 does say that ‘Plans should consider the case for setting out
policies to resist inappropriate development of residential gardens,
for example where development would cause harm to the local
area’).
We also note that little attention is given to the fact that gardens

An article 4 direction will not be required as we have robust policies
in place to ensure development does not lead to an increase in
impermeable surfaces.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

provide open green spaces in urban areas and it is therefore highly
important that any reduction in the green space provided by
We acknowledge the multiple benefits that gardens and green
gardens should be resisted for reasons of air quality and
infrastructure provide. This will be recognised in the SuDS policy
prevention of overheating.
and in the green infrastructure section.
Extensions: the same situation as with garden room exist with
extensions both side and rear. There should be recognition of the
need for the retention of planted gardens in policy on both garden
rooms and extensions.
Paved areas: the recent floods demonstrated the problems caused
by run off from paved areas. At present there is a policy only on
front gardens. There needs to be a policy on the paving of all
gardens. This should encourage planting for CO2 reduction, with
minimal paved areas, and where there is paving or artificial lawn, it
should be permeable.
Existing sites which are totally paved should not be exempted from
flood risk management. This is problem with large brownfield sites.
All too often the argument put forward is that there will be no
increase. That may be so, but it does not address the problem. We
must reduce all on-site surface water run-off to reduce our
flooding and look for a policy which reduces existing paved areas.
Basement policy – wider effects: There should be a requirement to
show that development especially basements do not create a
knock-on effect to the adjoining properties.

Noted, the draft SuDS policy will refer to the retention of planted
gardens and increase of permeable surfaces and green
infrastructure to enhance natural drainage
The existing policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in landscaped
areas which means both, front and rear gardens are protected.
The current policy CE2g seeks a 50% betterment or reduction of the
current rates regardless of the site’s conditions so there should
always be a betterment even if the proposal will not increase
impermeable surfaces.

Basement policy: wider effects: the new draft policy will now
require all basement development to be supported by a Flood Risk
assessment, regardless of their location. Furthermore, the
supporting text for the flood risk policy will explain that these
assessments should ensure that development (including basement
development) is protected against flood risk and will not lead to
offsite flooding. The basement policy itself is saved and does not
form part of this review.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Basement policy – escape routes: This cannot be brushed aside as
a building regulations issue. There needs to be two means of
escape and the distance from a protected exit to the building exist
should be at least 9m. Planning Permission should not be granted
if it does not meet the exit requirements. There might be a
requirement for FLIPs. All expensive but also lifesaving.
Basements – electrics: All electrical fittings in basements should be
at 1.2m above finished floor level.

Fat from restaurants: Fatbergs contribute to flooding, particularly
in areas such as Portobello Road with many restaurants. Ideally,
conditions should be imposed on restaurants and similar food
outlets requiring adequate fat traps. This is difficult now the
restaurants are within Class E, and there may be a case for a
narrow Article 4 direction.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No.

Earl's Court Area Given the recent flooding that has occurred, it is vital that there is
Action Group
an immediate and thorough review of current flood risk
(Bella Hardwick) assessments in the Borough with the outcomes clearly
communicated by the Council to RBKC residents.

Council response

Basement policy: escape routes. The draft flood risk policy will
explicitly refer to the importance of addressing access, egress and
emergency exit routes and ensure buildings remain safe for
occupants in case of flooding.
The basement policy itself is saved and does not form part of this
review.
Suitable pump devices (FLIPS) are required in basements to prevent
sewer flooding by policy CL7n. Policy CE2diii also requires them for
lower ground floor extensions if the drainage system does not drain
into the sewer by gravity. This will be maintained in the draft flood
risk policy.
Noted. The Planning System cannot control the way restaurants
dispose of their oil and fats.

Noted.
Noted. The Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, will investigate
the event and produce a report (called S19 investigation) with the
findings. We are working with other neighbouring boroughs
(Hammersmith and Fulham, Westminster and Camden) on this too.
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Council response
Thames Water has also commissioned an Independent Review to be
finalised in April 2022. The Council will scrutinise Thames Water
independent review and is lobbying for short-term and long-term
measures to reduce flood risk in the borough.

There is an underground river on the Earls Court Masterplan site
(Counter's Creek) and there is both the District Line tube track and
a Network Rail line going through the land. The site must be safe
for the tube/train staff, passengers and the wider community
before, during and post building works are undertaken on the
land. Are there any current procedures for the Council, the site
owners (which includes TfL), Thames Water, Network Rail and any
other relevant organisations to work together to ensure this is
happening?
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

While green rooves and green walls have advantages for
pollination and habitat they are being used to cover up overly
dense and oppressive developments. They should not be seen as a
substitute for green amenity spaces within developments or seen
as a substitute for planting trees (in the ground, not in planters)
which are better for flood prevention and their application cannot
be said to truly cancel out the effect of impermeable surfaces.
Water storage and reuse for rainwater run off should be
mandatory for new developments.
For refurbishments if there is a garden it could be mandatory to
have no water drainage into the sewerage system, but into water
butts or other reuse.

Noted, we are aware of the Counters Creek and have been worked
with Thames Water since 2008 to address the lack of sewerage
capacity. Please refer to our Counters Creek webpage
https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planningpolicy/counters-creek-project
Please also refer to our multiagency flood plans which show what
we do (with other agencies) to respond to flooding events. They can
be accessed from this webpage:
https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planningpolicy/flooding-planning-policies
Noted. The importance of all forms of green infrastructure will be
referred to in our draft SuDS policy and Green Infrastructure
section.

Water reuse and the retention of planted gardens will be referred
to in the draft SuDS policy.
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Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No further comments

Noted.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

All existing basement dwellings should be fitted with an anti flood Fitting existing basement dwellings with pumps cannot be
pump if not already, and no more basement developments in the controlled through Planning as this does not require planning
Borough.
permission. Basement development is currently controlled through
a boroughwide article 4 direction and policy CL7.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

No.

Noted.

Robert Dixon

No.

Noted.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

No comment

Noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

The Council should sponsor research on the potential effects of
deep basement excavation on flooding. Most research is carried
out by developers – let’s keep it neutral.

The development of the basement policy was supported by a
wealth of documents. Please refer to the basement policy
submission library webpage
https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/consultations-andinformation/basements-review-submission
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Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

The suggest consideration is given towards a potential internal
RBKC Climate Strategy to include flood risk (further) and these
options as part of a wider SPD and or internal approach for RBKC
e.g. including SuDS evaluation on all RBKC assets and future builds
etc., and expect the same of any advice approach to public
through the Local Plan and SPDs/technical advice through
planning.

Noted. Flood risk is part of the Council’s Climate Change Strategies
and Action Plans. Please also refer to the recently adopted Greening
SPD (sections 11 and 12) and householder guidance for technical
advice on SuDS, Flood Risk and Green Infrastructure.

Savills on behalf Reinforce Adopted Policy CE2 points k and l state:
Noted. Support for the Thames Tideway Tunnel will be maintained
of Thames Water k. support the Thames Tideway Tunnel in principle;
in the draft Water Infrastructure policy.
(Nicola Forster) l. support the provision of water and sewage infrastructure which
will lead to a substantial and long-term reduction of local flooding,
providing the need outweighs any adverse effects during
construction and operation and appropriate mitigation measures
are in place.
We would welcome the continued support for the construction,
operation and maintenance of the Thames Tideway Tunnel.

Introduce a Communal SUDS scheme
Policy 34 of the NPPF states:
Noted. However, we currently do not collect S106 contributions for
“Plans should set out the contributions expected from
flood risk and SuDS implementation.
development. This should include setting out the levels and types
of affordable housing provision required, along with other
infrastructure (such as that needed for education, health,
transport, flood and water management, green and digital
infrastructure). Such policies should not undermine the
deliverability of the plan.”
We strongly suggest the inclusion of area wide SuDs and drainage
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infrastructure improvements through developer contributions,
aiming to manage surface water within the Borough, particularly in
the Counters Creek catchment area where there are substantial
constraints to manage surface water in this location. For example
this could be achieved by a communal SuDs scheme, which has
been a success in the London Borough of Hammersmith and
Fulham. This would assist to alleviate capacity issues for the
surface water and drainage network and would support future
growth in housing and from other forms of development on a
sustainable basis in accordance with the NPPF.
Norland
It cannot be right that some residents in Norland Square, and
Conservation
similar, have been flooded five times in the last decade. There
Society (Vanessa should be greater onus on the asset owner to mitigate this.
Bartulovic)

Noted. The Council will scrutinise Thames Water’s Independent
Review and is lobbying for short-term and long-term measures to
reduce flood risk in the borough.

Issue 5: Biodiversity
Q.6.9. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name
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Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

BOTH OPTIONS SUPPORTED – not really exclusive
Option 1
To introduce the Biodiversity uplift for major development only in
line with the London Plan 2021 Generally, major developments
have more space to achieve the uplift required. Minor
developments may struggle for space. Not all the sites will be
included in the requirement and it may lead to missing
opportunities.
Option 2
To include an uplift which reflects the site’s potential for both,
major and minor planning applications This option will address all
development so all opportunities for biodiversity uplift are
considered.
Developers will have to consider green /sustainable issues from
the outset of a project. This could have positive knock on effects
on meeting other green policies (such as SuDS)

Support for both options noted.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

It is unclear what a “Biodiversity uplift” means in the particular
circumstances of Chelsea.

Comment noted.
A biodiversity uplift refers to the requirement for a biodiversity net
gain. This requires that the effect on biodiversity of a new
development is quantified, and following development, that the
overall amount of natural habitat is enhanced and left in a
measurably better state.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood

We support Option 1 and are not clear on Option 2. This refers to
all sites for major and minor applications but then refers to
‘developers’ needing to meet a new requirement?

Support for option 1 noted.
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Forum (Henry
Peterson)

Council response
Option 2 proposes to require all development schemes to provide a
biodiversity uplift, where option 1 only proposed to set this
requirement for major development.

Ladbroke
Option 1: biodiversity uplift for major developments: no comment. Support for option 2 noted.
Association
Option 2: we agree that all developers should consider green
(Sophia Lambert) /sustainable issues from the outset of a project
Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

See Q6.10

Noted.

Greg Hammond

Support both, recognising that it might not be possible for the
smallest sites to contribute and they should not be penalised as
long as applicants have thought about it.

Support noted.
Option 2 refers to ‘reflecting the potential of the site’, meaning that
we will not set requirements that are beyond the capability of the
site to meet.

Exhibition Road
Cultural Group
(Emily Candler)

Support the strongest measures to support biodiversity in the local Support noted.
environment.

Natural History
Museum (Adam
Donovan)

The NHM recognises the importance that biodiversity and green
Support for option 2 noted.
infrastructure plays in urban areas. It is noted that the Council has
suggested two options for biodiversity. The NHM is supportive of Comments regarding green infrastructure noted.
the option to include an uplift which reflects the site’s potential for
both, major and minor planning applications. This will ensure that
biodiversity is considered on a case-by-case basis and will ensure
that all opportunities in the borough are maximised. This is a more
pragmatic approach and will encourage improvements to
biodiversity where it is feasible.
In terms of Green Infrastructure, the Council has set out three
options in order to build on the benefits of green infrastructure.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The NHM considers Option 3 to be most appropriate. This requires Regarding contributions, we do not wish to incentivise payments
a contribution towards green infrastructure elsewhere in the
for green infrastructure as opposed to onsite delivery.
Borough to support strategic objectives such as green
infrastructure, walking/cycling, air quality and drainage objectives
when the urban greening factor (‘UGF’) score cannot be achieved.
Not all development will be suitable for green infrastructure and
this approach which will ensure, where a site cannot meet the UGF
required, funds can be provided to mitigate against this.
Grove and
Options 1 and option 2
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for both options noted.

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

Support in principle for both options noted.

In principle support both options contained under this matter

RBKC Earl's Court BOTH OPTIONS SUPPORTED – not really exclusive
Support for both options noted.
Ward (Malcolm Option 1
SPALDING)
To introduce the Biodiversity uplift for major development only in
line with the London Plan 2021 Generally, major developments
have more space to achieve the uplift required. Minor
developments may struggle for space. Not all the sites will be
included in the requirement and it may lead to missing
opportunities.
Option 2
To include an uplift which reflects the site’s potential for both,
major and minor planning applications This option will address all
development so all opportunities for biodiversity uplift are
considered.
Developers will have to consider green /sustainable issues from

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

the outset of a project. This could have positive knock on effects
on meeting other green policies (such as SuDS)
Linda Wade

Option 1
• Agree

Support for both options noted.

Option 2
• Agree
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Option 2

Kensington
Option 1: Agree. However, implementation, applying the London
Society (Amanda Plan 2021 policies, is worthless. 61-63 Pelham Street’s approved
Frame)
allowed a site which was partial developed with the remaining
land tarmacked and a building 4587m2 to be approved for
10,647ms, an increase of 116%. There was zero biodiversity uplift
even though required in the London Plan 2021. Until the council
has the teeth to require for planning permission, the requirements
of the London Plan including Biodiversity, such options are
meaningless.
Option 2: Agree.
GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Climate Change
It is noted and welcomed that a key priority of the draft Plan is to
tackle climate change. The borough has committed to becoming
carbon neutral by 2040 and the draft Plan will play a critical role in
achieving that ambition.
At paragraph 6.9 one option tabled is that all major development
proposals should provide Circular Economy Statements. This

Support for option 2 noted.

Support for both options noted.
Comments regarding development at 61-63 Pelham Street noted.
However, we will not be able to require applicants to meet the
options presented under the issue of Biodiversity until the new local
plan is adopted.
The London Plan policy on biodiversity – G6 states that
development proposals should manage impacts on biodiversity and
aim to secure net biodiversity gain. Therefore, it is not a
requirement as such.
Support noted.
We are aware of the GLA’s guidance and have used them to inform
the options presented in the issues and option consultation and will
continue to do so when drafting the policies for the next stage of
the new local plan review.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

approach could be welcome, and it is noted that if implemented it Comment re viability is noted.
would go beyond the LP2021 which only makes it a requirement
for those applications that are referred to the Mayor. This is set
out clearly in Policy SI7 of the LP2021.
The draft Plan also promotes options for the use of whole-life
carbon assessments and the
Mayor’s energy hierarchy.
To help boroughs’ plan more effectively to reduce carbon
emissions and reduce waste through Local Plan approaches the
Mayor has published a range of draft London Plan guidance5
which RBKC should be aware of. This includes draft guidance on:
• Circular Economy Statements
• Whole-life Carbon Assessments, and
• ‘Be Seen’ Energy Monitoring
RBKC should take note of Policy DF1 of the LP2012 which makes it
clear that where viability is called into question on planning
proposals priority should be given to affordable housing and
transport improvements before considering other aspects of
development.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

We support the ambition for biodiversity uplift in new
development.

Support noted. We will not repeat London Plan 2021 policies. In the
case of biodiversity policy both of the options presented under
issue 5, go beyond London Plan policy G6.

It may not be necessary to repeat policies in the London Plan for
major developments but any bespoke policies should be in general
conformity.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Q 6.9. We would support adding bio-diversity requirement for
Support for option 2 noted.
small sites as per Option 2 plus financial contribution as per option
3

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support Option 1 (major developments only).

Support for option 1 noted.

Henrietta Cole

issue 5: Biodiversity.
Option 2 preferred, to address biodiversity potential for all
proposed construction projects, major and minor.

Support for option 2 noted.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Option 1 – support

Support for option 1 noted.

Option 2 – The College broadly support the principle of option 2
but consider there will be limited opportunities to enhance
biodiversity beyond London Plan standards on small scale
developments. This may also impact viability on smaller scale
projects and minor alterations.

General support for option 2 noted. Option 2 refers to ‘reflecting
the potential of the site’, meaning that we will not set requirements
that are beyond the capability of the site to meet.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis Options 1&2

Support for option 1 and 2 noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

Option 2.

Support for option 2 noted.

Robert Dixon

I support both of these options.

Support for both options noted.

NHS North West
London CCG
(Kate Brady)

Access to nature and open spaces are important for both physical
and mental health and can provide opportunities for social
contact.

Comments noted. The Council agree that access to nature and open
spaces are important for both physical and mental health and can
provide opportunities for social contact.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

We note that the Government is proposing to make it mandatory
for all developments to secure a 10% net gain in biodiversity by
including new or enhanced biodiversity features and habitats. We
note that there may be exemptions in the case of small sites and
brownfield sites with marginal development viability and
substantial constraints. This could include smaller healthcare sites.

The Council is aware of the Governments proposal regarding a
requirement for a 10% biodiversity net gain on all sites. Any policy
in the new local plan will be in conformity with national policy and
legislation. This is a statutory requirement under the planning
regulations.

Alex Mackay

Option 1

Support for option 1 noted.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC supports the ambition for biodiversity uplift in new
developments. However, ECDC considers that some flexibility may
be required for major, significant and constrained development
sites to ensure that an appropriate balance can be achieved
between competing demands to deliver a significant number of
new homes, employment floorspace and green infrastructure.

General support noted.
Comments noted however, as an opportunity area site, the Council
will expect Earl’s Court to deliver exemplary development
standards, including with regards to biodiversity.

Having sufficient space on-site to deliver the required biodiversity
will require the utilisation of multiple types of green infrastructure,
such as green walls, green roofs, street trees, SuDS, planters, rain
gardens etc. all of which will have to compete with other aspects
of development such as access routes; rooftop plant and
renewable energy systems and therefore, some flexibility should
be applied in policy.
Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

We have far too many non-native plants and trees imposed by our
Council contracted gardening services. We must use native plants
that support native wildlife, with space for overgrowth, green walls
and wild areas that are connected to support pollinators and small
mammals. We must acknowledge that some green walls, green
roofs and container planting are high maintenance and expensive,
adding little to CO2 absorption. Use native plants, in the ground,
where possible, and allow wild growth.

Comments noted.
Native tree species are very often not the best choice for the harsh
environment found in streets where the heat can be intense, and
lack of water can be an issue. Global warming means that
unfortunately non-native plants tolerant of higher temperatures are
often do best.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

With the Council’s formal adoption of the Climate Emergency,
there can be no excuses.
Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

We support Option 2, to include an uplift which reflects the site’s
potential, for both major and minor planning applications.

Support for option 2 noted.

Savills on behalf We welcome Option 1 and the introduction of the biodiversity
of Thames Water uplift associated with Policy G6 of the London Plan, which will
(Nicola Forster) promote the use of green/brown roofs and natural SuDs to
safeguard the design constraints of the Thames Tideway Tunnel
once operational.

Support for option 1 noted.

Knightsbridge
Neighbourhood
Forum (KNF)
(Simon Birkett)

Carbon reduction / carbon-neutral Borough

Comments noted.

The KNF urges you to emphasise the need for energy efficiency
measures in existing and new buildings whenever planning
permission is sought e.g. including renovations. It will be important
and more cost effective to require and implement the retrofitting
of listed buildings and others in Conservation Areas whenever
work is done rather than trying to retrofit the entire borough
between 2035 and 2040. Please therefore require sensitively
designed double (or triple) glazing during such work (which is
anyway preferable to secondary glazing in visual appearance).

The Council support sensitive and appropriate sustainable retrofit
of existing properties, including listed buildings and those in
conservation areas. We produced detailed guidance on this in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 9). We have to find a balance
between our legal duty to preserve the special interest of listed
buildings and the character and appearance of conservations areas.
Improvements can generally be made to energy efficiency, even in
listed buildings, which sometimes follow from the adoption of
simple, low-tech solutions such as draft proofing. Secondary glazing
can be sensitively designed and has its place in listed buildings
which retain original windows and where the loss of that historic
fabric would be harmful.
We will introduce a new policy which is specific to the sustainable
retrofit of existing buildings in the new local plan.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
However, it is important to note that not all retrofit works to
existing buildings requires planning permission. We can only expect
development to adhere to the Local Plan policies where planning
permission is required.

The
Knightsbridge
Association
(Carol SeymourNewton)

Carbon reduction / carbon-neutral Borough:
Amidst all the positive policy efforts towards CO2 reductions, to
lead towards a carbon neutral built environment, little thought
seems to have been given to existing and/ or listed buildings
situated across the borough’s wide-ranging conservation areas:
engaging meaningfully with energy efficient upgrades to existing
buildings (listed or not/ within conservation areas or not) will be
key to fulfil CO2 targets across the borough.
The KA encourages and supports the sensitive retrofitting of
energy efficiency measures in existing buildings including the
retrofitting of listed buildings / buildings in Conservation Areas,
provided that it safeguards the historic characteristics of these
heritage assets.

Comments noted.
The Council support sensitive and appropriate sustainable retrofit
of existing properties, including listed buildings and those in
conservation areas. We have given considerable thought to this
issue and have produced detailed guidance on this in the RBKC
Greening SPD (see chapter 9). We do also engage meaningfully
with retrofitting proposals, supporting residents in finding
approaches which can improve energy efficiency while preserving
the special interest of listed buildings and character and
appearance of conservation areas.
We will introduce a new policy which is specific to the sustainable
retrofit of existing buildings in the new local plan.
However, it is important to note that not all retrofit works to
existing buildings requires planning permission. We can only expect
development to adhere to the Local Plan policies where planning
permission is required.

Q.6.10. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Annual net targets for planting street trees.
Green roads with permeable surfaces and grey water collection

Noted.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The inclusion of open, green space should a requirement for all
developments above a certain size

The Council’s planting of trees is not limited by lack of resources but
by lack of places to put trees. The principal impediment is the
presence of underground obstructions and services such as gas
pipes and cellars. Therefore, targets are not necessarily very
helpful.
Suggestion noted. The provision of new open space was considered
under chapter 12 of the issues and options consultation.

Ladbroke
There should be a specific policy on maintaining large green spaces Suggestion noted. We will introduce a new light pollution policy in
Association
(including those where a number of back gardens meet) and dark the new local plan to address this issue.
(Sophia Lambert) areas. This is not just a question of preventing these areas from
being built over or covered in impermeable surfaces. There is a
real problem with light pollution. Gardens provide a valuable
wildlife resource, but this can be compromised if the buildings
around emit too much light at night. This is an increasing problem
in the communal gardens where the backs of properties give
directly onto the garden, and where there are blazes of light from
picture windows and/or lights in private gardens abutting the
communal garden. There needs to be a policy on light pollution
that gives weight to this aspect when considering applications on
the rear elevations of buildings abutting gardens.
Policy CE4: suggest adding “seek to maximise “dark areas” and
resist developments which increase the light levels at night in
green spaces’.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Cadogan would support Option 2 but only in circumstances where Support for option 2 noted. Option 2 refers to ‘reflecting the
there is clear recognition in the Policy or supporting text that not potential of the site’, meaning that we will not set requirements
all development will be able to accommodate Biodiversity uplift. that are beyond the capability of the site to meet.
This recognition will be particularly important to allow for a
pragmatic approach to the consideration of applications from the
outset.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

All development sites should as a condition of planning permission
be required to allocate a given percentage of the site to open,
green space, accessible to the public, which does not include
roadway/parking/loading/unloading space.

Suggestion noted. We agree that open space is really important and
provides many benefits for residents. However, it is important to
acknowledge that RBKC is a densely developed and highly
constrained Borough with little room for new development or new
open spaces. Therefore, it is not always possible for development to
provide new open spaces. In some cases, a contribution towards
the maintenance and improvement of existing open spaces in the
Borough is all that can be reasonably expected.
In addition, London Plan Policy G5 sets out a requirement for major
development schemes to deliver a defined urban greening factor
(UGF) score (0.3 for residential and 0.4 for non-residential), which
allows and incentivises applicants to deliver green open space. We
have supported this UGF in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 11)
and intend to introduce a policy on in the new local plan. Options
for the UGF policy were presented under issue 6 – green
infrastructure of chapter 6 of the issues and options consultation.

Friends of
Holland Park (J
Kettlewell)

Open Space
New developments over 10 units need have genuine open space
for play included in the planning consent. The current open space
is at capacity. Open space needs to include green
(grass/plants/trees) and not just hard landscaping.

Suggestion noted. We agree that open space is really important and
provides many benefits for residents. However, it is important to
acknowledge that RBKC is a densely developed and highly
constrained Borough with little room for new development or new
open spaces. Therefore, it is not always possible for development to
provide new open spaces. In some cases, a contribution towards

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
the maintenance and improvement of existing open spaces in the
Borough is all that can be reasonably expected.
In addition, London Plan Policy G5 sets out a requirement for major
development schemes to deliver a defined urban greening factor
(UGF) score (0.3 for residential and 0.4 for non-residential), which
allows and incentivises applicants to deliver green open space. We
have supported this UGF in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 11)
and intend to introduce a policy on in the new local plan. Options
for the UGF policy were presented under issue 6 – green
infrastructure of chapter 6 of the issues and options consultation.

Grove and
No
Company (Roger
Grove)

Noted.

Linda Wade

The SuDs system as applied to Upper Addison Road should be
applied elsewhere

Suggestions noted. The Council is currently developing the
Portobello SuDS scheme and does support SuDS in the borough.
Please visit the Portobello SuDS scheme webpage for further
details:
https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/PortobelloSuDS/consultationH
ome

Maintenance of gulleys and drains
Increase in street trees and their maintenance
Replacement of trees within planning permissions where trees
have been removed

The maintenance of gulleys and drains and the planting of street
trees are not actions the Council’s planning team or the local plan
directly control.
The Council already requires trees removed as a result of a planning
permission to be replaced. This approach will continue in the new
local plan.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
The Council’s planting of street trees is not limited by lack of
resources but by lack of places to put trees. The principal
impediment are the presence of underground obstructions and
services such as gas pipes and cellars.

Kensington
Bird migration: The west border of RBKC has a designated bird
Society (Amanda migration flyover for migrating birds. This should be mentioned
Frame)
and should be noted for the future tall building effect.

Suggestions noted.

Bird migration:
Comment noted. Birds generally migrate at considerably higher
Open space: there should be appropriate designations and policies levels than those associated with any tall buildings within the
for the protection and creation of open space to meet needs and borough.
address deficiencies. In assessing open space in development
proposals, only true open space should count. The council should, Open spaces:
for instance, no longer accept low use roads and balconies as
The protection of existing and provision of new open spaces was
meeting open space needs. When open space is provided as part considered under chapter 12 of the issues and options consultation.
of a major residential development, it should be truly accessible to The Council will include a policy to protect existing open spaces and
the public – unlike one other recent case where the space was
support the provision of new open spaces where possible in the
available to the inhabitants of the market housing but not the
new local plan.
those in the affordable housing.
We agree that open space is really important and provides many
Dark areas: communal gardens and the larger residential gardens benefits for residents. However, it is important to acknowledge that
provide a valuable wildlife resource, but this can be compromised RBKC is a densely developed and highly constrained Borough with
if the buildings around emit too much light at night. This is an
little room for new development or new open spaces. Therefore, it
increasing problem in the communal gardens where the backs of is not always possible for development to provide new open spaces.
properties give directly onto the garden, and where there are
In some cases a contribution towards the maintenance and
blazes of light from picture windows and/or lights in private
improvement of existing open spaces in the Borough is all that can
gardens abutting the communal garden. There needs to be a policy be reasonably expected.
on light pollution that gives weight to this aspect.
In addition, London Plan Policy G5 sets out a requirement for major
development schemes to deliver a defined urban greening factor
(UGF) score (0.3 for residential and 0.4 for non-residential), which

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
allows and incentivises applicants to deliver green open space. We
have supported this UGF in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 11)
and intend to introduce a policy on in the new local plan. Options
for the UGF policy were presented under issue 6 – green
infrastructure of chapter 6 of the issues and options consultation.
Dark areas:
We will introduce a new light pollution policy in the new local plan
to address this issue.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No.

Noted.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

The west border of RBKC needs to be stated as a designated bird
migration flyover so that this is accounted for when future tall
buildings are applied for.
Open Space: there should be open spaces created to meet and
address the lack of these in developments as these are often not
true open spaces but for example token trees in planters in
concrete walkways. Balconies do not count as open spaces. Open
spaces should be accessible to the public.

Suggestions noted.
Regarding the West border of RBKC as a designated bird migration
flyover. Comment noted. Birds generally migrate a higher levels
than those associated with any of the borough’s potential tall
buildings.

Regarding open spaces, we agree that open space is really
important and provides many benefits for residents. However, it is
The Development Plan should undertake an assessment of all open important to acknowledge that RBKC is a densely developed and
space, identifying areas of public open space deficiency. It should highly constrained Borough with little room for new development
include policies to protect open space and promote the creation of or new open spaces. Therefore, it is not always possible for
new areas of publicly accessible open space particularly green
development to provide new open spaces. In some cases, a
space that will be and will remain publicly accessible.
contribution towards the maintenance and improvement of existing
open spaces in the Borough is all that can be reasonably expected.
In addition, London Plan Policy G5 sets out a requirement for major
development schemes to deliver a defined urban greening factor
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Council response
(UGF) score (0.3 for residential and 0.4 for non-residential), which
allows and incentivises applicants to deliver green open space. We
have supported this UGF in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 11)
and intend to introduce a policy on in the new local plan. Options
for the UGF policy were presented under issue 6 – green
infrastructure of chapter 6 of the issues and options consultation.
The Council is undertaking an open space audit to inform the new
local plan review. Options for policy approaches to open spaces are
presented under chapter 12 of the issues and options consultation.

Mozafar Amiri

Please also see my response to 6.12.

Noted.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No further comments

Noted.

Henrietta Cole

issue 5: Biodiversity.

Suggestion re swift bricks noted. This will be passed on to the
Council’s Biodiversity team who will be updating the RBKC
Please add the following:
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP). The BAP provides a framework to
protect and enhance the borough’s biodiversity resource by
To maximise biodiversity net-gain, the council will expect and
improving the quality of the local environment through practical
require new habitats for building-dependent birds to be provided management, habitat creation and protection of important wildlife
in the built environment, as part of construction projects. This can sites. The implementation of the BAP is an important vehicle to
be achieved with the inclusion of integrated universal swift bricks improving the biodiversity of the Borough and developers should
appropriately positioned. Alternatively, where integration is not
refer to it when considering how to achieve an on-site biodiversity
feasible, external universal swift nest boxes should be included.
net gain.
These artificial nest sites must be planned in at the start of all
building work and follow best practice guidance - including
recommended artificial nest densities: Please refer to:
The Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental

Respondent
Name

Comments
Management Journal, Issue 104, June 2019:
https://cieem.net/resource/the-swift-a-bird-you-need-to-help/
'Swift Bricks: The ‘Universal’ Nest Brick – by Dick Newell':
https://cieem.net/swift-bricks-the-universal-nest-brick-by-dicknewell/ 26/07/21:
https://swift-conservation.org/universal_swift_nest_brick02.pdf
Justification:
UK swift populations are in severe decline and swifts are now in
urgent need of conservation action. A major factor is thought to be
loss of swifts' natural nesting habitat, ie, small spaces in the roofs
and walls of buildings, through renovation and demolition of old
buildings, and swift-unfriendly modern building practices. To
benefit swifts and other urban birds, such as house sparrows and
garden birds, the universal swift brick would provide nesting and
roosting habitat. The practice of including integrated universal
swift bricks and boxes should be made widespread, routine and
mandatory.
The Environment Agency's State of the Urban Environment report
(23/07/21) confirms the loss of species which are 'urban
specialists', eg swifts:
'.....Some species are considered ‘urban specialists’. For example,
swifts, which nest in cavities in the roofs of older buildings.
..............Urban specialist birds have declined in abundance in the

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments
UK since 1994............ ...Factors contributing to some of these
species' declines include building, demolition, renovation and roof
repair.'
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/state-of-theenvironment/the-state-of-the-environment-the-urbanenvironment
This revised local plan policy would then comply with:
National Planning Policy Guidance:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/natural-environment
Paragraph: 023 Reference ID: 8-023-20190721
'............Relatively small features can often achieve important
benefits for wildlife, such as incorporating ‘swift bricks’ and bat
boxes in developments.....'
The Government's Building Better Building Beautiful Commission
report 'Living With Beauty', 30/01/20, Policy Proposition 33, page
110) Recommends:' Bricks for bees and birds in new build homes'.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/living-with-beautyreport-of-the-building-better-building-beautiful-commission.
The National House Building Council Foundation has published
guidance on 27/04/2012 stressing the role new development
needs to play in restoring vital habitat for declining bird species,
through incorporating integrated universal swift bricks (Section
8.1).
https://www.nhbcfoundation.org/publication/biodiversity-in-newhousing-developments-creating-wildlife-friendly-communities/

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The Mayor of London's Publication London Plan, December 2020,
advises local authorities as follows:
Policy G6 Biodiversity and Access to Nature:
B: Boroughs, in developing Development Plans, should: ...(4) 'Seek
opportunities to create other habitats, or features such as artificial
nest sites, that are of particular relevance and benefit in an urban
context' (page 362).
Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

As stated above, Imperial does a lot of work in these relevant
fields. Policies and approaches within the Local Plan should be
flexible to allow a variety of techniques and methods to be
applied.

Noted.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

Teach young children more about biodiversity.

Noted. However, this is not something we can specifically action
through the planning regime which primarily influences new
development in the Borough.

David Lloyd-Davis Closer monitoring of impermeable hardstanding in domestic
Noted.
gardens. This if often installed after a refurbishment and outside a
planning permission.
The existing policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in landscaped
areas which means both, front and rear gardens are protected.
However, it is important to note that we cannot influence, or
control works that do not require planning permission.
Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning

All options to include integrated measures for biodiversity in new
buildings, which will last the lifetime of the buildings, and not
require any maintenance, and provide access to nature for

Suggestions noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Group (Mike
Priaulx)

residents, e.g. swift bricks, bat boxes, bee bricks, and hedgehog
highways.
It is important to realise that features essential to wildlife such as
these nesting and roosting sites and travelling routes are not
included in the DEFRA biodiversity net gain metric nor in green
infrastructure, so these must be included separately in the Local
Plan.

Council response

Comments regarding swift bricks have been passed on to the
Council’s Biodiversity team who will be updating the RBKC
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP). The BAP provides a framework to
protect and enhance the borough’s biodiversity resource by
improving the quality of the local environment through practical
management, habitat creation and protection of important wildlife
sites. The implementation of the BAP is an important vehicle to
improving the biodiversity of the Borough and developers should
The National Planning Policy Guidance Natural Environment (2019) refer to it when considering how to achieve an on-site biodiversity
Paragraph 023 promotes these measures for their benefit to
net gain.
wildlife, and the London Plan Policy G6 B (4) also refers to artificial
nest sites relevant to the urban context.
Swift bricks are considered a universal nest brick for small birds
including sparrows as set out in the NHBC Foundation report
Biodiversity in New Developments (April 2021), so are ideal for an
urban environment such as Kensington & Chelsea. These measures
should be installed in accordance with best practice, e.g. RIBA
Designing for Biodiversity (2013) and CIEEM In Practice (June 2019)
recommend one nesting site per new dwelling on average.

Robert Dixon

No.

Noted.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

No comment

Noted.

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

To address the difference in space availability for potential
Suggestions noted. We will take this into consideration when
improvements, we suggest that consideration is given to a
drafting the biodiversity policy for the draft policies stage of the
potential option to require major developments to provider larger new local plan review.

Respondent
Name

Comments
biodiversity net gains (15 / 20%), with minor developments being
held to the standard 10% net gain requirement. This would further
address the need to provide green space for climate change, flood
risk, biodiversity, health and well-being, social improvements, etc.

Council response

Issue 6: Green infrastructure
Q.6.11. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Option 1
Adopt the London Plan 2021 suggested Urban Greening Factor for
residential/commercial for major development
This approach has already been tested by the GLA and they have
provided detailed guidance on how to meet it.

Support for all options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward as
the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Option 2
Although not required by the London Plan 2021, create an UGF
policy for minor applications requiring a UGF net gain (so existing
GI does not count towards the UGF – which is different than for
majors). Require a before and after assessment and relate it to
natural SuDS.
Developers will have to calculate the UGF of the existing site. The
proposed development should improve the UGF score and provide
a net gain. Developers will have to think about green /sustainable
issues from the outset of a project. This could have positive knock
on effects on meeting other green policies (such as SuDS
Option 3
When the UGF score cannot be achieved to require a contribution
towards the implementation of green infrastructure elsewhere to
support strategic objectives such as green infrastructure,
walking/cycling, air quality and drainage objectives.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

All three would be desirable, but, as the document recognises,
developers will be adept in claiming practical difficulties.

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We support Option 1 as per the London Plan. Options 2 and 3 are Support for option 1 and options 2 and 3 for major development
supported in relation to major developments, but are too onerous noted.
for household applications.

Ladbroke
Option 1 on urban greening for major developments: no comment.
Association
Option 2; we support a policy requiring Developers to think about
(Sophia Lambert) green /sustainable issues from the outset of a project.
Option 3: we agree in principle that where the required standard
of urban greening can be achieved, developers should make a
contribution towards the implementation of green infrastructure
elsewhere to support strategic objectives such as green
infrastructure, walking/cycling, air quality measures etc. But we
share the Council’s concern that developers will try to use this as a
get-out clause.

Support for option 2 noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward as
the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Options 1 and 3.

Support for option 1 and 3 noted. However, option 3 will not be
taken forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be
delivered on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise
developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

Thames Water
Utilities Ltd (Sir/
Madam)

Thames Water support the provision of green infrastructure which Support for green infrastructure noted.
can help to remove surface water flow from the combined sewer
network helping to reduce the risk of flooding.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses

All 3 options would be desirable. The opportunity to set an
example by installing Green Walls (using CIL funds) in place of
advertising hoardings at the junction between Cheyne Walk and
Lots Road has still not been taken up, although these large scale
advertising hoardings are the only ones along the entire length of
riverside Chelsea.

Support for all 3 options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward
as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Respondent
Name

Comments

(Rosemary
Baker)

Council response
NCIL funding for projects in the Borough such as this must be
applied for. More information on how to apply for NCIL funding can
be found here: https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-buildingcontrol/building-control/neighbourhood-community-infrastructurelevy-ncil.

Greg Hammond

My instinct suggests sticking to option 1 which is achievable and
less cost than the other options.

Support for option 1 noted.

Exhibition Road
Cultural Group
(Emily Candler)

Support measures to promote green infrastructure in schemes, but Support for green infrastructure in permanent development (as
this may not be appropriate for temporary planning consent such opposed to temporary) noted.
as public art installations.

Grove and
Option 3 represents a tax, it's patently unfair to seek monies from Comment regarding option 3 noted. Option 3 will not be taken
Company (Roger developers by making them pay for green infrastructure else
forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered
Grove)
where.
on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay
rather than to deliver it on-site.
Elizabeth Ashley

Option 1 and Option 2

Support for option 2 and 3 noted.

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

In principle support all three of the proposed options under this
matter

Support in principle for all 3 options noted. Option 3 will not be
taken forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be
delivered on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise
developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

RBKC Earl's Court SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Ward (Malcolm Option 1
SPALDING)
Adopt the London Plan 2021 suggested Urban Greening Factor for
residential/commercial for major development
This approach has already been tested by the GLA and they have
provided detailed guidance on how to meet it.
Option 2
Although not required by the London Plan 2021, create an UGF

Support for all options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward as
the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

policy for minor applications requiring a UGF net gain (so existing
GI does not count towards the UGF – which is different than for
majors). Require a before and after assessment and relate it to
natural SuDS.
Developers will have to calculate the UGF of the existing site. The
proposed development should improve the UGF score and provide
a net gain. Developers will have to think about green /sustainable
issues from the outset of a project. This could have positive knock
on effects on meeting other green policies (such as SuDS
Option 3
When the UGF score cannot be achieved to require a contribution
towards the implementation of green infrastructure elsewhere to
support strategic objectives such as green infrastructure,
walking/cycling, air quality and drainage objectives.
Linda Wade

Option 1
• Agree
Option 2
• Agree

Support for all 3 options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward
as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Option 3
• Agree
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Option 2

Support for option 2 noted.

Kensington
COMMENT: Too much reliance should not be placed on the
Comments noted. The UGF is not an alternative to open space.
Society (Amanda acceptance of green walls as an alternative to open space. In many Open space contributes towards achieving a high UGF score and so
Frame)
places, green walls will only grow with lighting, heating and water, a UGF policy will support provision of open space where possible.
and they can too easily be neglected.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 1: Disagree. This should not be limited to major
developments.
Support for option 2 noted.
Option 2: Strongly agree.

GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Option 3: We oppose the "contribution" methods. Equivalences
would be hard to calibrate, and there is a risk that it would be the
approach as an easier solution for the developer but damaging in
the long run.

Option 3 will not be taken forward as the Council prefers green
infrastructure to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions could
incentivise developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

Climate Change
It is noted and welcomed that a key priority of the draft Plan is to
tackle climate change. The borough has committed to becoming
carbon neutral by 2040 and the draft Plan will play a critical role in
achieving that ambition.
At paragraph 6.9 one option tabled is that all major development
proposals should provide Circular Economy Statements. This
approach could be welcome, and it is noted that if implemented it
would go beyond the LP2021 which only makes it a requirement
for those applications that are referred to the Mayor. This is set
out clearly in Policy SI7 of the LP2021.
The draft Plan also promotes options for the use of whole-life
carbon assessments and the
Mayor’s energy hierarchy.
To help boroughs’ plan more effectively to reduce carbon
emissions and reduce waste through Local Plan approaches the
Mayor has published a range of draft London Plan guidance5
which RBKC should be aware of. This includes draft guidance on:

Support noted.

• Circular Economy Statements

We are aware of the GLA’s guidance in this matter and have used it
to inform the options presented in the issues and option
consultation and will continue to do so when drafting the policies
for the next stage of the new local plan review.
Comment re viability is noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

• Whole-life Carbon Assessments, and
• ‘Be Seen’ Energy Monitoring
RBKC should take note of Policy DF1 of the LP2012 which makes it
clear that where viability is called into question on planning
proposals priority should be given to affordable housing and
transport improvements before considering other aspects of
development.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

Inclusion of green spaces and other green infrastructure that is
appropriate to the character of an urban development and local
context is an important aspect of TfL CD’s development
programme and key to the Healthy Streets Approach.
At Earls Court, a landscape-led approach means that green
infrastructure will be an important aspect of design quality and for
the health and wellbeing of residents and visitors, providing a
linked framework of green spaces.
It may not be necessary to repeat policies in the London Plan for
major developments but we recognise that you may want bespoke
policies, including for smaller sites, which should be in general
conformity.
The creation of new habitats and urban greening can require
significant land-take, which in some cases may need to be
balanced against realising other important planning benefits such
as new homes, employment floorspace and community facilities.
This is an important consideration, particularly where Opportunity
Areas such as Earls Court have to make a significant contribution
to meeting both London wide and Borough development needs.
Policies should enable imaginative approaches to providing green

Comments noted.
Support for green infrastructure provision and support in principle
for contributions where there is a UGF shortfall noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

infrastructure, potentially above ground level to make the most
effective use of land and buildings.
Policies should also be sensitive to situations where vacant and
underused sites that are suitable for development have become
overgrown over a period of time. It may be challenging to achieve
a satisfactory UGF score when these sites are developed for new
homes etc.
TfL CD therefore supports the principle of providing contributions
where there are shortfalls against UGF targets, as this approach
accepts that the targets cannot always be met due to competing
demands for space and in cases where sites are overgrown.
Option 3 will not be taken forward as the Council prefers green
infrastructure to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions could
incentivise developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Mozafar Amiri

Support options 1 and 2 for all developments not just major ones.
Green walls are not a substitute for planting in the ground or, on
higher floors, in planters, and should not be seen as part of the
“greening” of a development. Green roofs and green walls need to
have a maintenance assessment and statement.

Support for options 1 and 2 noted.

I support all the options. Please also see my response to 6.12.

Support for all 3 options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward
as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Comments re green walls noted. However, green roofs and walls
make contributions to green infrastructure and are recognised in a
range of guidance, including the GLA’s UGF guidance. They are
important interventions, especially where sites are highly
constrained, such as in Kensington and Chelsea.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support Option 1 (major developments only) and Option 3
(contribution).

Support for option 1 and 3 noted. Option 3 will not be taken
forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered
on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay
rather than to deliver it on-site.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Option 1 – support

Support for option 1 noted.

Option 2 – The College supports the principle, although delivery
within minor applications may impact viability on smaller scale
projects and minor alterations.

Support in principle for option 2 and comments noted.

The College therefore recommends that the policy should
acknowledge within its wording, or its supporting text, that
reasonable attempts should be made to achieve a UGF net gain.

Comments regarding option 3 noted. The Council will ensure that
new local plan policy does not undermine development viability in
accordance with national policy.

Option 3 – Imperial considers that while greening within the
Borough is important, providing UGF scores in excess of the
Option 3 will not be taken forward as the Council prefers green
London Plan could affect the viability of minor schemes and should infrastructure to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions could
not compromise contributions for other social benefits.
incentivise developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Collette
Wilkinson

The need for as much green open spaces as possible.

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis Options 2&3

Support for option 2 and 3 noted. Option 3 will not be taken
forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered
on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay
rather than to deliver it on-site.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

Option 2 & Option 3.

Support for option 2 and 3 noted. Option 3 will not be taken
forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered
on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay
rather than to deliver it on-site.

Robert Dixon

I support each of these options based on the information I have
seen. Option 2 seems like a sound idea.

Support for all options noted. Option 3 will not be taken forward as
the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered on site.
Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay rather
than to deliver it on-site.

Alex Mackay

Option 1 Place the emphasis on the importance of trees - a
distinctive characteristic of RBKC. Small sites mustn't be loaded
with too many new regulations and requirements.

Noted. Trees are an important contributor to meeting the UGF
targets. As such, adopting a UGF policy will support the provision of
trees and other green infrastructure in the Borough.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC considers green infrastructure to be an important aspect of
design quality and for the health and wellbeing of residents and
visitors alike. Consequently, the emerging Earls Court masterplan
framework will be predicated on a landscape-led development
framework to provide a linked framework of green spaces.

Support for green infrastructure and support in principle for options
1 and 3 noted.

ECDC supports London Plan Policy G5 Urban Greening
requirements set out in Option 1. However, any detailed policy
should also recognise the relationship between urban greening
and biodiversity net gain creation and the need to balance the two
calculations, which are complementary, especially on constrained
sites. The creation of new habitats and urban greening can require
significant land take that needs to consider other development
needs such as the need for new homes (including affordable
homes), employment floorspace and community facilities. This is
an important consideration, particularly where Opportunity Areas
such as Earls Court are identified as those relied upon to make a

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

significant contribution to meeting both London wide and borough
development needs.
ECDC supports the principle of providing contributions where
there are shortfalls against urban greening factor targets because
this approach accepts that the targets will not always be able to be
met on site due to competing demands for space. It is also
important that any contribution sought is considered alongside the
delivery of on-site infrastructure and other contributions whilst
also being balanced against viability considerations reflecting the
complex nature of the Site.

Comments regarding contributions noted. Option 3 will not be
taken forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be
delivered on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise
developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

Notwithstanding, any mechanism for contributions should be meet
be consistent with the tests for obligations set out in paragraph (2)
of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010 (as amended).
DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Whilst Wellcome Trust are supportive of the Urban Greening
Factor, it is recognised that this is currently significantly
challenging for major developments to achieve. If it were to be
applied to minor developments, as suggested in Option 2, it could
prove challenging to achieve an urban greening net gain to very
minor / small scale development. Option 3 should also appreciate
that seeking a financial payment for UGF for minor developments
may affect their viability, thus prohibiting future development
coming forward.

Support for UGF noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

As above we should use native plants and wild areas, fight the
onslaught of plastic grass, concreting or paving front and back
gardens. Green walls are expensive and require a lot of
maintenance; they should not replace open space. Grand Union

Comments noted.

Comments regarding options 2 and 3 noted. The Council will ensure
the requirements of the UGF policy do not undermine development
viability. This is a requirement of Local Plan policy under national
policy. Option 3 will not be taken forward as the Council prefers
green infrastructure to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions
could incentivise developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

As outlined above, native tree species are very often not the best
choice for the harsh environment found in streets where the heat

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Canal is often reduced to a rubbish dump and should be a haven
can be intense, and lack of water can be an issue. Global warming
for wildlife – and properly maintained. Cemeteries and Little
means that unfortunately non-native plants tolerant of higher
Wormwood Scrubs are doing their bit but it is often reactive rather temperatures are often do best.
than proactive.
Green walls make an important contribution towards urban
greening and are useful where site constraints limit what greening
can be achieved on-site. They do not replace requirements around
open space.
The maintenance of existing open space and public realm is not
directly influenced by new Local Plan policy, which primarily
influences new development. However, planning contributions can
be used to go towards their upkeep.
Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

Option 2 and 3 combined would provide the greatest benefits, by
ensuring all developments consider urban greening, whilst also
providing the means for compensation where greening cannot be
achieved. However, compensation should be a last resort and
developments should provide evidence that they have followed
the mitigation hierarchy when looking at urban greening on site.

Savills on behalf We support Option 1 and the suggestion to adopt the London Plan
of Thames Water 2021 Urban Greening Factor for residential/commercial for major
(Nicola Forster) development.
We support Option 2 and the requirement to create an Urban
Greening Factor for minor developments and require the
assessment to relate to natural SuDs.
We support Option 3 and in the event Urban Greening Factor
scores can’t be met, that contributions towards the
implementation if green infrastructure should be sought.
Particularly in respect of drainage objectives.

Support for options 2 and 3 noted. Option 3 will not be taken
forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure to be delivered
on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise developers to pay
rather than to deliver it on-site.

Support for all 3 options noted.

Option 3 will not be taken forward as the Council prefers green
infrastructure to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions could
incentivise developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Knightsbridge
Neighbourhood
Forum (KNF)
(Simon Birkett)

Carbon reduction / carbon-neutral Borough

Comments noted.

The KNF urges you to emphasise the need for energy efficiency
measures in existing and new buildings whenever planning
permission is sought e.g. including renovations. It will be important
and more cost effective to require and implement the retrofitting
of listed buildings and others in Conservation Areas whenever
work is done rather than trying to retrofit the entire borough
between 2035 and 2040. Please therefore require sensitively
designed double (or triple) glazing during such work (which is
anyway preferable to secondary glazing in visual appearance).

The Council support sensitive and appropriate sustainable retrofit
of existing properties, including listed buildings and those in
conservation areas. We produced detailed guidance on this in the
RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 9). We would expect this to be an
incremental process, but cannot require owners to come forward
with improvements, but rather can seek them when changes are
being proposed, as you suggest. As set out previously, a range of
strategies may be adopted in relation to historic buildings to secure
energy efficiencies, in which secondary glazing may sometimes be
preferable in terms of preserving the special interest of a listed
building.
We will introduce a new policy which is specific to the sustainable
retrofit of existing buildings in the new local plan.
However, it is important to note that not all retrofit works to
existing buildings requires planning permission. We can only expect
development to adhere to the Local Plan policies where planning
permission is required.

The
Knightsbridge
Association
(Carol SeymourNewton)

Carbon reduction / carbon-neutral Borough:
Amidst all the positive policy efforts towards CO2 reductions, to
lead towards a carbon neutral built environment, little thought
seems to have been given to existing and/ or listed buildings
situated across the borough’s wide-ranging conservation areas:
engaging meaningfully with energy efficient upgrades to existing
buildings (listed or not/ within conservation areas or not) will be
key to fulfill CO2 targets across the borough.
The KA encourages and supports the sensitive retrofitting of

Comments noted.
The Council support sensitive and appropriate sustainable retrofit
of existing properties, including listed buildings and those in
conservation areas. As indicated above, we have given
considerable thought to this matter, and have produced detailed
guidance on this in the RBKC Greening SPD (see chapter 9). Further
advice for residents will be forthcoming.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

energy efficiency measures in existing buildings including the
retrofitting of listed buildings / buildings in Conservation Areas,
provided that it safeguards the historic characteristics of these
heritage assets.

We will introduce a new policy which is specific to the sustainable
retrofit of existing buildings in the new local plan.

Turley (Laurence For issue 6, option 1 is supported. It is considered overly onerous
Brooker)
for UGF policy requirements to apply to minor developments –
which should however strive to deliver greening and biodiversity
benefits where achievable. Option 3 is considered to not be
appropriate as this should be covered by Community
Infrastructure Levy.

However, it is important to note that not all retrofit works to
existing buildings requires planning permission. We can only expect
development to adhere to the Local Plan policies where planning
permission is required.
Support for option 1 noted.
Comments re options 2 and 3 noted.
Minor development will not be required to achieve a UGF score.
Each planning application will be considered on its merits. Option 3
will not be taken forward as the Council prefers green infrastructure
to be delivered on site. Requiring contributions could incentivise
developers to pay rather than to deliver it on-site.

Q.6.12. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Annual NET tree and hedge planting targets
Annual tree census of street and private trees
Roadside planting
Sustainable watering systems
Grey water collection schemes

Suggestions noted.
Tree planting targets are not always helpful and tend to encourage
overplanting. It is important to plant the right tree in the right place
and not for example plant 3 trees where there is room for one. We
know exactly how many street trees we have year on year.
Counting privately owned trees is significantly more difficult.
Trees and hedge planting all make contributions towards a UGF
score. As such the UGF requirements of the New Local Plan green
infrastructure policy will support planting objectives.
Water efficiency and water re-use will be referenced in the draft
SuDS policy.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The rules precluding the concreting over of gardens should be
tightened, particularly in the case of basement construction.
The opportunity to install Green Walls (using NCIL funds) in place
of advertisings at the junction between Lots Road and Cheyne
Walk has still not been taken up even though these are the only
large scale advertising hoardings along the entire length of the
riverside Chelsea

Ladbroke
A tougher approach on garden trees. There have been a number of
Association
cases recently in the Ladbroke area where no objection has been
(Sophia Lambert) raised to the felling of garden trees “coincidentally” just before an
application is made for a basement extension or other
development that would have been difficult if the tree had still
been in place. There have also been a number of cases where

The existing policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in landscaped
areas which means both, front and rear gardens are protected.
NCIL funding for projects in the Borough such as this must be
applied for. More information on how to apply for NCIL funding can
be found here: https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-buildingcontrol/building-control/neighbourhood-community-infrastructurelevy-ncil.
The rules on which trees can be protected by TPOs are that: Orders
should be used to protect selected trees and woodlands if their
removal would have a significant negative impact on the local
environment and its enjoyment by the public. Before authorities
make or confirm an Order they should be able to show that
protection would bring a reasonable degree of public benefit in the

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

felling has been agreed subject to a smaller breed of tree being
planted without any reference as to whether the smaller tree
would be equally effective as a carbon sink or in reducing heat
levels.
See also comments above on other options under questions 6.8
and 6.10.

present or future. This is a high bar and so not every tree can be
protected. When dealing with applications we cannot know what
the subsequent intentions of the applicant are and the purpose of
TPOs is not to prevent development but to protect trees which fulfil
the above criteria.
The selection of tree should be appropriate for the amount of space
available and a significant proportion of felling applications the
council receive are because trees have been planted which are too
big for their location.

Fernando Chueca Put back the cycle lanes you removed.
On 17 March 2021, the Council’s Leadership Team decided
Make High Street Kensington a restricted road (like Oxford Street) unanimously to begin comprehensive research into an alternative
where only public transport and bicycles can be used
scheme, based on longer-term data, after reviewing evidence of
temporary cycle lanes on Kensington High Street. The temporary
scheme, which was removed in December 2020, will not be
reinstalled. Instead, officers have been tasked with gathering data
and presenting plans for an alternative, permanent scheme. The
Council has commissioned research from Centre for London to
assist us in this task.
Grove and
Maintain the status quo the Borough is much greener than others Noted.
Company (Roger and is adjacent to two Royal Parks.
Grove)
RBKC Earl's Court Annual NET tree planting targets
Ward (Malcolm Annual tree census
SPALDING)
Roadside planting
Sustainable watering systems

Suggestions noted.
Tree planting targets are not always helpful and tend to encourage
overplanting. It is important to plant the right tree in the right place
and not for example plant 3 trees where there is room for one. We
know exactly how many street trees we have year on year.
Counting privately owned trees is significantly more difficult.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
Trees and hedge planting all make contributions towards a UGF
score. As such the UGF requirements of the New Local Plan green
infrastructure policy will support planting objectives.

Linda Wade

On new developments the need for open space, parks, and
permeable surfaces
Tree and hedge planting
Suitable vegetation
Water/ponds
Grey water collection
SuDs
Permeable surfaces in car parks and parking stands
Refuse planning consent for concrete or paved
entrances/parkways

Suggestions noted.
Trees should be able to be planted in the ground in new
developments rather than for example in planters on top of
underground carparks which is not a sustainable solution.
Trees and hedge planting, as well as open space all make
contributions towards a UGF score. As such the UGF requirements
of the New Local Plan green infrastructure policy will support
planting objectives.
Water efficiency and water re-use will be referenced in the draft
SuDS policy.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

- Annual NET tree planting targets
- Annual tree census
- Roadside planting
- Sustainable watering systems

Suggestions noted.
Tree planting targets are not always helpful and tend to encourage
overplanting. It is important to plant the right tree in the right place
and not for example plant 3 trees where there is room for one. We
know exactly how many street trees we have year on year.
Counting privately owned trees is significantly more difficult.
Trees and hedge planting all make contributions towards a UGF
score. As such the UGF requirements of the New Local Plan green
infrastructure policy will support planting objectives.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Kensington
Trees: Trees are not properly protected. We are concerned about
Society (Amanda the number of cases where no objection by the council has been
Frame)
raised to the felling of garden trees, although the reasons given for
the felling were flimsy, and within a short period an application is
made for a basement or other extension which would otherwise
probably have been refused had the tree still been there. A
nursery-grown replacement tree is not a substitute for a mature
tree.

Council response
The rules on which trees can be protected by TPOs are that: Orders
should be used to protect selected trees and woodlands if their
removal would have a significant negative impact on the local
environment and its enjoyment by the public. Before authorities
make or confirm an Order they should be able to show that
protection would bring a reasonable degree of public benefit in the
present or future. This is a high bar and so not every tree can be
protected. When dealing with applications we cannot know what
the subsequent intentions of the applicant are and the purpose of
TPOs is not to prevent development but to protect trees which fulfil
the above criteria.
The selection of tree should be appropriate for the amount of space
available and a significant proportion of felling applications the
council receive are because trees have been planted which are too
big for their location.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No.

Earl's Court Area Current and new green infrastructure provision should be an
Action Group
exemplar of best practice and innovation in terms of both its
(Bella Hardwick) design and management - how will the Council ensure and provide
meaningful evidence that this will be the case?

Noted.
Noted. Applicants for development will be required to submit a UGF
analysis in accordance with London Plan 2021 requirements and
guidance setting out how they have achieved the required UGF
scores. The quality of green infrastructure is a key element of the
UGF score. Different types of green infrastructure, for example
green walls/roofs, trees, open space have been assigned a score
based on the quality in contribution of that type of green
infrastructure. More detail on this can be found the GLA UGF
guidance, which can be found here: ugf__consultation_version_sept_2021.pdf (london.gov.uk).
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ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Other thoughts
Gardens are a huge natural resource.
Trees including garden trees are often felled without enough
resistance by the council. Felling a tree should not be permitted
without a replacement tree already purchased for the existing
location.
We would like to see an audit of how effective TPOs have been
over the last 20 years.

Suggestions noted.

Ban front forecourt parking.
Limit cars to one per household.
Require gardens to have at least 60% green area and 40% max
paving.
All paving to be permeable.
Limit garden room sizes to a small proportion of garden size and
make them temporary wooden structures
Require street trees on all new streets in major developments.
Carry out a full audit of where street trees could be added in
borough and ensure that appropriate species are chosen to bring
maximum environmental benefit
An urban greening factor of 0.27 is completely incompatible with
our greening goals.
We would like the London Plan’s urban greening factor be
mandatory as a minimum. Green walls and rooves are more like
green cladding than green infrastructure. How can the proposed
treeless street in the previously mentioned accepted planning
application have been or still be allowed considering there is a
climate emergency and zero carbon goals within less than a
decade?

We cannot ban forecourt parking or limit car ownership through
the Local Plan or planning policy is it does not directly control or
influence these.
The rules on which trees can be protected by TPOs are that: Orders
should be used to protect selected trees and woodlands if their
removal would have a significant negative impact on the local
environment and its enjoyment by the public. Before authorities
make or confirm an Order they should be able to show that
protection would bring a reasonable degree of public benefit in the
present or future. This is a high bar and so not every tree can be
protected. When dealing with applications we cannot know what
the subsequent intentions of the applicant are and the purpose of
TPOs is not to prevent development but to protect trees which fulfil
the above criteria.
The selection of trees should be appropriate for the amount of
space available and a significant proportion of felling applications
the council receive are because trees have been planted which are
too big for their location.
There are very few sites left where trees can be planted in streets
due to the presence of underground impediments such as cellars
and services. The council will consider any suggestions for new sites
but the options are very limited.
The existing policy CE2i resists impermeable surfaces in landscaped
areas which means both, front and rear gardens are protected.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
Regarding the size of the garden rooms, each planning application is
considered on its merits.
Comment noted re the urban greening factor. The London Plan UGF
score will be a requirement for major development as required by
London Plan policy G5.
Green walls and green roofs make a useful contribution to urban
greening, especially where sites are highlight constrained as there is
not much space for other, more space demanding forms of green
infrastructure.
Finally, it is important to note that we are unable to influence
applications for planning permission with new policy before the
new local plan has been adopted. However, relevant applications
are subject to the UGF requirements of London Plan policy G5.

Mozafar Amiri

I would also like to see a tree planting scheme be brought into
Comments noted.
place alongside major thoroughfares such as Brompton Road and
the surrounding streets. I feel this would work towards improving There are very few sites left where trees can be planted in streets
the air quality, image, and atmosphere of the borough.
due to the presence of underground impediments such as cellars
and services. The council will consider any suggestions for new sites
but the options are very limited.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No further comments.

Noted.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Collette
Wilkinson

Give grants for people to become more biodiverse

Noted.

David Lloyd-Davis Chelsea has very little public space next to the river.

Noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Roof gardens with their use restricted to certain times can also
support insects and birds. The regulations on roof gardens and
balconies should be opened up, with strictly enforced time
restrictions, to allow better use of flat roofs where it is safe to do
so. We could create ‘green crowns’ to many of our street
properties, with proper regulation and enforcement.
Stop cutting down trees unless they are diseased! Plan around
trees.

Comments regarding roof gardens noted. However, as well as
meeting our greening and sustainability objectives, the Council
must also protect the amenity of our residents.

We suggest that options for offsetting could be caveated so that
offset is elsewhere but remains within the borough, or offset
through a different variable i.e green roofs or walls etc (SuDS).

Suggestions noted.

Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

Savills on behalf We consider that Option 3 drainage reference should be amended
of Thames Water to flood risk and drainage objectives.
(Nicola Forster) In areas where there are serious surface water drainage issues
consideration should be given to having bespoke Urban Greening
Factor scores. For example, a higher overall score could be
required in critical drainage areas with higher scores attributed to
factors with beneficial drainage impacts.

The rules on which trees can be protected by TPOs are that: Orders
should be used to protect selected trees and woodlands if their
removal would have a significant negative impact on the local
environment and its enjoyment by the public. Before authorities
make or confirm an Order they should be able to show that
protection would bring a reasonable degree of public benefit in the
present or future. This is a high bar and so not every tree can be
protected.

Noted. The UGF guidance would need to be modified and linked to
the SuDS hierarchy to ensure higher scores will be given to green
infrastructure with higher drainage capacity. The current SuDS
policy requires SuDS for development at ground and below ground
level and this should be more effective than to target SuDS and
Green Infrastructure only critical drainage areas. The issue in
Critical Drainage Areas is not localised to these areas as the whole
of the borough and, in some cases, areas outside the borough act as
catchment areas.

Issue 7: Waste management
Q.6.13. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Support for all options noted.
Option 1
Continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste
Cremorne wharf is the only future opportunity for additional waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes
The Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA) is the waste
disposal authority covering the London Boroughs of Kensington
and Chelsea, Hammersmith and Fulham, Lambeth and
Wandsworth. The local authorities that fall within the WRWA area
are Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs).
Option 2
Provide a meanwhile open space (park with ancillary sporting use)
at Cremorne Wharf. This would enable the site to be used for
much needed open space but released for waste if needed in the
future. The site would be put to good use rather than lying vacant.
Option 3
The Council should engage with other London boroughs and
continue to work the Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA)
which forms the Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs)18 to secure
spare apportionment capacity.
This will enable meeting our London Plan allocation.
There are no existing operational waste sites within the borough.
The constrained nature of the borough and competing land uses
limits the Council’s ability to identify / allocate sufficient land to be
able to meet its apportionment target.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The Council will need to work with the WRWA and other London
Boroughs through the Duty to Cooperate to find assistance in
meeting its London plan apportionment so waste can be managed
within London.
Options for waste management in new developments
Option 1
Require adequate waste storage facilities in ALL developments.
For homes there should be enough storage both inside and outside
for both waste and recycling (including food waste). Policy CE3
should be amended to reflect the local standards on waste storage
facilities in all developments.
London Plan Policy S17 sets requirements for development to
provide separate storage space and collections systems for types
of recyclables including food waste to help achieve recycling target
of 65% and a 50% reduction in food waste by 2030.Local standards
that go beyond the London plan policy will contribute positively
towards achieving the Mayors municipal waste recycling and food
waste reduction targets.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

We strongly support Options 1 and 2 relating to Cremorne Wharf
in the options for strategic waste management

Support noted for Strategic Waste Management Options 1 and 2.

Ladbroke
Options for strategic waste management: no comment.
Association
Options for waste management in new developments - Option 1:
(Sophia Lambert) We agree that adequate waste storage facilities should be
required in all developments.

Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
noted.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 2 is noted. Your
comment is noted. Cremorne Wharf will continue to be
safeguarded for waste management, water transport and cargo
handling purposes. The provision of a meanwhile open space at the

As Cremorne Wharf is one of the Mayor of London's protected
wharves, and complex Thames Tideway sewerage connection
systems are being installed in the foundations of the Wharf, it is
only right that the Greening SPD should look forward to turning
this above ground site into a riverside green park, even though one

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

(Rosemary
Baker)

side may still be needed as a local base by street sweepers. (The 6 wharf until such time it is brought back into use will be reflected in
acre riverside park which was a planning condition of the approval draft policy wording.
for the Worlds End Estate in the 1960s has never materialised.)

Grove and
Option 3 and option 1 for waste management.
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for Strategic Waste Management options 1 and 3 is noted.

Elizabeth Ashley

Strategic Waste Management
Option 1 - Continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 1 is noted.

Waste Management
Option 1 - Require adequate waste storage in all developments

Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
noted.

As highlighted in the PLA’s response provided as part of the
November 2020 Issues consultation, Cremorne Wharf is
safeguarded by 2021 Ministerial Safeguarding Directions for waterborne freight cargo handling and is supported by London Plan
(2021) policy SI15 (Water Transport) which states that safeguarded
wharves should only be used for waterborne freight-handling use.
Therefore it must be made clear in the Local Plan including the
waste policy and within an amended waterways policy that the
borough will continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf and actively
promote its reactivation and use for water-borne freight transport,
in line with the Safeguarding Directions and London Plan.
Therefore the PLA would support option 1 of issue 7 for the
borough to continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes.

Cremorne Wharf will continue to be safeguarded for waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes. The
draft policy will include reference to reactivating the site for these
purposes and consider a meanwhile open space until such time the
site is brought back into use. It is not proposed to remove the
safeguarded waste designation.

Port of London
Authority
(Michael Atkins)

With regard to option 2 to provide a meanwhile open space (park
with ancillary sporting use) at Cremorne Wharf. Policy SI15 and

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

supporting paragraph 9.15.9 of the London Plan does state that
appropriate temporary uses on vacant safeguarded wharves may
be acceptable, but these must maintain the existing freighthandling infrastructure to a specified standard and be limited by a
temporary permission with a specific end date, and should not be
permitted where a permanent water borne freight-handling use is
available. The PLA therefore does not object in principle to a
meanwhile use at Cremorne Wharf, but consider that this must be
supported by a commitment to ensure that the reactivation of the
wharf for water-freight cargo handling uses is actively pursued and
that the meanwhile use has a specific end date to make clear that
such a use would be temporary. With regard to waste
apportionment and the current designation of Cremorne Wharf as
a waste site within the borough, to confirm the removal of the site
as a safeguarded waste site would not affect its status as a
safeguarded wharf.
RBKC Earl's Court SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Support for all Options noted.
Ward (Malcolm Option 1
SPALDING)
Continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste
Cremorne wharf is the only future opportunity for additional waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes
The Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA) is the waste
disposal authority covering the London Boroughs of Kensington
and Chelsea, Hammersmith and Fulham, Lambeth and
Wandsworth. The local authorities that fall within the WRWA area
are Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs).
Option 2
Provide a meanwhile open space (park with ancillary sporting use)
at Cremorne Wharf. This would enable the site to be used for
much needed open space but released for waste if needed in the

Respondent
Name

Comments
future. The site would be put to good use rather than lying vacant.
Option 3
The Council should engage with other London boroughs and
continue to work the Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA)
which forms the Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs)18 to secure
spare apportionment capacity.
This will enable meeting our London Plan allocation.
There are no existing operational waste sites within the borough.
The constrained nature of the borough and competing land uses
limits the Council’s ability to identify / allocate sufficient land to be
able to meet its apportionment target.
The Council will need to work with the WRWA and other London
Boroughs through the Duty to Cooperate to find assistance in
meeting its London plan apportionment so waste can be managed
within London.
Options for waste management in new developments
Option 1
Require adequate waste storage facilities in all developments.
For homes there should be enough storage both inside and outside
for both waste and recycling (including food waste). Policy CE3
should be amended to reflect the local standards on waste storage
facilities in all developments.
London Plan Policy S17 sets requirements for development to
provide separate storage space and collections systems for types
of recyclables including food waste to help achieve recycling target
of 65% and a 50% reduction in food waste by 2030.Local standards
that go beyond the London plan policy will contribute positively
towards achieving the Mayors municipal waste recycling and food
waste reduction targets.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Linda Wade

Option 1
• Agree

Support for Strategic Waste Management options 1 and 2 noted.

Option 2
• Agree for meanwhile use

Comment regarding option 3 noted. The Councils Waste Action
Team undertake various events, activities and schemes to help
reduce waste produced in the Borough.

Option 3
• We need to develop our own system of waste management by
achieving reduction targets
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Strategic waste management – Option 2
Waste management in new developments – Option 1

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 2 noted.

Mr (Andrew
Jamieson)

Generally in support

Marine
Management
Organisation
(Lucinda
Robinson)

Minerals and Waste Local Plans and Local Aggregate Assessments Comments noted, the Issues and Options consultation does not
If you are consulting on a minerals and waste local plan or local
relate to a Minerals and Waste Local Plan or a Local Aggregate
aggregate assessment, the MMO recommends reference to
Assessment.
marine aggregates, and to the documents below, to be included:
• The Marine Policy Statement (MPS), Section 3.5 which highlights
the importance of marine aggregates and its supply to England’s
(and the UK’s) construction industry.
• The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which sets out
policies for national (England) construction mineral supply.
• The minerals planning practice guidance which includes specific
references to the role of marine aggregates in the wider portfolio
of supply.
• The national and regional guidelines for aggregates provision in
England 2005-2020 predict likely aggregate demand over this

Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
noted.
Support noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

period, including marine supply.
The minerals planning practice guidance requires local mineral
planning authorities to prepare Local Aggregate Assessments.
These assessments must consider the opportunities and
constraints of all mineral supplies into their planning regions –
including marine sources. This means that even land-locked
counties may have to consider the role that marine-sourced
supplies (delivered by rail or river) have – particularly where landbased resources are becoming increasingly constrained.
Kensington
Options for strategic waste management
Comments noted, the options relate to meeting the Council’s
Society (Amanda
London Plan Waste Apportionment target.
Frame)
Option 1: OK as a temporary fall back but not a long-term solution.
Cremorne Wharf will continue to be safeguarded for waste
Option 2: Fine for a meanwhile park but what happens later.
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes. The
provision of a meanwhile open space is only intended to be
Option 3: We disagree that that fall back of not being able to
temporary until such time the wharf is brought back into use for the
manage existing and future waste needs is to approach other
above.
London boroughs. We have been there with the failed LBHF
scheme. What we need is to face our own waste management
Your comment to Option 3 relates to operational aspects of waste
with more pro-active and forceful methods. To see a pile of
collection and we will provide your comments to our Waste
rubbish made up of boxes and boxes of delivery packaging is not Contracts and Enforcement Team. The suggestion of returning
managing our waste. Insofar as it can be achieved through Council waste back to the producer or the producer collecting their waste is
regulation and action, we should aim for a situation where all
a national issue that can only be addressed through national
plastic is returned to the producer or the producer fined. Delivery legislation and regulations, therefore it is outside the scope of the
companies such as Amazon, when deliveries are to collection
New Local Plan Review.
points, to collect the boxes on their next delivery.
Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
Options for waste management in new developments – Option 1: noted.
Agree. All too often housing units are not properly planned to
provide locations for waste bins and proper provisions on type of

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

bin for ease of access for the rubbish men, separation of uses.
Composting within major development should also be a
requirement.
GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Waste
The draft Plan reflects the boroughs waste apportionment target
to manage 123,000 tonnes of waste in the borough by 2041 and
this is welcome.
The intention to continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste
use is welcomed and is consistent with Part B4C of Policy SI 8 of
the LP2021. In addition, it is clear in Table 3.1 of the Mayor’s
Safeguarded Wharves Review 2018-2019 that Cremorne Wharf is
to be retained. It is noted that paragraph 12.7 of the draft Plan
also sets out RBKC’s ambition to provide an open space at
Cremorne Wharf, but as the borough is not able to demonstrate
that it can meet its waste apportionment targets, or that it can
manage its waste within the borough, waste uses should be
prioritised on this site above others. It is noted that the site is
currently vacant and RBKC should be actively promoting the site to
deliver waste uses so that it is able to contribute towards meeting
the borough’s waste apportionment target in accordance with
Policy SI 8 of the LP2021.
If RBKC is not able to meet its waste needs, it should be made clear
how the issue is being dealt with now and what plans there are for
dealing with it in the future. It is understood that RBKC is part of
the Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA), and more detail
regarding how the borough’s waste arisings are being managed by
the WRWA would be useful and what the nature of that
agreement is.
It would also be useful to learn how RBKC are
working/collaborating with other London boroughs and waste

Support noted for Strategic Waste Management Option 1.
Cremorne Wharf will continue to be safeguarded for waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes. The
provision of a meanwhile open space is only intended to be
temporary until such time the wharf is brought back into use for the
above.

The Council is currently preparing a Waste Data Study to establish
how much capacity is available in the Borough to help meet the
London Plan Waste Apportionment Target. This evidence will
inform the draft New Local Plan Review and ongoing dialogue with
WRWA WPAs and other London Boroughs. More detail will be
provided in the New Local Plan Review as findings emerge.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

planning sub-regional groups to find ways of dealing with borough
waste arisings. Some London joint waste plans are being reviewed
at this time and that may provide an opportunity for RBKC to
investigate if any have surplus capacity to help meet the borough’s
apportionment targets. The current draft Plan contains very little
detail on this matter and there appears to be little in the way of
evidence. We would therefore expect future drafts of the Plan to
provide much greater detail and supported by evidence. The
Mayor has set a target that London is to be self-sufficient in the
management of its waste by 2026 as set out in Policy SI 8 and RBKC
are advised to do as much as it can to ensure that London is able
to meet this target.
It is not clear how RBKC would deal with future proposals for
waste uses in the borough over the Plan period and this should
also be addressed. In doing so, RBKC should follow the guidance
set out in Policy SI 8 of the LP2021.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No comment.

No comment noted.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

All options seem sensible except we should not look to other
boroughs to help with our waste. More pro-active and methods
can be applied eg delivery companies can collect boxes on their
next delivery all plastic is returned to the producer or the producer
fined..

Comments noted, the options relate to meeting the Council’s
London Plan Waste Apportionment target.

The Council should continue to shun landfill and cooperate with
other London boroughs and WRWA to secure spare
apportionment capacity.

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 3 noted.

David Campbell

The suggestion of returning waste back to the producer or the
producer collecting their waste is a national issue that can only be
addressed through national legislation and regulations, therefore it
is outside the scope of the New Local Plan Review.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support Options 1 and 3.
With regard to Option 2, is it really viable if Cremorne Wharf is
safeguarded and could be used at any time to facilitate waste
disposal.

Support for Strategic Waste Management Options 1 and 3 noted.
Option 2 will be carefully considered in developing the draft policy.

Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
I support Option 1 (?should be 4 ? ) - adequate waste storage in all noted.
new developments.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted. The consultation was open for ten weeks and closed on 4
October 2021. There will be further opportunity to respond to the
New Local Plan Review Draft Policies.

Collette
Wilkinson

I strongly object to placing a future waste management site back in
Cremorne Wharf. This was the case some years ago and it created
constant noise, unpleasant smells, and a general sense of
unpleasantness for the residents who live just meters from this
site.

Comments regarding Strategic waste Management Option 1 noted.
Cremorne Wharf will continue to be safeguarded for waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes. It is
the only future opportunity for additional waste management
capacity in the Borough to contribute towards meeting the
Boroughs London Plan Waste apportionment target. Should a
proposal come forward at the site, the impact on nearby residents
will need to be carefully addressed. We will introduce a new policy
on odour and light pollution in the New Local Plan. The Noise and
Vibration policy will also be applicable to any noise generating use
located in proximity to residents.

David Lloyd-Davis Strategic Waste Management Option 2.
New developments Option1.

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 2 noted.
Support for Waste Management in New Developments Option 1
noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts

All.

Support noted for all options.

Respondent
Name
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& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)
Robert Dixon

Based on my understanding of the site (which is limited), Option 2 Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 2 noted.
seems to be a sound idea to maximise current amenity from the
site.

Alex Mackay

Option 3

Support for Strategic Waste Management Option 3 noted.

The Council’s food waste collection service is continually being
As above, we should align with national requirements, for example expanding to cover more of the Borough. The Council’s adopted
re food waste, and not attempt to invent our own elaborate new Greening SPD sets out the requirements for food and recyclable
policies.
waste storage in new residential development. This will be reflected
in draft Policy wording.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

No comment

Savills on behalf Option 1 Option 1 states:
of Thames Water Continue to safeguard Cremorne Wharf for waste management,
(Nicola Forster) water transport and cargo handling purposes.
Cremorne wharf is the only future opportunity for additional waste
management capacity to contribute to meeting the London Plan
waste apportionment target. The wharf is safeguarded and
protected by the Safeguarded Wharves Direction (March 2021).

No comment noted.

Comments noted.
Cremorne Wharf will continue to be safeguarded for waste
management, water transport and cargo handling purposes. This
reflects London Plan Policies SI15 and the Safeguarded Wharves
Direction. It is the only future opportunity for additional waste
management capacity in the Borough to contribute towards

Respondent
Name
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Council response

This approach is in accordance with London Plan and Safeguarded
Wharves Direction. The site will contribute to help reduce the
Borough’s waste apportionment gap.
Areas within the site will be retained by Thames Water as
operational land for access and operation and maintenance
throughout the lifetime of the infrastructure. This land will
continue to be subject to the safeguarding included in the Article
52 of the DCO.
Whilst we recognise this future aspiration for the site, it should not
jeopardise the operation and maintenance of the Thames Tideway
Tunnel infrastructure on-site as approved by the Thames Tideway
Tunnel DCO in 2014.
Nor should it impact the sites designation as a safeguarded wharf,
as protected by London Plan Policy SI15 and the Safeguarded
Wharves Direction (March 2021).
Option 2
Option 2 states:
Provide a meanwhile open space (park with ancillary sporting use)
at Cremorne Wharf
This would enable the site to be used for much needed open space
but released for waste if needed in the future.
The site would be put to good use rather than lying vacant
Areas within the site will be retained by Thames Water as
operational land for access and operation and maintenance
throughout the lifetime of the infrastructure. This land will
continue to be subject to the safeguarding included in the Article
52 of the DCO.
Whilst we recognise this temporary aspiration for the site, it
should not jeopardise the operation and maintenance of the
Thames Tideway Tunnel infrastructure on-site as approved by the

meeting the Boroughs London Plan Waste apportionment target.
The provision of a meanwhile open space is only intended to be
temporary until such time the wharf is brought back into use for the
above.
The requirements of the Development Consent Order will need to
be carefully considered in any proposal that may come forward at
the site.
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Thames Tideway Tunnel DCO in 2014.
Nor should it impact the sites designation as a safeguarded wharf,
as protected by London Plan Policy SI15 and the Safeguarded
Wharves Direction (March 2021).
Hammersmith
and Fulham
Council (David
Woodward)

Waste Management
The Hammersmith and Fulham waste apportionment has been
protected through sites in the OPDC area. There is therefore a
surplus in capacity in the borough going forward. The Council
welcomes further discussions on this issue through the Duty to
Cooperate process alongside the OPDC.
LBHF will continue to work together with authorities within the
Western Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA) area, manage waste
sustainably and effectively.

The Council notes that there is surplus capacity in LBHF. The Council
is updating its waste evidence base to establish the current
apportionment gap, this will aid a continuation of discussions on
the assistance LBHF will be able to provide.

Q.6.14. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Clean WASTE GENERATION PLANT for heat and power IN LARGE
DEVLEOPMENTS.

Your suggestion for community heating and hot water supplies is
noted.

Local street-level ground-source heat pumps for Community
heating and hot water supplies.
All developments, large and small, must include bin storage areas
of adequate size for separation and storage of waste and recycling.
Waste and recycling storage facilities should be accessible and
well-lit.
The conversion of vaults from waste storage areas to internal
space should not be permitted.
Paladin bin waste and recycling bin areas should be permitted
where appropriate space is available.

CHP, along with heat networks and communal distribution systems
are supported under the Be Clean (energy supply) strand of the
London Plan energy hierarchy and as such will be supported under
NLPR draft policy G3 - Energy and net zero carbon.
Heat pumps are also supported under the Be Clean and Be Green
(renewable technologies) strands of the energy hierarchy and NLPR
draft policy G3.
However, we do not support fossil fuel powered CHP as this is no
longer considered to be a low carbon solution, in accordance with
London Plan 2021 Policy SI 2 and SI 3. This was established in
chapter 6 of the RBKC Greening SPD, June 2021.
Existing Local Plan Policy CE3 requires all new development to
provide innovative, well designed, functional and accessible refuse
and recycling storage spaces. The suggestion of well-lit facilities will
be incorporated into draft policy wording.
The Greening SPD also provides further guidance to applicants on
the internal and external waste and recycling storage facilities.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The rules on waste disposal for commercial premises need to be
tightened and enforced. They should not be allowed to dump
waste on the street awaiting its collection.

Comments noted, this relates to the operational aspects of waste
which sit outside the scope of the local plan policy. Your comments
will be provided to the Council’s Commercial Waste Contracts and
Enforcement Team.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Ladbroke
Thought needs to be given to dealing with the waste problems
Association
arising from home deliveries. This is mainly for central government
(Sophia Lambert) or the Mayor, but there may be local options for e.g. encouraging
pick-up sites in large residential blocks with receptacles for putting
the packaging.

Council response
Comments noted. The suggestion of returning waste back to the
producer or the producer collecting their waste is a national issue
that can only be addressed through national legislation and
regulations, therefore it is outside the scope of the New Local Plan
Review. Your comments will be provided to the Council’s Waste
Action and Waste Contracts and Enforcement teams.
The New Local Plan Review policies can only influence new
development proposals that come forward, the draft policy will
require developments to provide functional and accessible refuse
and recycling storage areas.
The Greening SPD also provides further guidance to applicants on
the internal and external waste and recycling storage facilities.

Grove and
No
Company (Roger
Grove)

No comment noted.

RBKC Earl's Court Clean WASTE GENERATION PLANT for Heat and power IN LARGE
Ward (Malcolm DEVLEOPMENTS.
SPALDING)
Local street-level ground-source heat pumps for Community
heating and hot water supplies.

Your suggestion for community heating and hot water supplies is
noted.
CHP, along with heat networks and communal distribution systems
are supported under the Be Clean (energy supply) strand of the
London Plan energy hierarchy and as such will be supported under
NLPR draft policy G3 - Energy and net zero carbon.
Heat pumps are also supported under the Be Clean and Be Green
(renewable technologies) strands of the energy hierarchy and NLPR
draft policy G3.
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However, we do not support fossil fuel powered CHP as this is no
longer considered to be a low carbon solution, in accordance with
London Plan 2021 Policy SI 2 and SI 3. This was established in
chapter 6 of the RBKC Greening SPD, June 2021.
Linda Wade

• New developments have site specific methods of waste disposal
to support energy production
• All developments, large and small, must include bin storage
areas of adequate size for separation and storage of waste and
recycling. Waste and recycling storage facilities should be
accessible and well-lit.
• The conversion of vaults from waste storage areas to internal
space should not be permitted.
• Paladin bins should be permitted where appropriate space is
available
• The increase in the food specific waste disposal via composting

Your comments are noted.
CHP, along with heat networks and communal distribution systems
are supported under the Be Clean (energy supply) strand of the
London Plan energy hierarchy and as such will be supported under
NLPR draft policy G3 - Energy and net zero carbon.
Heat pumps are also supported under the Be Clean and Be Green
(renewable technologies) strands of the energy hierarchy and NLPR
draft policy G3.
However, we do not support fossil fuel powered CHP as this is no
longer considered to be a low carbon solution, in accordance with
London Plan 2021 Policy SI 2 and SI 3. This was established in
chapter 6 of the RBKC Greening SPD, June 2021.
Existing Local Plan Policy CE3 requires all new development to
provide innovative, well designed, functional and accessible refuse
and recycling storage spaces. The suggestion of well-lit facilities will
be incorporated into Draft Policy wording.
The Greening SPD also provides further guidance to applicants on
the internal and external waste and recycling storage facilities.
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RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

- Clean power generation from waste in large developments
- Local street-level ground-source heat pumps for community
heating and hot water supplies

Your suggestion for community heating and hot water supplies is
noted.
CHP, along with heat networks and communal distribution systems
are supported under the Be Clean (energy supply) strand of the
London Plan energy hierarchy and as such will be supported under
NLPR draft policy G3 - Energy and net zero carbon.
Heat pumps are also supported under the Be Clean and Be Green
(renewable technologies) strands of the energy hierarchy and NLPR
draft policy G3.
However, we do not support fossil fuel powered CHP as this is no
longer considered to be a low carbon solution, in accordance with
London Plan 2021 Policy SI 2 and SI 3. This was established in
chapter 6 of the RBKC Greening SPD, June 2021.

Kensington
Composting: we are disappointed that little effort is made to
Society (Amanda encourage composting, e.g. through brown food bins.
Frame)

Comments noted, this relates to the operational aspects of waste
which sit outside the scope of the New Local Plan Review. The
Councils Waste Action Team undertake various events, activities
and schemes to help promote composting for example there is a
scheme that offers discounted composters to residents. The Council
also offers a garden waste collection service and is also actively
expanding the food waste collection service.
The Greening SPD provides guidance to applicants on the internal
and external waste and recycling storage facilities, including for
food waste storage. The SPD further explains that on site
composting should be considered for sites with green space.
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Reference to food waste storage will be incorporated into draft
policy wording.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

No.

No comment noted.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Other ideas
Introduce charging by weight for non-recyclable waste.
Separate food waste collection for composting or biogas should be
available for every home

Comments noted, this relates to the operational aspects of waste
which sit outside the scope of the New Local Plan Review. Your
comments will be provided to the Council’s Waste Action and
Waste Contracts and Enforcement teams.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

What about waste storage in existing developments?

Planning policies will apply to planning applications for new
development proposals, they cannot be applied to existing
developments unless planning applications come forward. Your
comments will be provided to the Council’s Waste Action and
Waste Contracts and Enforcement teams.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

Noted. The consultation was open for ten weeks and closed on 4
October 2021. There will be further opportunity to respond to the
New Local Plan Review Draft Policies.

Collette
Wilkinson

Put it in a less residential part of the Borough

Your comment has been noted.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

We should look at areas where they have had considerable
success, such as in Wales! Kensington and Chelsea residents are
intelligent enough to learn how to recycle properly. We need
proper advice freely available on bins and bin sheds, how to
exclude vermin, better advice on composting food; rats and mice

Comments noted.
Your comments about signage and advice will be provided to the
Council’s Waste Action and Waste Contracts and Enforcement
teams in respect of existing development.
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are a huge problem and a threat to public health.
There should be ways to allow recycling on housing estates and in In respect of new development proposals, the suggestion will be
homes without front gardens, without having to keep smelly
included in draft policy wording.
rubbish in the home until bin day, attracting vermin and ill-health.
The Greening SPD also provides further guidance to applicants on
the internal and external waste and recycling storage facilities.
Environment
Agency (Hannah
Malyon)

London Plan (2021) aims for net waste self-sufficiency for waste in The existing local plan policy CE3d includes a reference to waste
London. If applicable, we suggest the inclusion of the London Plan management facilities being fully enclosed. This will be reflected in
Policy SI8 Waste Capacity and Net Waste Self- sufficiency, in
draft policy wording.
reference to enclosure of waste sites.
Point E, criteria 4) the impact on amenity in surrounding areas
(including but not limited to noise, odours, air quality and visual
impact) – where a (waste) site is likely to produce significant air
quality, dust or noise impacts, it should be fully enclosed.

SECTION 7: HOMES
Issue 1: Delivering the homes we need
Q.7.1. Which of these options do you support?
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The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Option 1
Noted
Optimise each site using a design led approach. This will be
informed by the Character Study that is underway.
Each site should be maximised to ensure that we work to meet our
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housing target and deliver much needed homes.
This will help improve housing delivery. Land swaps will not be
allowed, and each site must be maximised.
Option 2
Optimise each site with the design led approach as per Option 1
but also benchmark floorspace against the nationally described
housing standards.
Introducing a prescribed floorspace limit can be a blunt tool as in
some ways it can encourage applicants to propose developments
close to the limit. Instead benchmarking with the floorspace
standards can ensure that sites are optimised and are in-line with
the space standards.
This would mean that homes meet minimum standards, but some
homes could still be larger than the highest minimum floorspace
standards of 138 sq m. However, it will stop very large homes as
they cannot be excessively above the minimum standards.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

Neither. Both options could be interpreted as implying that, in the The requirement is to ‘optimising’ sites not ‘maximising’. The aim is
interests of “maximising the site” applications could be granted for to deliver good growth. We will ensure this is clear at the next stage
buildings which are taller or denser than would be warranted on of the NLPR.
normal planning grounds.
Maximising housing should not any case be an end in itself. It is the
type of housing which matters.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

On Housing Targets, we support the response from the Kensington
Society. Such targets become meaningless when they are
undeliverable in reality.
We await the results of the 2021 Census and do not understand
why it takes a year to publish headline figures for London’s
population, in-migration and out-migration. The position on

Noted. The Council needs to demonstrate a five year housing land
supply for the NLPR to be found sound at examination.
The London Plan requires development to ‘optimise’ the use of
sites. This does not mean to “maximise” The aim is to deliver good
growth. We will ensure this is clear at the next stage of the NLPR.
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London’s ‘housing need’ may prove to be very different from pre
Brexit and pre-Covid GLA projections.

Support for Option 2 noted.

Option 1: We are not happy with the use of the terms ‘optimise’
and ‘maximise’ in terms of the use of housing sites. Sites should be
built out at density levels which will prove sustainable and
successful over the long term, and which conform with typologies
in the National Model Design Code. RBKC has a good track record
of building at such densities, but appears now to be willing to
accept what have long been accepted as ‘superdensities’ and
‘hyperdensities’ at locations with poor public transport access.
Option 2: We prefer this option, which should help to limit ‘prime’
market interest in large flats and apartments, which reduce scope
for units more affordable to a wider range of households..
Ladbroke
No comment. Our area is already almost entirely built over.
Association
(Sophia Lambert)

Noted.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Option 2

Support for Option 2 noted.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

Neither option can be supported. Nor do we support higher/taller Noted that neither option is supported.
buildings or repurposing office space. Residential space should not
be created at the expense of more Employment Space or in place
of office space when the economy so clearly needs to expand.

Greg Hammond

Option 2 is probably better if I’ve understood the technical aspects Support for Option 2 noted. Regarding concerns on Option 1, the
of the question correctly: we need family sized homes and it seems current and future Local Plan policies are written to deliver mixed
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that the effect of Option 1 would be to create the maximum
number of dwellings, but all of them too small for families.

and balanced communities and to meet local needs as identified in
the LHNA.

Kerry Davis-Head HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE
Noted. The current site allocation for the site at Lots Road includes
This should be prioritised. The borough has very little suitable
extra care housing and this is proposed to remain in any future site
housing for older or disabled residents, meaning there is an exodus allocation.
at some point during residents lives. One could say that the new
apartments oﬀer level living, lifts etc, but they are out of reach
financially to the vast majority of homeowners. There is also a
wonton lack of care facilities, convalescent homes, care homes,
post operative homes. Yet a perfectly good care facility was sold,
to be replaced by a vastly expensive development for older people,
but nothing has yet replaced it years later.
Meanwhile rehabilitation services have not recruited new
personnel for years so post hospital care is stretched.
Any new housing in Lots Village should be suitable for older
residents so that they can stay in borough when the time comes,
be near their local friends and neighbours, the same goes for
anyone newly disabled, they should not have to be wrenched from
the area in order to buy a suitable home. The borough is fast
becoming somewhere that is sustainable for the young and fit
only.
Old Oak & Park
Royal
Development
Corporation (Old
Oak & Park Royal
Developmen...

OPDC has the following comments which we hope are useful in
shaping the document:
1. OPDC supports the identification of Kensal Canalside as a site
allocation for development and an area of change. The Kensal
Canalside Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and OPDC’s
Local Plan align in relation to guidance for the North Pole Depot

General comments of support and alignment of the OPDC Local
Plan with the Council’s ambitions for Kensal Canalside are noted.
RBKC will engage on a 1-2-1 basis with OPDC regarding waste
policy.
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regarding development capacity, phasing, land uses, indicative
building heights, transport infrastructure and viewing points.
2. OPDC looks forward to working with RBKC and landowners to
help to create a mixed and balanced community along the North
Pole Depot that meets housing needs and delivers the Mayor’s
preferred affordable housing products (social/affordable rent,
London Living Rent and London Shared Ownership).
3. OPDC supports the identification of Latimer Road as a site
allocation for development and area of change which will support
the local economy and provide a point of activation between
White City and Scrubs Lane.
4. OPDC looks forward to continuing to engage with RBKC and
other London boroughs within the Western Riverside Waste
Authority (WRWA) in respect of waste apportionment capacity.
5. In response to question 7.1, OPDC supports Option 1 in
optimising sites using a design led approach. This reflects OPDC’s
approach in supporting housing delivery and will be particularly
relevant to coordinating the development of the North Pole Depot.
6. OPDC suggests that figure 8.1 is amended to illustrate the
proposed Kensal Canalside neighbourhood town centre as stated
in the Kensal Canalside SPD.
7. OPDC supports the aspirations to increase active travel. In
response to question 11.1, we suggest that Option 1 is amended to
enable the delivery of new bus routes along new streets as well as
active travel routes. This will enable future residents in the Kensal
Canalside Opportunity Area to reach destinations in the OPDC area
through the new street network along the North Pole Depot.
8. OPDC supports the identification of the Kensal Canalside
Opportunity Area as a location where tall buildings may be an
appropriate form of development.

Support for Option 1 is noted.
6. Noted. The map is showing existing neighbourhood centres. It
could be updated to show future centres.
7. The Council notes the support for options for active travel for the
Kensal site.
8. Support for Kensal Canalside as an appropriate location for tall
buildings is noted.
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OPDC looks forward to the continued joint working with
yourselves in developing both OPDC’s planning guidance and the
NLPR to help facilitate the coordinated delivery of high quality new
neighbourhoods and connections.
Natural History
Museum (Adam
Donovan)

As stated in the previous representations, the NHM supports the
Council’s acknowledgement of a need for affordable housing as
well as the wider housing need across the Borough. The NHM
would urge the Council, however, to also consider allowing the
provision of homes for key workers or employees on surplus land
where workers need support. This could form part of a new
affordable housing product and the NHM recognises that this
would have to be designed taking on board the local character of
the area.

Grove and
Option 1
Company (Roger
Grove)

Noted. The Council, as a housing authority is developing a
keyworker policy.

Support for Option 1 noted.

RBKC Earl's Court Option 1
Noted.
Ward (Malcolm Optimise each site using a design led approach. This will be
SPALDING)
informed by the Character Study that is underway.
Each site should be maximised to ensure that we work to meet our
housing target and deliver much needed homes.
This will help improve housing delivery. Land swaps will not be
allowed, and each site must be maximised.
Option 2
Optimise each site with the design led approach as per Option 1
but also benchmark floorspace against the nationally described
housing standards.
Introducing a prescribed floorspace limit can be a blunt tool as in
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some ways it can encourage applicants to propose developments
close to the limit. Instead benchmarking with the floorspace
standards can ensure that sites are optimised and are in-line with
the space standards.
This would mean that homes meet minimum standards, but some
homes could still be larger than the highest minimum floorspace
standards of 138 sq m. However, it will stop very large homes as
they cannot be excessively above the minimum standards.
Linda Wade

Option 1
Noted that Option 1 is not supported. Support for Option 2 noted.
• Disagree
Option 2
• Agree. The housing units need to reflect the need. RSL stock is
short of family sized units whereas the market homes are looking
to build out smaller. These need to be developed as to incorporate
character, context, and that the accommodation configuration is
liveable. We should be setting standards for good homes that
promote establishing neighbourhoods and communities.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Option 1

Kensington
Preliminary comment: The NPPF requires that “Plans should be:
Society (Amanda “b) be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but
Frame)
deliverable”. We fear that some of the aspirational targets set are
not deliverable.
Option 1: We object to the unqualified use of the term
“maximise”. This does not accord with the London Plan
terminology of optimising the use of sites. Para 7.7 uses the
correct term. ‘Maximising’ is appearing in many developer

Support for Option 1 is noted.

As a Local Plan Authority, we need to deliver the housing targets set
out in the London Plan. This is not considered aspirational and
demonstrating a five year housing land supply showing how we will
meet this target will be a key issue for the soundness of the NLPR at
the examination.
Comments on “maximising” noted. The test should be to
“optimise” the use of a site.
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documents, implying that they have no choice but to go for the
numbers they want as a commercial result, and that this is
something required by Government, the Mayor and RBKC.
‘Optimising’ is sufficiently challenging!

The aim is to deliver good growth. We will ensure this is clear at the
next stage of the NLPR.
Support for Option 2 noted.

Option 2: We strongly prefer this option, which avoids the current
emphasis on large or even very large units. The Council needs to
review the current housing size-mix policy - there are already a
large number of such units within the existing housing stock –
additions to the stock should better reflect the need for smaller
units in the market housing sector, whilst the community housing
sector has a shortage of large units. This will mean limiting the
addition of large units in the market housing sector.
Rolf Judd on
behalf of
Ballymore Group
Limited and
Sainsbury’s
Supermarkets L...

Homes

The use of the word maximise does not accurately reflect the
concept of good growth as set out in the Issues and Options
document. It will be changed to optimise going forward.

This chapter recognises the importance of the delivery of homes
and meeting the housing targets set by the London Plan. This is
particularly challenging in a densely built up borough such as RBKC Support for Option 1 noted. Noted that Option 2 is not supported.
(para 7.6).
We do not consider that it will assist if the policy explicitly states a
Our client is supportive of the statement that ‘we should include viability tested route will be the default position for Opportunity
planning policies that require each site that comes forward to
Areas. The policy already allows for a viability tested route for all
maximise potential housing delivery’ (para 7.7). The
developments. The Kensal Canalside SPD which was informed by
redevelopment of the Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area will
the DIF Study mentioned refers to the policy requirement for
provide a significant contribution to meeting the Council’s housing community housing being in-line with current Local Plan policy and
need.
Community Housing SPD.
In terms of options to support meeting these requirements, our
client is supportive of Option 1, which requires each site to be
optimised using a design led approach. This approach accords with
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the London Plan. Our client would not be supportive of introducing
benchmarking floorspace against the nationally described housing
standards, as suggested in Option 2. This is a blunt tool to include
within policy, when other such standards are issued as guidance
documents.
Issue 3 considers RBKC Community Housing. Reference is made to
the newly adopted Community Housing SPD (June 2020) in this
section and the affordable housing requirements.
While our clients support the delivery of new homes across the
Borough, including affordable homes, they are keen to ensure that
the proposed emerging policy does not compromise the
deliverability of the Opportunity Area in its important role in
helping the Borough to achieve its housing targets.
The NPPF and NPPG are clear on the need for policies and
proposals to take account of viability. The Community Housing SPD
acknowledges the complex nature of Opportunity Areas and their
significant infrastructure requirements, which in turn can have an
impact on viability. Reference is made to para’s 4.5.7 of the New
London Plan.
The Community Housing SPD states ‘The Council has clearly set out
its approach to RBKC Community Housing in this SPD. Given the
scale and complexity of the opportunity area sites it is
Ms Emily Cochrane 4 Oct 2021

Council response
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likely that a Viability Tested Route will be applicable for any
planning applications’.
By applying the objectives of the Community Housing SPD to the
proposed redevelopment of the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area, the viability of the Opportunity Area in delivering a
significant number of homes which the Borough needs is put
under significant pressure when combined with the necessary
infrastructure required to deliver the site.
As part of the redevelopment of the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area, significant new infrastructure is required to enable the
delivery of new homes. In addition, the site has areas of significant
contamination coupled with difficult ground conditions. These
factors impact on the overall viability and deliverability of the
Opportunity Area.
In recognition of this fact, RBKC are carrying out a Development
Infrastructure Funding Study (DIFS) looking at the infrastructure
requirements for the redevelopment of the Opportunity Area. This
assesses both the costs and timing of the required. Striking a
balance between the delivery of important policy benefits while
maintaining viability is particularly challenging. Therefore, we
believe the development of the Opportunity Area justifies a
bespoke approach.
Given the above, it is important that any emerging policy
concerning community housing recognises Opportunity Areas
would need to undergo a viability tested route and that
exceptional infrastructure costs would need to be considered.

Council response
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GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

The draft Plan recognises and reflects the borough’s housing target
at paragraph 7.4 which is set out in Table 4.1 of the LP2021 for the
delivery of 448 new homes a year up to 2029, which is welcome. In
addition, application of the Government’s standard method for
calculating housing need suggests an indicative figure of 1,347 new
homes per year for the borough when it was last calculated in
December 2020. While the draft document briefly discusses the
difference between housing need and the borough’s housing
target it doesn’t make it clear that the latter is based on RBKC’s
potential capacity to deliver housing while the former is not. The
Government has made it clear that the standard method housing
need figures are the starting point for considering housing targets.
RBKC should take note of paragraph 0.0.22 of the LP2021 which
makes it clear that it does not meet all of London’s identified
development needs and that further work will need to be
conducted to explore the potential options for meeting that need.
This is a matter for a future London Plan, and will require close
collaboration with local and strategic authorities and partners.
RBKC should also note that the Planning Policy Guidance is clear
that where a spatial development strategy, such as the London
Plan, has been published, local planning authorities should use the
local housing need figure in the spatial development strategy and
should not seek to re-visit their local housing need figure when
preparing new strategic or non-strategic policies (Paragraph: 013
Reference ID: 2a-013-202012161) . This point is reiterated in
paragraph 0.0.21 of the LP2021 and RBKC should recognise its
significance.
The LP2021 promotes the optimisation of development through
design-led approaches and a similar approach has been picked up
in the possible options for housing and this is welcome. The draft

The Council notes the Mayor’s support of the housing target.

Paragraph 7.4 explicitly states that “However, this is a figure of need
and not our housing target, which is set through the London Plan
process and is currently 448 homes per annum.” No change is
required.

Mayor’s support of the Council’s approach to the optimisation of
development through design-led approaches noted.

Incorporate references to Policy D3 of the LP2021 and the draft
Good Quality Homes for all Londoners Guidance which sets out a
design-led methodology for optimising site capacity at the planmaking stage.
The Council is aware of the small sites target and has not set a site
size threshold in its call for sites for this reason. In any case the
Borough relies on small sites for housing delivery and we will
consider a bespoke policy at the next stage.
Point on specialist older persons housing noted. We will include
evidence from the new Local Housing Needs Assessment (update to
the SHMA 2015) to inform the new Local Plan policies.
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Plan could reference Policy D3 of the LP2021 and the draft Good
Quality Homes for all Londoners Guidance2, which sets out a
design led methodology for optimising site capacity at the planmaking stage.
RBKC should note and reflect the boroughs small housing sites
target, which is set out in Table
4.2 of the LP2021, to deliver 129 homes a year and a commitment
to meet it. Housing from small sites should be supported by
following the guidance set out in the draft Good Quality

The Council notes the Mayor’s support of our intention to protect
numbers of existing homes by limiting the merging of two homes to
form a single larger one.

1 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economicdevelopment-needs-assessments
2 https://www.london.gov.uk/what-wedo/planning/implementing-london-plan/london-plan-guidanceand-spgs

Homes for All Londoners Guidance and Policy H2 of the LP2021.
The important role that small sites can play in delivering more of
the housing that London needs should be incorporated into the
draft Local Plan in accordance with paragraph 4.2.1 of the LP2021
RBKC’s intention to protect numbers of existing homes by limiting
the merging of two homes to form a single, larger one is noted and
welcomed. The intended approach is consistent with paragraph
4.2.8 of the LP2021, which sets out that where the amalgamation
of separate flats into larger homes is leading to the sustained loss
of homes and is not meeting the identified requirements of large
families, boroughs are encouraged to resist this process.
RBKC should note that in the absence of locally evidenced need for

We note the GLA’s intention to undertake a London-wide needs
assessment. The Council is continuing to work with LBHF to explore
how this need could be met across both areas.
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specialist older persons housing the annual borough benchmark
set out in Table 4.3 of the LP2021 is for 85 new homes a year and
this should be reflected in the draft Local Plan.
The Mayor welcomes RBKC’s intention to work with neighbouring
LBHF to meet the housing needs of Gypsies and Travellers in the
area. It is noted that RBKC and LBHF carried out a Joint Gypsy and
Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment in 2016. This
identified a need for 3 additional pitches between 2015 and 2020
and a further 6 for the period up to 2030 across the 2 boroughs.
RBKC should investigate how this need might be met through an
exploration of sites across both areas in the draft Local Plan and/or
supporting evidence. RBKC note that it is the Mayor’s intention to
initiate and lead a London-wide Gypsy and Traveller
accommodation needs assessment as set out in paragraph 4.14.2
of the LP2021 but this should not prevent RBKC from continuing to
establish need and explore possible ways of meeting that need.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

TfL CD supports the identification of Earls Court, Holland Road
Triangle and South Kensington Station as potential sites suitable
for residential development. For the reasons set out above (Q5.2)
our site known as Land Between Ladbroke Grove and Portobello
Road should also be so identified.
The Earls Court site, within the Earls Court / West Kensington
Opportunity Area, has the potential to meet a substantial part of
the Council’s London Plan requirement to deliver a minimum of
448 new homes each year whilst relieving development pressure
on more sensitive and constrained parts of the Borough. The
nature of the Borough’s built-up and, in many places, sensitive
heritage character means that the development potential of less-

The Council notes TfL’s support on Earls Court, Holland Road
Triangle and South Kensington Station as potential sites suitable for
residential development.
Land Between Ladbroke Grove and Portobello Road is a designated
SNCI site, a constraint which was considered cannot be overcome.
As you will be aware we are working towards delivering biodiversity
net gain on site. Unless there is robust evidence that this can be
achieved we do not consider this site suitable for allocation.
Detailed consideration of allocation/ the nature of development on
the strategic sites is being carried out on a separate site allocation
report.
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constrained, large opportunity sites such as Earls Court must be
optimised.

Support for Option 1 noted.

Therefore, TfL CD supports the design-led approach to optimising
the development of our sites in Option 1 as it will be vitally
important that available sites for housing are optimised in terms of
height and density to help achieve the Borough’s housing targets.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

7.1 Prefer option 2 with benchmarking against national space
Support for Issue 1 Option 2 noted.
standards7.3 Yes to option 1 (including exceptions ). Option 2.
HMO’s to be retained subject to standards being applied. Support Support for Issue 2 Option 1 noted.
refusal of amalgamation of existing homes, in order to retain
smaller units.
Yes to discourage luxury flats that are not bought by people
invested in the community but by people merely parking their
money in the borough.

David Campbell

Whilst I support Option 1, it will be important to provide homes
suitable for families and not just small "studio flats" for single
people or couples.
Residential units in high-value areas such as around South
Kensington Station should be small in order to make them
affordable for key workers and unattractive for absentee investors.

Support for Option 1 noted.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support neither option as both appear to prioritise housing all
other considerations.
See also answer to Q3.1 re. "Site at Lots Road " (CA7 ).

Noted that neither option is supported.

DP9 Limited
(Luke Thrumble)

Option 2

Support for Option 2 noted.

The new Local Housing Needs Assessment (LHNA) will provide
evidence for the housing need of specific groups such as families.
The Interim LHNA was available as part of this consultation.
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Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Option 1 – support. Due to the current lack of housing provisions, Support for both options noted.
the approach should also look at maximising the dwelling yield in
terms of unit numbers, while being responsive to local character
and context irrespective as to whether a character study has been
undertaken or not.
Option 2 – support.

Collette
Wilkinson

None, this is already a hugely densely populated Borough.

Noted that neither option is supported.

David Lloyd-Davis Neither option

Noted that neither option is supported.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support both of these options, with a preference for option 2.

Support for both options, with a preference for option 2 noted.

NHS North West
London CCG
(Kate Brady)

We support the ambition to secure more genuinely affordable
Support to deliver more genuinely affordable homes in the Borough
homes in the Borough as set out in the Community Housing
noted.
Supplementary Planning Document, but also to provide a diverse
mix of homes to meet the future housing needs.
We note the reference to the London Plan requirement for at least
50% affordable housing on public sector land, but it is recognised
that the amount of affordable housing on each site will be
determined by development viability. Public sector land represents
an opportunity to deliver homes that can meet the needs of
essential workers, such as those working in health, fire, police,
transport and support services. Annex 2 of the National Planning
Policy Framework defines ‘essential local workers’ which includes

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

NHS staff.
We note the plan will seek to maximise the use of sites to deliver
new homes without compromising on quality. Additional housing
will have an impact on healthcare infrastructure requirements, and The Council looks forward to receiving the update and
we welcome the opportunity to work with the Council to ensure
incorporating it into the updated Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
that the Infrastructure Delivery Plan reflects these requirements.
Alex Mackay

Option 1 as this is the most likely to result in acceptable new
development being brought forward.

Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC supports the identification of Earls Court as a suitable site for Support for Option 1 noted.
residential development in Figure 7.1. This is consistent with the
Site’s location within the Earls Court/West Kensington Opportunity It is noted the ECDC do not object to the findings of the Interim
Area, where the London Plan indicates development capacity for LHNA regarding housing size mix.
at least 6,500 new homes.
Re points on flexibility, policies have to be written on a BoroughPreliminary testing for the Site indicates the potential to deliver
wide basis using robust and proportionate evidence. Site specific
significantly more homes in RBKC than the 1,000 new homes
considerations are always taken into account when determining
referenced in the NLPR Earls Court Area of Change description and planning applications. Our current policies are sufficiently flexible
a greater number of jobs than the indicative ECWKOA targets set for example we require bed size mix in-line with the latest evidence
in the London Plan whilst relieving development pressure on more rather than base it rigidly on evidence at a point in time.
sensitive and constrained parts of the Borough.
The Borough is largely built up and constrained by heritage
considerations, which limits the scale of and location of
development. Policies and infrastructure requirements, such as
green space and public realm within developments (that are often
space hungry) add further constraints and pressure to the layout
of sites. Therefore, ECDC supports the design-led approach to
optimising sites in Option 1 as it will be vitally important that
available sites for housing are optimised in terms of height and

Support for Option 1 noted.
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Name

Comments
density to help achieve the Borough’s housing targets (including
affordable housing).
At this stage, it is also important to recognise that any future
boroughwide or site specific housing targets that may feature in
any Local Plan are sufficiently flexible and address local housing
need.
ECDC notes that the Local Housing Needs Interim Assessment (July
2021) by Cobweb Consulting supports the principles of optimising
housing on site. Paragraph 3.24 of the Assessment acknowledges
that a focus on smaller units in the market sector would bring the
benefit of securing the greatest yield from limited land supply and
it would make a greater impact on housing affordability. The
report then goes on to propose increasing the targets for new 1
and 2 bed market housing.
Paragraph 3.24 of the Assessment states that “Three-bedroomed
dwellings currently form 17% of the dwelling stock. The growth in
multi-adult households shown in household projected suggests an
increase in the demand for these dwellings to 20% compared to
the existing 17%. The proportion of the private sector stock in the
authority with four and five or more bedrooms in 2011 was low
(13%). This element of the stock undoubtedly contains a high
proportion of under-occupying households, many of whom may be
older people looking to downsize. This not only ensures better use
of the stock, but also ensures that there is provision for those
seeking larger units without additional new build. The target for
dwellings with four bedrooms or more should therefore be 5% of
the total new build.”

Council response
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Whilst ECDC does not object to these requirements, it is important
that any future policy is sufficiently flexible to reflect individual site
circumstances, such as site constraints and market housing
products (e.g., housing mix for market sale and build to rent may
differ).
ECDC welcomes the opportunity to discuss these matters at an
early stage and to work with RBKC to help inform and develop
future policies in more detail.
DP9 on behalf of Wellcome Trust supports the principle of using small sites to assist Support for small sites noted.
WELCOME
in housing delivery.
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)
Avison Young on
behalf of
Department for
Transport (Neil
Lawrence)

The Department supports a design-led approach to optimising
Support for Option 1 noted.
development potential and the quality of developments across the
entirety of the KCOA. We recognise the importance that a
Any design principles will enable sufficient flexibility for creative
Character Study would have in helping to inform and guide the
and innovative solutions that work to deliver good growth.
principles of the emerging Local Plan and future development.
However, this should not be overly prescriptive, particularly with
regards to uses, height and orientation of tall buildings, density
and massing. It should be recognised that the sustainable
transformation of this area of change will require intensification of
development in order to ensure that development is viable, and
that provision of new homes and the regenerative benefits of the
Opportunity Area can be fully realised. This will ensure that
development can be optimised following a design-led approach in
accordance with the principles of Good Growth set out in the
London Plan.
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Environment
No comments
Agency (Hannah
Malyon )

Noted.

Frank Knight on
behalf of Frasco
Investment
Limited. (Becky
Anderson )

Support for both options noted.

Chapter 7 – Homes
Issue 1 – Delivering the homes that we need
Q 7.1 Which of these options do you support? You can pick more
than one… & Q 7.2 Do you have any other options to suggest?
Option 1 of Issue 1 states the Council should “optimise each site
using a design led approach. This will be informed by the Character
Study that is underway”. Option 2 of Issue 1 states that the Council
should “optimise each site with the design led approach as per
Option 1 but also benchmark floorspace against the nationally
described housing standards”.
We support either of the options set out for Issue 1 and would also
add reference to the importance of tall buildings in the right
locations to optimise a sites capacity. We are of the view that
opportunities to provide tall buildings in suitable locations,
particularly previously developed brownfield sites, can assist RBKC
meeting their full housing requirement.

We are aware of the requirements of Policy D9 of the London Plan
to set out appropriate locations for tall buildings in the Borough
through the NLPR process. Appropriate locations for tall buildings
will be based on the surrounding context and character of the
Borough. We have started this conversation in our options for
For clarity, Montagu Evans submitted representations to the draft appropriate locations for tall buildings which can be found in the
RBKC Character Study in June 2021, on behalf of the landowner at Conservation and Design chapter.
136-142 Bramley Road (Frasco Investment Holdings Limited). This
broadly promoted the redevelopment of the Site for a more
Your comments on the Character Study were considered.
intensified use, and also noted the importance of tall buildings as
an efficient and appropriate way to maximise density on
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brownfield land in a sustainable way. We wish to reiterate this
point and request RBKC include this as a building typology within
their Character Study.
Savills on behalf Homes
Noted. Support for Option 1 (design-led approach noted)
of COMMERCIAL
ESTATES GROUP
(Kirsty Turner)
Section 7 addresses the Borough’s aspirations in relation to
housing and affordable housing. In respect of both, and in
particular with regard to affordable housing, we consider it
prudent at this stage to plan for the quantum driven by the
Housing Delivery Test Targets mechanism. CEG support creating
high quality housing developments through a design-led approach,
in line with the London Plan (2021).
Issue 2, as part of Chapter 7, seeks to set out options for
protecting existing family homes, and this has been a continued
aspiration for RBKC throughout planning policy which is supported
in principle. However, option 3 requires the loss of all existing
residential floorspace and units to be replaced by at least by the
same number of homes and floorspace or at higher densities to
optimise the site. However, following market changes and the
introduction of new models of housing types, a mix of housing
types are being progressed that target a certain demographic or
family type. Developments should always seek to create mixed and
balanced communities and this is driven through the London Plan
(2021). However, it may be prudent to introduce other uses to a
site to allow for a range of activities to take place, particularly
either within an Employment Zone or Town Centre to encourage a
range of activity, especially in activating a ground floor. It
therefore seems appropriate to introduce a number of exceptions

Concern on Issue 2 Option 3 noted. This option does provide certain
exceptions for this (for market housing only), such as in town
centres where the loss is to a town centre use. These exceptions are
specified in current Local Plan Policy CH1.
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to this option should it be progressed, particularly where
developments will draw additional planning benefits to a particular
area.
Issue 3 discusses RBKC’s motivation to deliver genuinely affordable
housing, and appropriate mechanisms to deal with this. The table
beneath paragraph 7.19 references different options for when
community housing is triggered including keeping the existing 650
sqm trigger, lower to 500 sqm, or raise to major development as
per national policy. We are supportive of developments providing
community housing, and this is exercised at both national and
regional policy level. However, as previously highlighted a number
of introductions to the NLPR impact the viability position of
proposals therefore it is important to strike a balance between
ensuring developments are deliverable whilst maximising potential
for community housing. As such, we propose the most appropriate
option is to increase the trigger to major development as per
national policy.
Hammersmith
and Fulham
Council (David
Woodward)

Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
We welcome acknowledgement of the need for further work on
establishing and meeting the needs of the Gypsy and Traveller
community across our boroughs (para 7.28) in lieu of a London
wide Gypsy and Traveller needs assessment. The Council welcomes
further discussion to address this issue.
Given the potentially difficult and controversial decisions facing
Kensington and Chelsea Council in formulating policy for specific
development sites, meaningful engagement will be critical going
forward. We look forward to continued dialogue and co-operation
with yourselves over the coming months, and request the

Support for Option 3 of Issue 3 – ‘Options for when community
housing is triggered’ is noted. The viability of different triggers is
being tested in a new viability study. The Interim Viability Study was
published as part of this consultation.

Comment noted. RBKC has initiated discussions with LBHF to
update the Joint Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs
Assessment and welcome an ongoing dialogue on assessing and
meeting needs.
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opportunity for meaningful engagement on specific development
proposals prior to publication of the Local Plan.
Wardell
Armstrong LLP
for Tatton Group
(Rachel
Wilbraham )

As a starting point, we support and commend the proactive
approach being taken by the Council in seeking to meet the need
identified within the London Plan for the authority, however, we
would urge significant caution in only seeking to meet this figure
as the apparent evidence base is considered flawed. The 10-year
housing target figure (equating to 448dpa) is noted as being based
on the availability of sites identified in the 2017 SHLAA. We would
draw attention to the Standardised Housing Methodology figures
published in 2020 which are considered by national policy to be
the starting point for assessment of housing quantum. The
Standard Method identifies an annual need of 1,347 dwellings
inclusive of an ‘urban centres uplift’ within Kensington and
Chelsea, which is evidently significantly greater than the target
being progressed.

Noted. Para 7.4 of the Issues and Options document clarifies the
difference between the figure of need and a housing target:
“However, this is a figure of need and not our housing target, which
is set through the London Plan process and is currently 448 homes
per annum.”This was very clear in the Government response to the
local housing need proposals in “Changes to the current planning
system” - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk). This response made it very clear
that for London “The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities
and Local Government expects to agree the London Plan with the
Mayor shortly. This new plan, when adopted, will set London’s
housing requirement for the next 5 years. The local housing need
uplift we are setting out today will therefore only be applicable once
the next London Plan is being developed.”

The NPPF requires that strategic policies be informed by an up-todate housing needs assessment (paragraph 61), and that in doing
so the type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in
the community should be assessed and reflected in policy
(paragraph 62). The emerging Local Plan should seek to meet the
full identified need for the Borough, particularly in the context of
addressing critical inequality and affordability concerns. There is a
particular need for larger family accommodation which at present
is largely unavailable, with any existing properties commanding
extremely high prices. The only way to address this is through the
provision of additional accommodation of all types, thereby
The Council is aware of the requirement for an updated LHNA,
broadening the housing market.
providing evidence on the type and tenure of housing needed for
different groups. The LHNA also looks at the size of housing and
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Future provision should be diverse in nature and comprise
development options such as HMO’s, flat conversions, extensions
to properties, and subterranean basement expansion. The
constrained and highly developed nature of the Borough means
that these options are the realistic source of accommodation
provision at present and in the future, representing the
predominant method through which need will be addressed.

different housing products such as HMOs. The Interim LHNA was
available as part of this consultation.

Support to option 1 noted.

In relation to the specific options identified under Issue 1 of the
eLP, we would provide greater support to Option 1 as Option 2
may inadvertently limit residential development opportunities
(such as flats and HMO’s) through requiring that they comply with
nationally prescribed housing standards. Given the historic nature
of the properties in the authority, it may not always be possible to
meet these standards, which may limit otherwise suitable and
sustainable developments.
Historic England
(David English)

We note that option 1 for questions 7.1 and 7.2 refers to
The use of the word maximise does not accurately reflect the
‘maximising’ housing. This is despite the London Plan requiring
concept of good growth as set out in the Issues and Options
sites to be ‘optimised’. Historic England supports the use of a
document. It will be changed to optimise going forward.
design led approach to optimising sites based on a full
understanding of local character and heritage significance in order
to deliver sustainable development.

Q.7.2. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
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The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Reduce private rental % and increase owner-occupation %
especially for key workers.
Increase the range of housing options in Earl’s Court to reflect local
need. Purpose-built, accessible and adaptable housing for the
elderly and those with mobility issues must be well integrated
within new developments.

The housing tenure mix will be based on both the latest evidence of
need and viability.
There are existing policies that support accessible and adaptable
housing and this will be further informed by the evidence of need.

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The Council should, in the case of developments over a certain
size, impose a planning condition that a proportion of the
accommodation should be for rent and not for sale. This should do
something to mitigate the problem of store of value buying and
absentee landlords.

For general market housing the Council cannot impose planning
conditions in the way described.
The housing tenure mix including the proportion of rental and
home ownership units is to be based on both the latest evidence of
housing need and viability. Interim versions of both documents are
available as part of this consultation.

The Council needs also to conduct an audit of all the property
which it owns itself in the borough or which is owned by other
public authorities to see whether any of it could be used for social As part of the Council’s New Homes Programme the Council has
or affordable housing.
considered opportunities for new homes on assets it owns.
St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We support the detailed comments of the Kensington Society. This Support for detailed comments submitted by the Kensington
chapter in the next iteration of the Local plan will have a crucial
Society is noted.
impact in defining the future of the Borough.
We share the Society’s misgivings about a Characterisation Study
which (in its initial version) is a fairly superficial exercise.

Comments on the Characterisation Study are noted.

Working to deliver the London Plan target is the approach being
We support the Society’s encouragement for the Council to adopt followed as per national policy. This is clarified in paragraph 7.4 of
a Plan B approach, based on the London Plan housing target of 448 the Issues and Options document.
housing units per year, with an emphasis on high-density medium-
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rise development which would relate to the traditional townscape
and would be sufficiently dense to support local neighbourhood
centres and the range of services and infrastructure to support
walkable neighbourhoods.
Ladbroke
No.
Association
(Sophia Lambert)

Noted.

Kerry Davis-Head HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE
This should be prioritised. The borough has very little suitable
housing for older or disabled residents, meaning there is an exodus
at some point during residents lives. One could say that the new
apartments oﬀer level living, lifts etc, but they are out of reach
financially to the vast majority of homeowners. There is also a
wonton lack of care facilities, convalescent homes, care homes,
post operative homes. Yet a perfectly good care facility was sold,
to be replaced by a vastly expensive development for older people,
but nothing has yet replaced it years later.
Meanwhile rehabilitation services have not recruited new
personnel for years so post hospital care is stretched.

Noted. We recognise the need to provide more homes for older
people. The LHNA will identify the future need for the various types
of specialist older people’s housing in the Borough.

Any new housing in Lots Village should be suitable for older
residents so that they can stay in borough when the time comes,
be near their local friends and neighbours, the same goes for
anyone newly disabled, they should not have to be wrenched from
the area in order to buy a suitable home. The borough is fast
becoming somewhere that is sustainable for the young and fit
only.

The Interim LHNA was available as part of this consultation and the
NLPR Issues and Options document puts forward 5 different policy
options for housing for older people based on the LHNA’s findings.
As noted the replacement facility for the care home that was closed
is to be provided at Lots Road. The Lots Road site was included in
the Issues and Options consultation for a minimum of 65 extra care
homes.
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Grove and
Allow change of use from B1 to C3 by way of permitted
Company (Roger development.
Grove)

The emerging evidence on employment land suggests that there
will be a need for between 50,000 sq m and 76,000 sq m of
additional office floorspace by 2043. Given the difference in land
values between office and residential uses, future policies will be
based on the evidence of need.

RBKC Earl's Court Reduce private rental % and increase owner-occupation %
Ward (Malcolm especially for key workers.
SPALDING)

Planning policies can largely influence what we secure in new
developments. As such the options set out do not promote for
example build to rent products particularly on our opportunity area
sites. With regard to key workers the Council as a housing authority
is developing a key worker housing policy.

Kensington
We need a Plan B.
Society (Amanda
Frame)
We are very concerned that the whole of the strategy for the New
Local Plan is based on attempting to accommodate an impossibly
large “housing requirement” imposed directly by the Government.
What is needed is the more realistic scenario. The Borough’s
annual housing target will be 448pa until there is a revised London
Plan target, which will be negotiated to reflect capacity and then
allocated to boroughs through the London Plan.

The NLPR is using the 448 dpa housing target as set out in the
London Plan. This was very clear in the Government response to the
local housing need proposals in “Changes to the current planning
system” - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk). This response made it very clear
that for London “The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities
and Local Government expects to agree the London Plan with the
Mayor shortly. This new plan, when adopted, will set London’s
housing requirement for the next 5 years. The local housing need
uplift we are setting out today will therefore only be applicable once
the next London Plan is being developed.”

The emphasis in this scenario would be high-density, medium rise
development which would relate to the traditional townscape and
would be sufficiently dense to support local neighbourhood
centres and the range of services and infrastructure to support
walkable neighbourhoods.
GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

The Mayor is pleased that RBKC’s community housing typology
(affordable housing) shares his preference for affordable housing
in the form of social rent/London affordable rent, and London

The Council notes the Mayor’s support for the lower floorspace
threshold at which affordable housing requirements are triggered.
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Living Rent as set out in paragraph 4.6.3 of the LP2021.
RBKC’s current requirement for affordable housing is triggered by
residential proposals that exceed a threshold of 650sqm. It is
noted that this approach was recently tested through RBKC’s Local
Plan examination and supported by appropriate evidence. The
Mayor has no objection to this approach which will help to
maximise affordable housing provided that RBKC can continue to
justify it through up-to-date evidence.
The Mayor has set a strategic target that 50% of all new homes
across London are to be genuinely affordable and this should be
reflected in the Local Plan in accordance with LP2021 Policy H4. In
addition, RBKC should make explicitly clear their intention to
follow the Mayor’s Threshold Approach to affordable housing as
set out in Policy H5 of the LP2021. The threshold approach means
that residential proposals that can deliver at least 35% gross
affordable housing, or 50% on public sector land or for industrial
land where the scheme would result in the loss of industrial
capacity, will not be required to submit viability evidence and can
follow the Fast Track Route (FTR). Those residential proposals that
cannot meet the relevant threshold will be required to take the
Viability Tested Route (VTR) and will be subjected to viability
review mechanisms. RBKC should follow guidance set out in Policy
H5 of the LP2021 and its supporting text.
It is recognised and noted that the current Local Plan tenure split is
set at 70/30 in favour of social/London Affordable Rent which
meets the requirements of Policy H6 of the LP2021 and is
welcome.

The Council is aware London Plan the 50 per cent target and the
Mayor’s Threshold Approach, this is referred to in the Local Plan
2019 paragraph 23.3.27 and the Community Housing SPD and will
be made explicit in the NLPR.

No.

Noted.

The confirmation that the affordable housing tenure mix of 70:30
meet the requirements of Policy H6 of the LP2021 is noted.
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Earl's Court Area We are calling for low-rise, high-density exemplary green housing
Action Group
to be built on the Earls Court Masterplan site which is inter(Bella Hardwick) generational and where the disabled are genuinely at the heart of
design from the beginning. We are also calling for the provision of
community infrastructure, green spaces and a mix of housing
provision: homes to buy, social rented homes (council housing),
genuinely affordable rental homes, family homes and homes for
key workers. PLEASE NOTE: providing homes for key workers
should not be used as a means of excluding other lower paid
workers i.e. having only "the right kind of lower paid workers." The
Council should not allow poor doors no matter how plush the
design of entrances/foyers and different housing tenures should
be present within the same buildings/floors and not separated out.
There should also be care taken in design and provision of shared
spaces to ensure that the new community will mix with the
existing Earl's Court community as well as in Hammersmith and
Fulham.
A report from the London School of Economics’ LSE Cities looked
at residents' views of living in 14 new developments. Pages 6 & 7
has an Executive Summary and pages 78 to 82 has Conclusions &
Lessons.
https://www.lse.ac.uk/cities/Assets/Documents/2020-LSE-DensityReport-digital.pdf
We have created a list of four recommendations drawing on this
report:
1. Flats to have sufficient storage & play space (especially for
family flats) including
offering basement storage units.
2. Ensure that the physical factors, namely noise insulation,
heating design & lifts are

Council response
Noted.
The current and future Local Plan policies are written to deliver
mixed and balanced communities. It is agreed that on a site of this
scale a range of housing products should be delivered to meet local
needs which will be identified in the LHNA.
The Council as a housing authority is developing a keyworker policy.
In planning terms we support the provision of genuinely affordable
housing as part of residential development. To ensure everyone
understands what we mean by genuinely affordable we have
rephrased the term and call it community housing. A Community
Housing SPD was adopted last year which sets out definitions and
rents for community housing. You can also see this in paragraph
7.13 of the Issues and Options document.
The standards that have been listed are noted. A range of these
factors are covered across the existing Local Plan and will be further
strengthened in the NLPR. For example there are nationally
described space standards that are adopted through the London
Plan, our design policies look for dual aspect units, new energy
requirements will be introduced.
Consideration of the nature of the allocation will form part of a
separate site allocation paper.
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explicitly considered at the design stage.
3. Circulation areas like lifts, corridors and lobbies to be
thoughtfully designed to
encourage informal, spontaneous interactions.
4. Post-occupancy evaluations to be undertaken and the
information to be shared.
Below are some points we have extracted from the Executive
Summary (pp 6 & 7):
Community & neighbourhood – some developers take active
responsibility for promoting community by sponsoring events,
creating online platforms and providing social spaces.
Infrastructure should be developed in tandem otherwise there will
be long queues at GPs, tube, rail and bus stations & schools at full
capacity.
Family living – flats had insufficient storage and play space. And
while families’ needs evolve over time, the physical features of
most schemes were not notably flexible.
Management - Residents said they valued efficient management
but also wanted a sense of personal connection with those
responsible.
Amenities & outdoor spaces - Attractive outdoor spaces with
comfortable seating and
convenient pedestrian routes were better used than hardsurfaced, dead-end, heavily
overlooked places.
Built form - The closer people live to one another, the more
important are physical factors like noise insulation, heating design
and lifts.
Learning from residents - Post-occupancy evaluations are all too
rarely undertaken, and even when they are the information may

Council response
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not be shared. To ensure that our new homes work well for
Londoners and for the city, we should routinely assess the physical
and social qualities of recent schemes— and when judging their
performance we should listen to the voice of residents and act on
their suggestions, not ignore them.
Some extracts from Conclusions & Lessons (pp 78 to 83) somewhat
overlapping with the Executive Summary.
Community – Lessons
Residents living in the same scheme or even the same corridor
don’t necessarily socialise or recognise each other. Circulation
areas like lifts, corridors and lobbies could be thoughtfully
designed to encourage informal, spontaneous interactions.
Neighbourhood - Lessons:
Integration with the surrounding neighbourhood can be fostered
through pedestrian
permeability and incorporating amenities that can be used by the
wider community.
Encourage incoming residents to engage with local area, for
example by providing
information on local resident associations and neighbourhood
groups.
Infrastructure - Lessons:
New schemes can bring sudden sharp increases in local
population. Necessary
improvements in infrastructure and services should arrive with the
new residents, not years later. Information about the impacts of
new development on infrastructure and local amenities could be
better communicated with local residents.
Family Living - Lessons:
Think creatively about how to provide enough storage space for

Council response
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families, either within flats themselves or elsewhere--possibly by
offering basement storage units.
Design homes whose space can easily be reconfigured as
households’ needs change.
Management - Lessons:
Management plans should be accessible to residents, and provide
details of current and forecasted running costs and service
charges.
Having accountable, on-site staff improves the livability of new
schemes.
Built form - Lessons:
Heating and noise are the physical issues that most concern
residents, apart from storage. These issues, and the potential
interaction between them, should be
explicitly considered at design stage and monitored once the
buildings are occupied.
Buildings that are shoehorned into tightly constrained, irregular
spaces should meet the highest design standards, both for the
benefit of residents themselves and the surrounding
neighbourhoods.
Learning from residents - Lesson:
Post-occupancy evaluations should become standard for all major
schemes, with the
findings used to improve existing and future developments.
Residents should be involved in these evaluations in a genuinely
meaningful way.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

We support optimising housing delivery not maximising. We
Support for optimising delivery noted. This in turn restricts very
strongly support measures to prevent housing development for
large homes associated with ‘buy to leave’.
“buy to leave”, overseas buyers or purely for investment at the
higher end of the market. These often do not create any affordable
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homes for existing residents in the borough and lump all landlords
in one group which is not the case.
The Government’s planning reforms are driven by their housing
delivery ambitions but as the paper clearly sets out there are
severe restrictions on what RBKC can deliver. Most additional
homes will need to come from the two major growth sites and the
limited number of opportunity sites. If the diversity/ levelling up
agenda is to be taken seriously, more needs to be done to secure
real affordable housing. Relying on developers to provide this will
not be enough (unless viability calculations are revised) . Can RBKC
do more to build new homes using its own land and buildings?
Building very tall buildings to provide more homes will only be
possible in a very few locations and is likely to be unpopular. The
existing Kensington pattern of medium rise terraces and squares is
capable of providing high densities.
Other. Maximise use of empty or under used space above shops.

Council response

It is agreed that the opportunity area sites will accommodate a
large proportion of new homes needed in the Borough. The Council
has robust policies requiring community housing. This will be
carried forward in the NLPR.

The Council has embarked on a New Homes Delivery programme. It
has already secured permission for about 100 homes and
development has commenced. In total the programme is for 600
new homes including a minimum of 300 homes for social rent.
Change of use of shops to residential is now permitted
development. We recognise that town centres are changing. Whilst
we would continue to want to protect shops/ Class E uses on the
ground floors particularly in primary frontages, we do recognise
that the creation of flats above shops may be a suitable town
centre use.

David Campbell

Tighter controls are needed to prevent developments being used
for short-term lets. Many leases already incorporate such
restrictions.

Planning permission is required to let properties for more than 90
days in a year. The number of residential units lost to short term
lets and the number of enforcement cases relating to the
unauthorised changes of use to short term lets are monitored
annually in the AMR (Policy CF9 of current Local Plan 2019).

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

No further comments.

Noted

Respondent
Name

Comments

David Lloyd-Davis Areas of existing high density housing should be excluded to
protect communities and dangerously stretched infrastructure.
Employment Zones should be protected.
Actual requirements of housing for local people should be
recalibrated after Brexit and Covid.

Council response
Noted. The NLPR recognises the dense built environment in the
Borough and a limited number of sites are identified for
development. These will be optimised using a design led approach
and the principle of good growth will be followed throughout.
Employment uses are protected at present and future policy will be
based on the emerging evidence on employment land which
suggests that there will be a need for between 50,000 sq m and
76,000 sq m of additional office floorspace by 2043.

In accordance with the NPPF and government guidance, A LHNA is
underway and will inform planning policies on housing.
Alex Mackay

Given the small size of the borough and the limited number of
Noted. Policies have to be written on a Borough-wide basis using
even medium sized sites - say ones that might create 20-50 homes robust and proportionate evidence. Site specific considerations are
- each site needs to be considered on a case by case basis, Rigid
always taken into account when determining planning applications.
policies and box ticking equals failure to meet housing delivery
targets.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Islington Council refused partnerships with developers who
wanted over 12% profit. They still managed to build! If the Council
is serious about wanting to build for our own residents, we must
stop catering for greed and find developers with a conscience who
do not see the borough as a cash cow and somewhere they can
build with impunity for the buy to leave market. This applies to the
Council too.
Use Council land to build social/affordable homes only. Ensure
homes are built to proper construction and safety standards.

The Council’s New Homes Delivery programme is based on
delivering 50% community housing. The private homes will enable
the provision of community housing.
Construction and safety standards are governed by Building
Regulations.
The bar for implementing planning permissions is low. So if a start is
made on a site, planning permissions no longer have an expiry date.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Shorten the time in which permissions must be built – half of
permissions are not built!

Therefore shortening the planning permission expiry date is unlikely
to address the issue stated.

Wardell
Armstrong LLP
for Tatton Group
(Rachel
Wilbraham)

We would recommend the inclusion of an option which supports
residential development opportunities which are demonstrably
suitable, sustainable and in overall accordance with the emerging
Local Plan. This will add much needed flexibility to meet housing
need, assist in addressing major affordability concerns, while
helping narrow inequality.

Noted. This is how the planning system operates. Development that
complies with the development plan i.e. the Local Plan is granted
planning permission.

Historic England
(David English)

We note that option 1 for questions 7.1 and 7.2 refers to
It should be ‘optimising’ sites not ‘maximising. The aim is to deliver
‘maximising’ housing. This is despite the London Plan requiring
good growth. We will ensure this is clear at the next stage of the
sites to be ‘optimised’. Historic England supports the use of a
NLPR.
design led approach to optimising sites based on a full
understanding of local character and heritage significance in order
to deliver sustainable development.

Issue 2: Protecting existing homes
Q.7.3. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Option 1
Noted.
Resist amalgamations of new homes.
Our current policy is aimed to strike a balance between stopping
the loss of existing homes and allowing families to amalgamate
homes and stay within the Borough. However, we have failed the
Housing Delivery Test and amalgamations have resulted in a
further loss homes since the adoption of the policy in 2019 (but
only 25 !)
Stop the loss of homes through amalgamations. Whilst it will not
be explicitly stated in policy, permission may still be granted where
there are other material considerations such as the existing
accommodation is sub-standard in size and cannot be improved
unless it is enlarged through amalgamation.
Option 2
Resist the loss of HMOs. Sub-standard HMOs can be improved to
bring them up to standard.
The loss of 115 rooms in HMOs in 2019/20 has reduced the
housing stock by 64 homes. This is a significant loss of homes in
just one year and should only be allowed where necessary. HMOs
provide low cost accommodation to a range of people such as key
workers and young professionals.
This would curtail the loss of HMOs unless there are other material
considerations such as the existing accommodation is substandard and this cannot be addressed by reconfiguring the HMO
accommodation.
Option 3
Require loss of all existing residential floorspace and units to be

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

replaced by at least by the same number of homes and floorspace
or at higher densities to optimise the site.
It is important to protect the existing stock and look for
opportunities to increase densities to meet housing needs and
deliver enough homes. There could be certain exceptions to this
for market housing only, such as in town centres where the loss is
to a town centre use. These exceptions are specified in current
Policy CH1.
This will be another measure to ensure we retain existing stock
and look for opportunities to increase it. At the same time balance
the need to provide for other uses in appropriate locations
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

We support Option 1. We doubt if Option 2 has much relevance in Support for Option 1 noted. We note that you do not support
Chelsea. We do not support Option 3 as we are opposed to any
options 2 and 3.
policy of deliberately increasing the density of housing in Chelsea.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We support all three options.
Support for all three options noted.
Limiting amalgamations to two units into one will be of some help
in reducing the rate of losses of units.

Ladbroke
Option 1: We support the current policy of stopping the loss of
Association
existing homes through amalgamations and conversions and think
(Sophia Lambert) if anything it should be more restrictive. We accept that in
conservation terms there are arguments for allowing Victorian
houses which have been converted into flats to be reconverted
back into family homes. But there are plenty of large family homes
in the borough (regrettably too often occupied only occasionally).
Given the huge proportion of one and two person households in
the borough, we desperately need more smaller dwellings. (In the

Support for option 1 noted. Permission may still be granted where
there are other material considerations.
Support for option 2 noted.
Support for option 3 noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments
paper, we think “138 metres” may be a misprint.
We would see an argument for a temporary amalgamation where
this would allow the provision of a “granny flat”, provided that this
lasts only the lifetime of the person concerned and the
amalgamation can easily be reversed. This might reduce the
burden on the care system, by allowing elderly people to live
independently for longer. We recall a case a few years ago when
the owner of two adjacent flats, living in one of them, wanted to
knock a door through so as to put his elderly father in the other
and have easy access in case of emergencies. Even though he was
content for this arrangement only to last while his father was
resident there, permission for a “personal” time-limited grant was
refused, quite unreasonably in our view.
Option 2: We agree to resisting the loss of HMOs and agree that
sub-standard HMOs can usually be improved to bring them up to
standard. We share the concern that private rented stock and
HMOs are being lost to large housing units and short-term holiday
lets.
Option 3: We agree that where residential buildings are being
redeveloped, the existing residential units should be replaced by at
least by the same number of homes and floorspace or at higher
densities to optimise the site. Indeed, where an existing building is
replaced by one occupying a larger footprint and/or with extra
floors, the number of units required should be increased pro rata,
so that valuable development space is fully used. We would not
like to see a repetition of the permission given in the Duke’s Lodge
case where a block of 27 useful small flats was replaced by only 27
new (large luxury) flats, even though the new building covered a
considerably bigger area (and incidentally built over a well planted
area of trees and bushes).

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Options 1 and 3

Support for options 1 and 3 noted.

Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

We support maintaining existing policy regarding protection of
existing houses.

Support for maintaining existing policy noted.

Greg Hammond

I do not support Option 1: despite recognising that they hinder our Noted that neither option is supported.
meeting build targets, amalgamations are a good way of providing
family homes; conversion properties (most of which are in
conservation areas) were usually built as full size houses, so
allowing them to return to larger units is more true to their original
purpose.
I do not support Option 2: HMOs, as narrowly defined
(independent bedrooms with shared facilities), are a sub-standard
way of living and have no place in the 21st century.
Option 3 is not clearly explained, but it doesn’t sound achievable.

Grove and
Easing restrictions on amalgamation so I object to option 1
Company (Roger
Grove)

Noted that Option 1 is not supported.

RBKC Earl's Court Option 1
Ward (Malcolm Resist amalgamations of new homes.
SPALDING)
Our current policy is aimed to strike a balance between stopping
the loss of existing homes and allowing families to amalgamate
homes and stay within the Borough. However, we have failed the
Housing Delivery Test and amalgamations have resulted in a

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments
further loss homes since the adoption of the policy in 2019 (but
only 25 !)
Stop the loss of homes through amalgamations. Whilst it will not
be explicitly stated in policy, permission may still be granted where
there are other material considerations such as the existing
accommodation is sub-standard in size and cannot be improved
unless it is enlarged through amalgamation.
Option 2
Resist the loss of HMOs. Sub-standard HMOs can be improved to
bring them up to standard.
The loss of 115 rooms in HMOs in 2019/20 has reduced the
housing stock by 64 homes. This is a significant loss of homes in
just one year and should only be allowed where necessary. HMOs
provide low cost accommodation to a range of people such as key
workers and young professionals.
This would curtail the loss of HMOs unless there are other material
considerations such as the existing accommodation is substandard and this cannot be addressed by reconfiguring the HMO
accommodation.
Option 3
Require loss of all existing residential floorspace and units to be
replaced by at least by the same number of homes and floorspace
or at higher densities to optimise the site.
It is important to protect the existing stock and look for
opportunities to increase densities to meet housing needs and
deliver enough homes. There could be certain exceptions to this
for market housing only, such as in town centres where the loss is
to a town centre use. These exceptions are specified in current
Policy CH1.
This will be another measure to ensure we retain existing stock

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

and look for opportunities to increase it. At the same time balance
the need to provide for other uses in appropriate locations
Linda Wade

Option 1
• Agree

Support for all three options noted.

Option 2
• Agree
Option 3
• Agree
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Option 3

Support for Option 3 noted.

Tom Bennett

I think we should allow amalgamations of homes up to a certain
area. For example, two 1-beds amalgamating to create one 3-bed,
could create a family-appropriate home. Given the shortage of
family homes in the borough, this shouldn't automatically be seen
as negative. However, converting two 4-beds into one 8-bed is a
different story, and could have a detrimental affect on the area
and housing provision.

Noted. Our current policy, is based on the same principle of
recognising the need of family sized accommodation, it aimed to
strike a balance between stopping the loss of existing homes and
allowing families to amalgamate homes and stay within the
Borough. However, since we have failed the Housing Delivery Test,
and further loss though amalgamations counts against our housing
delivery we are reconsidering this policy.

Kensington
We support all three options.
Support for all three options noted.
Society (Amanda
Frame)
We strongly support the current policy of stopping the loss of
The Council recognises that amalgamation of existing residential
existing homes through both amalgamations and conversions, but units will reduce the stock of housing across the borough.
we are opposed to the figure of 170sqm, which is far too large.
The Council recognises the value of HMO in meeting the particular
We are very concerned about the loss of private-rented stock and housing needs of some of our residents. Loss to large homes can
loss of HMOs to large housing units and to short-term holiday lets, also reduce overall housing supply.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

and strongly support the Council supporting HMOs. The losses in
2019/20 was the loss of 115 homes for 1-person households,
though it counted as a loss of 64 units.
HMOs still play an important role in the Borough’s housing stock,
providing more affordable market housing for single people who
could not qualify for Council housing. Loss of HMOs and student
housing not only counts as losses to off-set against completions,
but more importantly they reduce the supply of specialised
housing which does not get replaced. All too often the excuse for
refurbishment is the size of the rooms and the condition of the
property. The condition of the property should not be a reason for
refurbishment if there is loss of units.
Option 3: This might provide compensating increases in the
number of units – well worth trying. It is particularly important
that we discourage yet more large luxury flats that tend to be
bought for investment or by people who only live there for a small
part of the year. In addition, if refurbished there should be a S106
Agreement legal agreement that requires the units to return to the
HMO market. All too often they go on to the short-let market
which is impossible to police.
As in Option 2, refurbishment with the excuse of the room size
should not be allowed. Where an existing building is replaced by
one occupying a larger footprint and/or with extra floors, the
number of units required should be increased pro rata, so that
valuable development space is “optimised”.

Option 3: This option is for all existing residential floorspace that is
completely redeveloped so it is unclear how a s106 agreement
could require the unit to return to HMO use. This option if
developed into policy will work independently of the policy on
HMOs and as per current Policy CH1.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Policies will have to be proportionate and extension of existing
homes will still be possible.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Option 1 650 sq m as existing or Option 2 500 sq m, no to option 3 (Options for when community housing is triggered) Support for
options 1 and 2 noted.

David Campbell

Amalgamation of sub-standard accommodation should be allowed,
but with an upper limit equal to the standards for a family with
children or the number of occupants.
Sub-standard HMOs ought to be condemned. As a general
principle, HMOs with shared kitchens, bathrooms and toilets
should be discouraged and converted to self contained flats.

Noted. This seems to support Option 1 but with an added clause of
an upper floorspace limit akin to existing policy.
The loss of HMOs has an impact on overall housing delivery and we
are looking at policies to stop such losses unless there are other
material considerations such as sub-standard accommodation.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I support Option 2 - HMO's have a place and fulfilling a need - and Support for options 2 and 3 noted.
Option 3 (replace
all lost residential floor space).

DP9 Limited
(Luke Thrumble)

Option 3 which requires the loss of all existing residential
Support for Option 3 noted.
floorspace and units to be replaced by at least by the same
number of homes and floorspace or at higher densities to optimise
the site is supported.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Option 1 – Imperial supports the flexibility within all types of
Support for options 2 and 3 noted.
housing, which is especially pertinent when it comes to the historic
under delivery of housing within the Borough. We support the
current policies resisting amalgamation of existing dwellings as
well as the existing guidelines stating amalgamation should not
result in over 170 sqm of floorspace. This policy approach has been
tested within surrounding London Boroughs including
Westminster.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2 – support. A number of Imperial’s students and staff are
reliant on HMOs as a form of housing. Imperial supports their
protection as it will allow for greater affordable housing provision
and housing choice within the Borough. Imperial also believes
emphasis should be given to maintaining quality within HMO
provision. Imperial fully supports the principle of improving
existing HMOs where they meet acceptable standards.
Option 3 – support.
David Lloyd-Davis Options 1,2,&3.

Support for all three options noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all three options noted.

Robert Dixon

I do not support option 1. I do not support resisting amalgamations Support for option 2 and 3 noted. We note that Option 1 is not
of existing homes as a matter of policy and believe that each
supported.
application should be considered on its own merits (including
whether the applicant is an existing resident in one of the homes
to be amalgamated). If a limit on the number of units to be
combined and/or a size limit is retained, such limit(s) should be
increased in the light of modern housing needs e.g. increased
home-working.
I support Option 2 re HMOs.
I support Option 3 (except in respect of amalgamations).

Respondent
Name

Comments

Alex Mackay

Difficult area as the targets are not calculated realistically. The new Noted. The Council is obliged to include its housing targets as per
Plan does need to allow some conversions of HMO and redundant the London Plan. Delivery against these targets forms part of the
student accommodation to avoid a street being blighted by the
Governments Housing delivery test.
planning system.
The Council supports the retention of HMOs but does allow loss
where there do not meet the necessary standards, and where the
COU is to studio flats.

DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Wellcome Trust suggest Option 3 should not restrict the loss of
Noted. Planning policies are written on a strategic basis with case
existing residential floorspace to be provided on site, with policy by case exceptions possible where there are demonstrable other
considering the constraints on the site and suggest a case-by-case material considerations.
approach is adopted.

Turley (Laurence Option 3 is supported, as is the ability for a portfolio approach to
Brooker)
be taken into account, whereby units lost on one site could be
delivered elsewhere in the borough on other sites owned by the
applicant. The principal of not allowing the loss of housing is
supported, as is the active encouragement of the provision of new
housing across the borough as a priority use.
More generally, retention of the existing amalgamations policy is
supported as it retains an element of flexibility not shown in
Option 1.

Council response

Support for Option 3 noted. We note support for retaining current
policy on amalgamation. A portfolio approach or land swap
approach cannot be the default approach as policies are written on
a strategic basis.

Q.7.4. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Allow non-viable small hotels to change use to residential.
Possibly allow non-viable offices to change use back to any former
residential use, to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Encourage down-sizing for elderly residents and splitting. The
resident either stays in the smaller home, or moves into a care
setting or smaller life-standard housing.
The smaller unit could be earmarked for starter homes or for key
workers, including carers.
Tighter policy regulations must be developed and enforced to
address the perverse incentives for use of scarce housing stock as
short-term holiday lets.
Amalgamation of bedsits into 2-3 bedroom family homes should
be permitted on a case-by-case basis as a part of overall upgrading
of dated facilities.

Viability is considered on a case-by-case basis already.

With regard to the conversion of HMO’s, the current policy
allowing their conversion to studio apartments facilitates a very
valuable form of a more affordable market product for the
Borough that would otherwise be difficult to achieve. Indeed, in
the absence of this as an option, this may result in a more negative
impact where a developer simply converts HMO’s to a single house
without the need for planning, where they comply with the terms
of Class C4. This would not only result in a greater loss of more
affordable market accommodation but also a reduction in a sites’
potential to deliver unit numbers for the Borough.

Noted. Whilst the newly created studios are not an affordable
product per se, the Council does recognises that they will be more
affordable than larger homes. As such they do have value.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

The NLPR evidence will be looking at care home need and other
forms of accommodation for the elderly.
Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
accommodation from changes of use to short term lets.
The Council, as a housing authority, is developing a keyworker
policy.
Noted. The policy is amalgamations relates to self-contained
homes, the options around HMOs are presented separate to this as
they are seen to be a form of low cost housing.

The Council recognise the DPRs available, although the nature of
the borough’s GHMO stock does mean that it is rarely relevant.

he permitted development right referred to is available now but the
policy mainly relates to larger scale HMOs which do need planning
permission.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Grove and
Be tougher on short lets ie B&B as it leads to properties being
Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
Company (Roger empty and loss of security for long term residents in neighbouring accommodation from changes of use to short term lets. The issue of
Grove)
flats.
Air bnb is one that is controlled nationally. Planning permission is
required to let properties for more than 90 days in a year. The
number of residential units lost to short term lets and the number
of enforcement cases relating to the unauthorised changes of use
to short term lets are monitored annually in the AMR.
Elizabeth Ashley

Control/restrict short term lets, airbnb in the area creating longer
term residential properties.

Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
accommodation from changes of use to short term lets. The issue of
Air bnb is one that is controlled nationally. Planning permission is
required to let properties for more than 90 days in a year. The
number of residential units lost to short term lets and the number
of enforcement cases relating to the unauthorised changes of use
to short term lets are monitored annually in the AMR.

Linda Wade

• The loss of HMOs is reducing the amount of stock available for
low-income families
• The use of private rented stock as AirBnB thereby increasing the
rent and reducing the number of units available. Tighter
regulations need to be introduced in the short-term holiday let
market, with registration of the owner of the property listed and a
fee charged for environmental health inspection.
• In stock such as small studio flats in converted buildings there
should be discretion to amalgamate to make a larger unit or a onebed flat

Noted. We are proposing to resist the loss of HMOs.
Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
accommodation from changes of use to short term lets. The issue of
Air bnb is one that is controlled nationally. Planning permission is
required to let properties for more than 90 days in a year. The
number of residential units lost to short term lets and the number
of enforcement cases relating to the unauthorised changes of use
to short term lets are monitored annually in the AMR.
Noted. We are proposing that permission may still be granted
where there are other material considerations such as the
accommodation being sub-standard.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

- Allow non-viable hotels to change use to residential.
- Possibly allow non-viable offices to change use back to any
former residential use

Noted.
The Local Plan protects hotels across the Borough.
The office to residential change of use issue is considered in the
Business and Culture Chapter, Issue 1.
The emerging evidence on employment land suggests that there
will be a need for between 50,000 sq m and 76,000 sq m of
additional office floorspace by 2043. Given the difference in land
values between office and residential uses, future policies will be
based on the evidence of need.

David Lloyd-Davis Employment zones are vulnerable to dilution by the investment
potential of market housing.
Employment opportunities are second at 34% on your
GiveMyViews website.

Noted. Employment zones are protected in the Local Plan. In light
of recent changes to planning regulations, we are proposing to
make an Article 4 direction to continue to require planning
permission for changes of any business use to residential.

Robert Dixon

We note that Option 1 is not supported.

As noted above, I do not support resisting amalgamations of
existing homes as a matter of policy and believe that each
application should be considered on its own merits (including
whether the applicant is an existing resident in one of the homes
to be amalgamated). If a limit on the number of units to be
combined and/or a size limit is retained, such limit(s) should be
increased in the light of modern housing needs e.g. increased
home-working.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Stop selling off Council owned homes, large street properties
should be used for family occupation, not to bring in funds and
boost property prices.

Noted.

Wardell
Armstrong LLP
for Tatton Group
(Rachel
Wilbraham )

We strongly object to an overly protectionist policy which would
seek to protect existing property for its own sake, rather than
afford crucial flexibility for development proposals which are able
to meet the highly significant housing shortfall. We would suggest
the inclusions of a further option to the 3 outlined within the
emerging Local Plan, which would not provide an overriding policy
presumption against the merger and amalgamation of individual
flats, rather that proposals be considered in the context of the role
they are able to play in meeting need, and a decision based on the
overall acceptability and need for larger accommodation. This
would create a more supportive policy environment for
development schemes and afford both developers and the Council
a broader approach to providing and determining development.

Noted. While policies have to be written on a Borough-wide basis
using robust and proportionate evidence, site specific
considerations are always taken into account when determining
planning applications

Issue 3: RBKC Community housing
Q.7.5. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

In the particular circumstances of Chelsea the private sector has no Support for Option 2 of Options for when community housing is
incentive to deliver affordable housing unless forced to do so. We triggered noted
would not want developers always to be able to claim payments in
lieu, but we recognise that in the case of small projects this is the
only viable solution. So we favour Option 2 for when community
housing is triggered.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

General
We welcome the fact that the New Homes Programme is providing
new homes on infill sites in an around the StQW area and consider
the level of consultation with the public on these schemes to have
generally been good.
Options for when community housing is triggered
Based on our experience in trying encourage development of new
housing in Latimer we support Option 3 and conforming with
national policy on this trigger point. Realistically, developments
which trigger a requirement for a single affordable unit are always
going to struggle to find a RSL willing to take on the management
role. The 650 sq m trigger is a significant obstacle to viability of
redevelopment on smaller and medium-sized sites. There should
at least be scope for applying the higher national figure on a
selective basis, where the location and planning context make this
necessary for developability and deliverability of new housing. If
anything is to happen in Latimer Road, we think that it will need
the higher national figure of 1,000 sq m as a trigger level.
Option 2: We oppose Option 2 of a reduced 500 sqm trigger.

Council response

Support for Option 3 noted. We note that Option 2 is not
supported.
Support for Option 2 of Options for percentage of community
housing noted.
Regarding point on Option 2, the Interim Viability Study suggests
that we can take a payment to provide community housing
somewhere else when on-site delivery is not feasible.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Options for percentage of Community Housing:
We support the Kensington Society comments on these options.
Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

We support Option 4 but believe Key Worker Housing should be
included as Community Housing.

Noted. The definition of “affordable housing,” includes both
intermediate and social rented homes. Key worker homes are a
form of intermediate accommodation.

Greg Hammond

Trigger: support Option 3 to be in line with national policy; the
lower limits are too much of a disincentive to development.
Proportion of Community Housing: stick with existing policies
(Options 1 and 2).
Which products: not sure I understood the difference.
Payments in lieu: Option 2 seems the better approach as it might
reduce disincentives to development.

Support for Option 3 of Options for when community housing is
triggered noted.
We note that Options 1 and 2 are not supported.
Support for Options 1 and 2 of Options for percentage of
community housing noted.
Options for which community housing products to secure: Noted.
We will ensure this is clear at the next stage of the NLPR. These
products are also explained in greater details in our Community
Housing SPD.
Support for Option 2 of Options for payments in lieu noted.

Grove and
I support option 3. Percentage of community housing option 1
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for Option 3 noted. Support for Option 1 of Options for
percentage of community housing noted.

Linda Wade

Support for Options 1 and 2 noted. We note that Option 3 is not
supported.

Option 1
• Agree

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2
• Agree

Support for Options 1 and 2 of Options for percentage of
community housing noted.

Option 3
• Disagree

Support for Option 2 of Options for which community housing
products to secure noted.

Options or percentage of Community Housing

The Council will continue to strongly resist any loss of RBKC
Community Housing. The Council recognises the need to ensure our
stock is of the highest quality.

Option 1
• 35% but in Council/Government/TfL owned land 50%
Options for mix of Community Housing products to be secured:
Option 2
• Agree
Options for which community housing products to secure
The quality of the RSL stock in the borough is poor, much
converted in the 70s and now presenting RSLs with a viability
decision on voids and so some are sold representing a loss to the
borough and our housing needs. We need to upgrade our RSL
stock, to be able to so we must be able to build to fulfil our existing
Housing Register needs as well as provide the ability to decant.
Options for payments in lieu
No to payment in lieu.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2:

We noted that Option 1 of Options for payments in lieu is not
supported.

• On small sites, where the product cannot be delivered but there
must be some discussion as to what a small site is and how this can
lead to the loading of the service charge leading to high service
charges and therefore loss of onsite delivery.
Noted. Service charges are dealt with by housing rather than
planning and therefore this is beyond the remit of the NLPR.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Options for when triggered - Option 3
Percentages – Option 1
Which community housing products to secure – Option 1
Payments in lieu – Option 1

Support for Option 3 of Options for when community housing is
triggered noted.
Support for Option 1 of Options for percentage of community
housing noted.
Support for Option 1 of Options for which community housing
products to secure noted.
Support for Option 1 of Options for payments in lieu noted.

Kensington
General comment: We support affordability and access to open
Society (Amanda space as the two top priorities.
Frame)
Options for when community housing is triggered
Option 1: We strongly support retaining, as a minimum, the
650sqm trigger for providing affordable housing – this is reinforced
by the high housing values which can support provision from
schemes smaller than the national average. We believe, however,
that a much tougher approach is needed towards developers. The
£400,000 in contributions does not compensate for the loss of
potential affordable housing. The loss is long term.

Support for affordability and access to open spaces as the two top
priorities noted.
Support for Option 1 of Options for when community housing is
triggered noted. Support for Option 2 on condition of viability
noted. We note that Option 3 is not supported.
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Rightmove state “The majority of sales in Kensington during the
last year were flats, selling for an average price of £1,563,608”.
Option 2: If this proves a viable option, we would support this.
Option 3: We oppose this as it would be a highly regressive step.
Options for percentage of Community Housing:
Option 1: We support seeking 35%, but in the case of public land
the London Plan policy of 50% should be sought.
Options for mix of Community Housing products to be secured:
Option 2 is the most realistic option.
Options for which community housing products to secure: We do
not consider First Homes to be a viable product in most of this
Borough, whilst the unmet need for social- rented homes is huge.

Support for Options 1 and 2 of Options for percentage of
community housing noted.
Support for Option 2 of Options for which community housing
products to secure noted. We note that you do not support First
Homes. The Council does recognise that this is a form of affordable
accommodation which may not be appropriate for all residents.
However, the provision of first homes is now one of the
Government’s requirements.

We support the tenure split of Community Housing products.
Options for payments in lieu: We object to payment in lieu.
Option 2: We would accept payment in lieu for small sites but
insist that the payment is not viability assessed and reduced. It
needs to be assessed on the market value of the development and We note that you do not support payments in lieu (Option 1). We
not on the lowest price somewhere in the borough.
do note you support for Option 2. The market value used in viability
assessments will be specific to the site and not on the lowest price
somewhere in the Borough. Payments in lieu allows us to secure
funding for community housing on smaller sites which typically do
not support on-site community housing.
GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

First Homes
Noted. The Council recognises the requirements of the London
The government expects 25% of all affordable homes secured
Plan.
through planning contributions to be First Homes (Paragraph: 013
Reference ID: 70-013-20210524). This is not an affordable housing
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product recognised in the LP2021, but it is an intermediate
product, nonetheless.

Policy H6 of the LP2021 sets the requirement that 30% of
affordable housing should be delivered as low-cost rented homes
and 30% should be intermediate homes. The remaining 40% to be
determined by boroughs. Policy H6 does not preclude the
intermediate component of the required tenure split from being
First Homes. Guidance has been provided by the Mayor in the
form of a practice note3 and RBKC is advised to follow it. In
addition, RBKC is encouraged to consider the deliverability and
affordability of First Homes in the area, taking into account market
values, the discount needed to meet national and Mayoral criteria,
and local incomes.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

Housing development is driven by the ambition to optimise the
The Council welcomes TfL’s ambition to optimise the delivery of
delivery of genuinely affordable housing across its portfolio in K&C genuinely affordable housing.
and across the whole of London.
The nature of the Earl’s Court allocation is considered in detail in
Earls Court in particular provides an opportunity to deliver
strategic sites section and the
meaningful numbers of new affordable homes in the Borough and
a significant improvement above the extant planning permission.
The extant permission was granted on the basis that 7% affordable
housing provided in RBKC was the maximum viable position at the
time. As set out in the Quod representations on behalf of ECDC,
preliminary site capacity testing indicates that a greater
development capacity at Earls Court would better support a more
meaningful contribution towards the Council’s affordable housing
target.
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The challenges associated with developing the Earls Court site
(including development expenses associated with the site’s
constraints and infrastructure costs) leads us to support a sitespecific approach to affordable housing in the Opportunity Areas
(an approach that is already supported in the adopted Planning
Contributions and Community Housing SPDs).
Options for when community housing is triggered
As most of our schemes will exceed all of the threshold options,
we do not have a view.

Noted. The Community Housing SPD clearly set out the Council’s
approach for Opportunity Areas. It is likely that a Viability Tested
Route will be applicable for any planning applications.

Options for percentage of community housing
Affordable housing policies should be in broad conformity with the
London Plan. The affordable housing requirement for public land in
particular must align with the London Plan which enables public
land owners to enter into a portfolio agreement with the Mayor to
provide 50% affordable housing across their portfolio (Policy H4
A(4), Delivering affordable housing). TfL has such an agreement
Noted.
with the Mayor and can therefore provide between 35% and 100%
affordable housing on each site within our portfolio. Para 4.4.7
explains further:
“Public sector land represents an opportunity to deliver homes that
can meet the needs of London’s essential workers who maintain
the function and resilience of the city. The Mayor expects that
residential proposals on public land should deliver at least 50 per
cent affordable housing on each site. Public sector landowners with
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an agreement with the Mayor may provide 50 per cent affordable
housing across a portfolio of sites provided at least 35 per cent
affordable housing is provided on each site, with the required
affordable housing tenure split on the initial 35 per cent.”
We assume that the Council intends to recognise TfL’s portfolio
agreement with the Mayor and we will work with the Council to
optimise the delivery of affordable housing in the Borough.
Options for which community housing products to secure

Support to following the London Plan approach of requiring 50%
community housing on public land (Option 2) noted.

In our view affordable housing products should be in broad
conformity with the London Plan.
Noted.

Noted. The GLA has confirmed our approach is in conformity with
the London Plan.
Earl's Court Area Please can you remove the term ‘affordable’ as this is clearly not
Action Group
the case in many instances as in this article:
(Bella Hardwick) https://theconversation.com/affordable-housing-is-a-myth-thatworsens-the-housing-crisis-but-there-is-a-fix-168771
There should be at least 35% social housing on residential
developments.

‘Community housing’ is the term we use to describe genuinely
affordable housing in the Borough.
Support to 35% community housing (Option 1 of Options for
percentage of community housing noted).
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ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Options for payment in lieu. Prefer Option 2 Payment in lieu for
small sites.

Support for Option 2 of Options for payments in lieu noted.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

This is too complex to respond to the options offered.

Noted.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

There should be a threshold for community housing within the
Borough, otherwise this will undermine the inclusion and diversity
of the Borough.
Options for when community housing is triggered – Option 1 – The Support for Option 3 of Options for when community housing is
College is supportive of community housing which is important in triggered noted.
providing housing choice, flexibility and contribution to a mixed
and balanced community.
Options for when community housing is triggered – Option 2 – see
comments for option 1.
Options for when community housing is triggered – Option 3 –
support. Notwithstanding comment above, it would be necessary
to perform according to national policy regardless.
Options for percentage community housing – Option 1 – support
Options for percentage community housing – Option 2 – support
Options for which community housing products to secure – Option
1 – premature at this early stage to set prescriptive standards on
tenure and this should be informed by SHLAA and other
documents forming RBKC evidence base. Notwithstanding,

Support for Options 1 and 2 of Options for percentage of
community housing noted.
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Imperial would ask the council to consider homes for key workers
as a form of affordable/community housing, ensuring that Imperial
staff (and indeed staff forming the key worker backbone of many
other similar key institutions in RBKC) are able to attract and reside
within the Borough.

Comment on Options for which community housing products to
secure noted. The housing tenure mix will be based on both the
latest evidence of need and viability. The Council, as a housing
authority is developing a keyworker policy.

Options for payments in lieu – Option 1 - support

Support for Option 1 of Options for payments in lieu noted.
Collette
Wilkinson

Any community housing should be limited to low rise housing and Noted. The Council, as a housing authority is developing a
specifically for essential workers in the borough i.e. nurses,
keyworker policy.
doctors, care home workers.

David Lloyd-Davis None. These policies must be reviewed.
Options of payments in lieu should be stopped.

Noted. We note that neither options of Options for payments in lieu
are supported.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support each of these options but do not have sufficient
knowledge to express a preference.

Noted.

Alex Mackay

Using national policy of 10/1000 sqm might at the margin increase Noted.
housing delivery but would involve relinquishing some control.
First homes supported in Kensal and other areas if possible.

Support for First Homes in Kensal Canalside and other areas noted
(Kensal Canalside and CIL Zone F in Option 1 of Options for which
community housing products to secure).

Respondent
Name

DP9 on behalf of
WELCOME
TRUST (Zoe
Smythe)

Avison Young on
behalf of
Department for
Transport (Neil
Lawrence)

Comments

Council response

Option 2 re payments. Social providers have no interest in
managing small numbers of properties as noted.

Support for Option 2 of Options for payments in lieu noted.

Community housing trigger
Wellcome Trust’s preferred option is Option 3 which would trigger
RBKC Community Housing by major developments, in line with
national policy. Wellcome Trust would consider Option 2 would
likely depress future minor or small-scale development.
Percentage of community housing
Wellcome Trust support the existing and proposed policy options.
Community housing products to be secured
Wellcome Trust support the existing and proposed policy options.
Payments in lieu
Wellcome Trust would support the proposed Option 1 approach to
retain the current policy for calculation payments in lieu and
suggests Option 2 is not pursued as it would impact on housing
delivery that the Council are hoping to achieve partially through
smaller sites.

Support for Option 3 of Options for when community housing is
triggered noted. We noted that Option 2 is not supported.

Support for all options of Options for percentage of community
housing noted.
Support for all options of Options for which community housing
products to secure noted.
Support for Option 1 of Options for payments in lieu noted. We
note that Option 2 is not supported.

The Department recognises, with regards to Option 2, the target of Noted. The Council is seeking to maximise the delivery of
50% affordable housing on public sector land subject to
affordable homes on the KCOA. This will be dependent on viability.
consideration of viability. As has been acknowledged in the KCOA
SPD, the expected costs for infrastructure works required to
unlock development of the site are substantial. Proposals for
redevelopment should seek to maximise the opportunity for the
delivery of affordable housing, whilst ensuring that the
development remains viable and deliverable. The KCOA (at p.5.2)
recognises that, on public sector land, the 50% affordable housing
target may be difficult to achieve taking account of the high
decontamination and infrastructure costs. The KCOA SPD (LWV1)
acknowledges that affordable housing levels and tenure
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requirements within the Opportunity Area will be subject to
viability and the availability of funding, which the Department
supports. This should be specifically recognised within the Local
Plan policy in the context of the Opportunity Area.
Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

No selling off of Council homes into the private sector.
We need a proper study of long-term empty, second homes and
short-term lets: a rough estimate is 14,000 homes not
permanently occupied. We must enforce regulations and lobby
government to stamp this out.

Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
accommodation from changes of use to short term lets. The issue of
short-term lets is one that is controlled nationally. Planning
permission is required to let properties for more than 90 days in a
year. The number of residential units lost to short term lets and the
number of enforcement cases relating to the unauthorised changes
of use to short term lets are monitored annually in the AMR.

Turley (Laurence Options for when community housing is triggered
Support to Option 3 of Options for when community housing is
Brooker)
Our Client does not support Option 2 which considers lowering the triggered noted. We note that Option 2 is not supported.
trigger to 500sqm, and taking a payment in lieu. The Council would
need to make an exceptional case to lower this trigger so far below
national policy.
Instead, we support Option 3 to raise the trigger to major
development as per national policy, based on a ‘net additional’
approach – i.e. seek affordable housing when either 10 or more
new homes are delivered on a site, or where over 1000 sqm (GIA)
of new residential floor space is created. Whilst the contributions
collected through smaller schemes is noted, it is considered that it
is in the borough’s interest to simplify and incentivise the planning
process for smaller scale housing delivery in order to significantly
increase housing delivery, while providing more viable schemes to
underpin the delivery of affordable homes.
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Increased housing delivery is also considered to both directly and
indirectly increase affordable housing provision. The approach to
requiring only major development to deliver affordable housing,
also would allow for affordable housing to be delivered in greater
numbers and greater scale on individual schemes, thereby helping
affordable housing development to be better managed by a single
Registered Provider, rather than a scattered portfolio, and
therefore achieve genuinely affordable housing through the
location of a larger number of units on the same site to benefit
from economies of scale.
Options for percentage of community housing
Both these options are considered to be sound and compliant with Support to both options of Options for percentage of community
Policy H5 of the London Plan. The Fast Track option has been
housing noted.
introduced as a way to simplify the planning system and increase
housing delivery, whilst also maintaining good levels of affordable
housing and therefore is supported by our Client. We support
RBKC in adopting this approach, in accordance with the London
Plan.
Options for which community housing products to secure
It is important that community housing tenure requirements
should reflect the circumstances of individual sites, and have
flexibility within policy to allow this. As such it is suggested that
while Option 1 is supported in principle as a strategic aim, that on
a site by site basis, a split of 40% social rented, 30% intermediate,
and 30% to be determined on a case by case basis (with
appropriate parameters in place) should be considered.

Community housing tenure requirements should reflect the
circumstances of individual sites
We note the support for Option 1 of Options for which community
housing products to secure as a strategic aim – which some
flexibility.
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The ability for land swaps and a portfolio approach to affordable
housing delivery should also be considered, whereby an affordable
housing requirement from one site could be met elsewhere in the
borough should prescribed criteria be met.
Options for payments in lieu
Option 2 is supported should the borough pursue an affordable
housing policy where small sites would have an affordable housing
policy requirement.
Support for Option 2 of Options for payments in lieu noted.

Q.7.6. Do you have any other options to suggest?
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The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

We support the aspiration to create affordable, intergenerational Noted. The housing tenure mix will be based on both the latest
and accessible housing. RBKC wide there is a shortage of genuinely evidence of need and viability. We are currently working on the
affordable family units and affordable and accessible units for
evidence of need in a new LHNA.
older residents. The bulk of the newly built homes in the next
decade will come from the 3 big development sites including Earl’s
Court. We need to create intergenerational communities with an
integrated range of housing options with sizes reflecting the needs
of families. In Earl’s Court we have a dominance of bedsits and 1bedroom flats. This imbalance needs to be corrected with the new
homes in the ECDC site.
Support 25% FIRST HOMES of the 35% Affordable.
50% of these to be for Key Workers.
This assumes RBKC keeps to the policy that 70% of the 35%
Affordable provision should be Social Rentals (ie 25% of total
housing in keeping with existing levels borough-wide)

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The 35% rule is largely vitiated by the ease with which developers Noted. Guidance on how viability appraisal is undertaken is set at
can claim that it is not economically viable in particular cases. The national level.
economic viability criteria should be reviewed. The starting point
should be not what the developer actually paid for the site, but the
site’s value with the 35% requirement built in.

Gerald Eve (Neil
Henderson)

Options for when Community Housing is Triggered
Cadogan recognises the importance of affordable housing.
However the policy needs to be balanced to incentivise developers
and landowners to invest. The current policy requires affordable
housing to be delivered on the gross floorspace of a residential
scheme rather than its net uplift of residential floorspace. In effect
this means that, in circumstances where there is 400 sqm of
existing residential floorspace but the opportunity to provide 650

Noted. This is being tested in a new viability study.
The Council seeks to maximise the delivery of affordable housing. A
viability assessment has considered the provision of affordable
housing, and does confirm that a gross, rather than net figure is
appropriate. However, the Council does recognise that it is only
appropriate to require a “maximum reasonable amount” for
affordable housing. This will consider viability.
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sqm through redevelopment exists, under the current policy, a
developer would be required to provide nearly all the uplift of
residential floorspace for affordable housing. This approach
provides no incentive for landowners or developers to either
invest in replenishing existing stock or to take opportunities to
make more efficient use of sites. This, in turn, discourages the
development of residential rather than securing opportunities for
affordable housing. It is considered that any revision to the
affordable housing policy going forward needs to be based on the
net uplift of residential floorspace and not the gross floorspace.
The Estate would support Option 1 on the basis the policy
acknowledges this should apply to the net uplift of floorspace only.
Options for Payment in Lieu
In the event the net uplift of floorspace is not taken as the basis for
calculating affordable housing, the Estate would support Option 2
in respect of payments in lieu based on a specified formula. This
Support for Option 1 of Options for when community housing is
would at least provide a clearer and simpler method allowing
triggered noted.
development (and housing delivery) to progress more quickly in
the Borough.
Support for Option 2 of Options for payments in lieu noted.
RBKC Earl's Court Support 25% FIRST HOMES of the 35% Affordable = 10% of total
Ward (Malcolm
SPALDING)
50% of these to be for Key Workers.
This assumes RBKC keeps to the policy that 70% of the 35%
Affordable provision should be Social Rentals (ie 25% of total
housing in keeping with existing levels borough-wide)

Noted. The housing tenure mix will be based on both the latest
evidence of need and viability. We are currently working on the
evidence of need in a new LHNA.
This is what Option 1 is proposing.
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RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

The Earl’s Court site should offer First Homes or shared ownership
tenures—it should not be exclusively rental. The mix of types of
rent in the 35% should also more accurately reflect the housing
needs of future residents.

Noted. The housing tenure mix including the proportion of rental
and home ownership units is to be based on both the latest
evidence of housing need and viability. Interim versions of both
documents were available as part of this consultation.

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

As above, the portfolio approach to affordable housing provision Noted. The Community Housing SPD clearly set out the Council’s
on public land must be taken into account and we also consider
approach for Opportunity Areas. It is likely that a Viability Tested
that a site-specific approach to affordable housing should be taken Route will be applicable for any planning applications.
in the Opportunity Areas which takes account of infrastructure
constraints and costs and other abnormal costs.

Earl's Court Area The Council should ensure that all developers produce child
Action Group
density studies to be scrutinised by the Planning Committee and
(Bella Hardwick) these should be made available for residents too. We also suggest
that residents can access a full and comprehensive analysis of all of
the Council's waiting lists for housing so we can see what
proportion there is of e.g families and their size; elderly residents
etc. This would assist residents in assessing how well the Council is
doing in approving developments which reduce the waiting lists.
The Council should consider and assess having temporary housing
on the Earls Court Masterplan site before works start given the
current housing crisis.

Noted. Information needed to determine planning application is
required proportionately from all developments. The Interim LHNA
published alongside the Issues and Options document sets out the
evidence of need.

ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Other. Viability appraisals generally produce results favourable to
developers because of high land values and high specification
levels (costs). Revisit viability appraisal methodology.

Noted. The Viability appraisal methodology includes standards costs
using BCIS. It is based on national guidance.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I am not qualified to suggest further options.

Noted.
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David Lloyd-Davis 106 Agreements in the past have allowed free reign to developers Noted. On-site provision is the Borough’s normal requirement for
to avoid or export affordable housing in their developments.
how affordable housing will be provided. The existing Local Plan
(Policy CH2) requires affordable housing on-site on qualifying
developments.
Only in the exceptional circumstances where neither an on-site or
off-site contribution is possible, a payment in lieu may be justified.
Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

Earls Court provides a significant opportunity to deliver on the
The nature of affordable housing on the Earl’s Court site will be
housing targets (including on affordable homes) whilst relieving
considered in detail by the Growth and Delivery team, that this in
development pressure on more sensitive and constrained parts of this more general document.
the Borough which not only have limited development potential,
but also are unable to yield many affordable homes. As evidenced
in the January 2021 MHCLG Housing Delivery Test where the
results showed the Council delivering only 49% of the Borough’s
housing target over the past 3 years.
There is an opportunity for emerging proposals at Earls Court to
overcome shortcomings associated with the extant permissions so
that development can be phased easily without such significant
upfront infrastructure costs, such as decking over the site. There is
also an opportunity to provide a more meaningful proportion of
affordable housing and to create a more diverse range of uses.
However, there are significant constraints to overcome.
The Council’s Planning Contributions Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) (September 2019) acknowledges in section 5 that
development in Opportunity Areas by its nature is complex to
bring forward and requires significant investment in infrastructure.
The Mayor, through his Affordable Housing and Viability
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) (August 2017),
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encourages boroughs to take a more localised approach to
planning contributions including affordable housing in Opportunity
Areas. Any approach should also take into account the agreement
to a portfolio approach for delivering affordable housing between
the Mayor of London and Transport for London (TfL), one of the
landowners and part of ECDC.
This is also acknowledged in the Borough’s recently adopted
Community Housing SPD (June 2020), where it recognises that due
to the scale and complexity of the RBKC Opportunity Areas it is
likely that a Viability Tested Route will be applicable for any
planning application(s).
ECDC has undertaken preliminary capacity testing of the Earls
Court site, which indicates that a greater development capacity at
Earls Court would better support a more meaningful contribution
towards the Council’s 35% affordable housing target. To help
optimise the provision of affordable housing at Earls Court the
emerging policy relevant to the site will need to:
§ allow sufficient development scale / capacity to fund the
required infrastructure and targeted level of affordable homes;
§ recognise the flexibility needed to achieve savings in
infrastructure costs;
§ contemplate a broader land use mix to add value; and
§ be prepared to consider flexibility to provide a wide range of
affordable housing products and tenure mix to enable the delivery
of affordable housing to be maximised.
Therefore, ECDC considers that emerging policy should support a

Council response
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site-specific approach to affordable housing delivery in
Opportunity Areas, such as Earls Court, as supported by the
Borough’s adopted Planning Contributions and Community
Housing SPD’s.
Following this approach would ensure that the substantial housing
and economic benefits of the regeneration of Earls Court can be
realised.
Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

We must stop making exceptions for small developments that
insist providing social rented or ‘affordable’ homes are non-viable.
Calculations are often disingenuous = dishonest. We must mobilise
every single new development to provide as much social rented
homes as possible.
Heavy discounts to encourage part ownership are not good policy,
either for those on mid to low incomes struggling with service
charges and full repair bills, or for those underwriting these
schemes. Homes for long-term secure rent which is affordable
makes more sense. Landlords must be registered so there is
accountability, particularly in relation to the Homes Fit for Human
Habitation Act. The First Homes scheme is poorly conceived.

Noted.
The council recognises the importance of providing truly affordable
homes, and places a greater emphasis on the delivery of homes for
social rent rather than intermediate products. However, we must
have regard to the policies within the London Plan and the NPPF,
with regard thresholds for the provision of affordable homes, the
nature of the homes we can seek and the impact on the viability of
development of these homes.

Issue 4: Housing for older people
Q.7.7. Which of these options do you support?
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The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Support for all options noted.
Option 1
Adopt higher accessibility standards (current approach).
Our housing needs evidence identified that 12% of the Borough’s
population has some form of limiting long-term health problem or
disability. Accessible/adaptable homes enable people to live
independently in their own homes for longer.
New developments will continue to help address local needs for
accessible homes.
Option 2
Support the provision of older people’s housing – extra care,
sheltered housing and care homes in order to meet local needs.
This is our existing policy and given the projected increase in
elderly population, as identified in the Interim LHNA, it is
important to support all types of accommodation.
Suitable accommodation for the elderly will continue to be
supported.
Option 3
Require the provision of affordable extra care from extra care
schemes.
Evidence in the Interim LHNA shows that there is a need of 132
social rented extra care units by 2040.
New developments will help meet local needs.
Option 4
Require the provision of community housing in extra care schemes
with flexibility for whether this is affordable extra care or not.
The Interim LHNA sets out a need for 1,018 community homes per
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annum. Our interim viability study shows that extra care schemes
can support community housing.
New developments will help meet local needs but have the
flexibility to provide this as extra care or general affordable.
Option 5
Provide clarity that community housing will not be sought from
care home accommodation.
The criteria for care home accommodation is set out in the London
Plan. Such accommodation is for people who require nursing or
personal care, it is not self-contained and there are no occupancy
or tenancy agreements.
Development of care homes will be supported with no additional
financial burden on such development.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

We support all three options, particularly option 3. The example of Support for Options 1, 2 and 3 noted. The current site allocation for
Thamesbrook, where the Council sold off a publicly owned care
the site at Lots Road includes 65 extra care housing units and this is
home for profit without making any arrangements to replace the proposed to remain in any future site allocation.
units of accommodation involved, should never be repeated. As
long ago as 2016 the promise was made publicly by the Council to
build 55 affordable extra care homes for the elderly on the Pound
site, having earlier sold Thamesbrook for £75 million.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We support greater emphasis on providing more affordable older
persons housing including with extra housing.
Option 1: We support a higher proportion of older persons housing
being built to a higher standard of accessibility.
Option2: We support a stronger emphasis on housing provision for
older persons, but with more emphasis on incorporating
affordable units.

Support for Option 1, 2 and 3 noted. We note that you prefer
Option 3 over 4.
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Option 3: We support the provsion of affordable extra care
housing.
Option 4: We prefer option 3, as the main shortage in the extra
care housing sector in this Borough is for affordable extra care
hosuing.
Ladbroke
Option 1: we support higher accessibility standards so as to make Support for Option 1, 2, 3 and 5 noted. The Council is aware of the
Association
it easier for elderly people to live at home.
difficulties associated with the provision of very “high end”
(Sophia Lambert) Option 2: We support the provision of older people’s housing –
sheltered housing.
extra-care, sheltered housing and care homes. However, we want
to avoid the situation where developers build what are effectively
luxury flats under the guise of providing sheltered housing.
Option 3: We agree with the provision of affordable extra-care
housing schemes.
Option 4: No comment
Option 5: We agree that care home accommodation should be
limited to people who require nursing or personal care, and should
not be not self-contained or involve occupancy or tenancy
agreements. Again, we need to avoid flats masquerading as care
homes.
Lots Village,
Chelsea
Association of
Residents and
Businesses
(Rosemary
Baker)

We support Options 1-3 regarding Housing for the Elderly.

Support for Options 1-3 noted.
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Kerry Davis-Head HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE
This should be prioritised. The borough has very little suitable
housing for older or disabled residents, meaning there is an exodus
at some point during residents lives. One could say that the new
apartments oﬀer level living, lifts etc, but they are out of reach
financially to the vast majority of homeowners. There is also a
wonton lack of care facilities, convalescent homes, care homes,
post operative homes. Yet a perfectly good care facility was sold,
to be replaced by a vastly expensive development for older people,
but nothing has yet replaced it years later.
Meanwhile rehabilitation services have not recruited new
personnel for years so post hospital care is stretched.

Council response
Noted. The current site allocation for the site at Lots Road includes
extra care housing and this is proposed to remain in any future site
allocation.
The Council is aware of the needs for homes for older people. This
is quantified in the 20121 SHMA.

Any new housing in Lots Village should be suitable for older
residents so that they can stay in borough when the time comes,
be near their local friends and neighbours, the same goes for
anyone newly disabled, they should not have to be wrenched from
the area in order to buy a suitable home. The borough is fast
becoming somewhere that is sustainable for the young and fit
only.
Grove and
Option 5
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for Option 5 noted.

RBKC Earl's Court SUPPORT ALL OPTIONS
Support for all options noted.
Ward (Malcolm Option 1
SPALDING)
Adopt higher accessibility standards (current approach).
Our housing needs evidence identified that 12% of the Borough’s
population has some form of limiting long-term health problem or
disability. Accessible/adaptable homes enable people to live

Respondent
Name

Comments
independently in their own homes for longer.
New developments will continue to help address local needs for
accessible homes.
Option 2
Support the provision of older people’s housing – extra care,
sheltered housing and care homes in order to meet local needs.
This is our existing policy and given the projected increase in
elderly population, as identified in the Interim LHNA, it is
important to support all types of accommodation.
Suitable accommodation for the elderly will continue to be
supported.
Option 3
Require the provision of affordable extra care from extra care
schemes.
Evidence in the Interim LHNA shows that there is a need of 132
social rented extra care units by 2040.
New developments will help meet local needs.
Option 4
Require the provision of community housing in extra care schemes
with flexibility for whether this is affordable extra care or not.
The Interim LHNA sets out a need for 1,018 community homes per
annum. Our interim viability study shows that extra care schemes
can support community housing.
New developments will help meet local needs but have the
flexibility to provide this as extra care or general affordable.
Option 5
Provide clarity that community housing will not be sought from
care home accommodation.
The criteria for care home accommodation is set out in the London
Plan. Such accommodation is for people who require nursing or

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

personal care, it is not self-contained and there are no occupancy
or tenancy agreements.
Development of care homes will be supported with no additional
financial burden on such development.
Linda Wade

Option 1:

Support for all options noted.

• Agree
Option 2:
• Agree
Option 3:
• Agree
Option 4:
• Option 3
Option 5:
• Agree
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Options 2,4,5

Kensington
Option 1:We support a higher proportion of older persons’ housing
Society (Amanda should be built to a higher standard of accessibility. We see
Frame)
affordability and access to open space as the two top priorities.
Option 2:We support a stronger emphasis on housing provision for
older persons, but with a much stronger emphasis on
incorporating affordable units, avoiding exclusive housing for high
net-worth individuals which needs to draw on a wider housing
market area and produces little or no “trickle down” effect
through the release of local housing.

Support for Options 2, 4 and 5 noted.

Support for Options 1, 2, 3 and 5 noted. We note that Option 4 is
not supported.
The Council requires older persons housing to be built to higher
standards of accessibility.
The Council recognises the issue of extremely high end housing for
elderly residents. Whilst this may serve a need it is a very different
market for conventional, or affordable, elderly persons housing.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 3: We support the provision of affordable extra-care
housing from extra-care housing schemes- this is absolutely
essential – it must be designed in, not as a reluctantly acceded
afterthought.
Option 4: We prefer option 3, as the main shortage in the extracare housing sector is for affordable extra-care housing.
Option 5: We agree that care homes (C2 use class) should not have
to provide community housing.
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Housing Older People. Prefer Options 1 and 3. We prefer to avoid
exclusive housing for high net-worth individuals.

Support for Options 1 and 3 noted.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

This is too complex to respond to the options offered.

Noted

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support each of these options but do not have sufficient
knowledge to express a preference.

Support for all options noted.

Alex Mackay

Option 2 All types of housing for older people should be supported Support for Option 2 noted.
across the whole range of provision.

DP9 on behalf of Wellcome Trust suggest that Option 3 should reflect development Noted. Viability is a key determinant of all forms of affordable
WELCOME
viability as to whether the provision of affordable extra care is
accommodation.
TRUST (Zoe
provided within a new development.
Smythe)

Q.7.8. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Offer support and guidance for downsizing by owner-occupiers, or Noted. This is beyond of the remit of the NLPR. The Council has an
splitting, so cash can be released for care, whilst also creating new Under-occupation Scheme in place which provides incentives and
housing units for first-time buyers (who may be key workers, or
help to households who want to downsize.
live-next-door carers)
RBKC can be a front runner in creating housing options for an aging
population. Attitudes toward aging have changed and people well
into retirement age are staying active and want to remain active
members of their communities. A large portion of our housing
stock was built in the 1800s and is in converted period buildings.
These are not fit for purpose for the elderly with mobility issues.
On the Earl’s Court strategic site every effort must be made to
design and build purpose-built accommodation adaptable to the
changing needs of our aging residents. This would reduce the
burden on Adult Social Care and improve the quality of life of
residents. Planning guidelines should require the creation of units
for site wardens to coordinate and supervise housing for the
elderly.
At the same time great care should be taken to avoid planning
regulations that encourage the creation of units that are in
practice designed as short-term holiday lets which eat away at
communities and gobble up scarce housing.

Council response

The Council has committed to meet the ‘optional’ Part M Building
Regulations 2015 and in line with the London Plan requires that
ninety percent of new housing should meet Building Regulation
requirement M4 (2) ‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’ and ten
per cent of new housing should meet Building Regulation
requirement M4 (3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’. Option 2 proposes
to retain this approach.

Local Plan 2019 Policy CF9 protects all permanent residential
accommodation from changes of use to short term lets.

RBKC Earl's Court Offer support and guidance for downsizing by owner-occupiers, or Noted. This is beyond of the remit of the NLPR. The Council has an
Ward (Malcolm splitting, so cash can be released for care, whilst also creating new Under-occupation Scheme in place which provides incentives and
SPALDING)
housing units for first-time buyers (who may be key workers, or
help to households who want to downsize.
live-next-door carers)
Linda Wade

In a borough with an aging population, and three development
areas, the borough should have a policy embedded in these

Noted.

Respondent
Name

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Comments

Council response

development areas to delivery purpose-built accommodation at
the heart of the new communities. Accommodation that can
change with the changing care needs of the individual. These
should be at social and affordable intermediate rents, as much of
the accommodation available for this sector in the borough is old,
converted and not suitable for today’s older resident and does not
promote physical and mental health and wellbeing.
There needs to be a discussion about the role that Sheltered
accommodation plays and what status the warden plays in
promoting health and well-being, reduction of isolation, earlier
identification and community building.
There is a need for extra-care housing.
The importance of the provision of affordable aspirational homes
for older people so that they can continue to be active within the
community, reduce costs across the ASC and Social Care silos, as
well as releasing homes to other families.
The market within the borough at present for this age group is
targeted at the wealthy, many of whom are not borough residents
and therefore has created a new market rather than serving the
existing one.
Thamesmead was an extra-care home for borough residents and is
now a luxury facility, which is out of the reach of even some of the
wealthier Kensington and Chelsea resident.

Our policies need to be based on robust evidence. We are currently
working on the evidence of housing needs in the LHNA which will
look at specialist older persons. We do recognise that there is a
considerable need.

Offer support and guidance for downsizing by owner-occupiers, or Noted. This is beyond of the remit of the NLPR. The Council has an
splitting, so cash can be released for care, whilst also creating new Under-occupation Scheme in place which provides incentives and
housing units for first-time buyers (who may be key workers, or
help to households who want to downsize.
live-next-door carers).

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Kensington
Care homes need to be redefined so that the definition cannot be Noted. A care home will have a significant element of care, a
Society (Amanda used to disguise what are effectively luxury flats.
“luxury flat” will not. The Council are aware of the distinction.
Frame)
Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I note that it is intended to provide care homes on "The Site at Lots Support for providing care homes on Lots Road noted.
Road " CA7 ,
(55 or 65 ) and this has been consistently supported by the local
community.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

The Council has disposed of ALL its residential care homes so our Noted. We recognise the need to provide more homes for older
elders are forced out of the borough. Sheltered housing is also
people at various affordability levels.
being reduced and squeezed out, despite being very popular. We
must reverse this devastating trend, as it breaks up families and
prevents everyday care visits from friends and family, increasing
dependency on care services and affecting mental health. Homes
for our elders at all levels of support should be provided within our
communities so that everyday care is convenient and there is
better co-dependency. Not all older people will end their days in a
wheelchair! The emphasis on Lifetime Homes is excessive and
detrimental – and post-Grenfell, many older people, eg in
Wornington Green, refuse a ‘Lifetime Home’ above ground or first
floor. Outside space, in the form of a large private balcony, where
residents can sit out and grow plants, is a huge boon for mental
health; not a few square metres but a decent social space. No
more people warehousing! If you want to know how NOT to do it,
check out Victoria House in Acton Lane where many of our elders
were sent from Thamesbrook - in a Park Royal industrial estate,
looks like an office block with a concrete garden.
If we genuinely care we must show it with new policies to keep our
elders close to home, with a variety of homes to suit different
needs.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

No more ‘caviar care’ homes such as on the former Thamesbrook
site.
Hammersmith
and Fulham
Council (David
Woodward)

Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
We welcome acknowledgement of the need for further work on
establishing and meeting the needs of the Gypsy and Traveller
community across our boroughs (para 7.28) in lieu of a London
wide Gypsy and Traveller needs assessment. The Council welcomes
further discussion to address this issue.
Given the potentially difficult and controversial decisions facing
Kensington and Chelsea Council in formulating policy for specific
development sites, meaningful engagement will be critical going
forward. We look forward to continued dialogue and co-operation
with yourselves over the coming months, and request the
opportunity for meaningful engagement on specific development
proposals prior to publication of the Local Plan.

Comment noted. RBKC has initiated discussions with LBHF to
update the Joint Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs
Assessment and welcome an ongoing dialogue on assessing and
meeting needs.

Issue 5: Other housing products
Q.7.9. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

Option 1
Support for Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Options 1 and 2
Support BtR schemes based on the interim findings of the LHNA. noted.
However, large scale BtR schemes will not be supported on our
Opportunity Area sites.
Our interim LHNA shows that BtR properties generally have higher
rents. Therefore, while they may serve a need, they will for
example be unaffordable to key workers. Given the need for
Opportunity Area sites to contribute to meeting the Borough’s
housing needs these sites should provide a variety of products.
Option 2
Require a range of community housing products from BtR
schemes. These are likely to be 35% discounted market rent of
which 70% should be at London Affordable Rent and remaining
30% at London Living Rent at Notting Dale ward levels.
The initial LHNA findings show that even the best paid key worker
households would be unable to afford even the smallest BTR
property without spending more than 40% of their income.
Therefore, such schemes must also provide community housing
products. This is supported by the Interim Viability Study.
BtR schemes would also be required to provide much needed
community homes.
Other forms of housing
Option 1
Co-living accommodation – could be supported if further work
shows there is a need/demand for them in the Borough. These can
provide community homes at 20%-30% in some parts of the
Borough as per Interim Viability Study. Appropriate rents will need

Respondent
Name

Comments
to be established for the community housing element as these are
not self-contained.
The Interim LHNA shows that the lowest co-living rents may be
affordable to the best paid keyworkers such as nurses and
teachers. However, given the limited number of sites in the
Borough and the overwhelming need for general and community
housing, this is not a product that will be implicitly supported.
Where provided we will seek community homes as stated.
Limited support for co-living accommodation but further evidence
is needed on this aspect.
Option 2
Continue to support self-build in the Borough
This is our current policy but due to the densely built-up nature of
the Borough, it is not realistic to provide serviced plots for selfbuild proactively.
Option 3
Hostels and other accommodation for vulnerable accommodation
will continue to be supported.
The Council has commissioned some new residential units to meet
the needs of vulnerable groups, evidence in the Interim LHNA
suggest that the number of rough sleepers has increased in recent
years and is projected to continue increasing. A lack of available
stock for women and families facing domestic abuse was also
identified.
This will continue to support accommodation for vulnerable
groups.
Options for Student Accommodation
Option 1
Allow student accommodation to change to other types of shared
living accommodation such as HMOs.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments
The interim LHNA is not showing a need for more student housing
in the Borough.
We need to recognise that if a higher education institution has
surplus student accommodation in the Borough, it could be
usefully changed to other forms of non-self-contained
accommodation.
Continue to provide same/similar number of non-self-contained
accommodation.
Option 2
Allow student accommodation to change to self-contained homes,
where it is demonstrated it is surplus to requirement of the higher
education institution.
The Borough has a need for more homes. However, the existing
student accommodation will be counted as a loss.
Will help meet general housing need but could end up losing some
numbers of housing stock.
Option 3
Support proposals for new student housing only where they do not
compromise the provision of general housing and create mixed
and balanced communities.
The first part is our existing policy which recognises that student
housing can be dispersed to accessible locations around London. It
is also important to stress that where built student housing should
create mixed and balanced communities.
Prioritising general market housing for which there is greater need.
35 The definition of affordable student accommodation is a PBSA
bedroom that is provided at a rental cost for the academic year
equal to or below 55 per cent of the maximum income that a new
full-time student studying in London and living away from home

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments
could receive from the Government’s maintenance loan for living
costs for that academic year. (London Plan 2021, paragraph 4.15.8)
Option 4
Support proposals for new student housing only where linked with
a higher education institution located in the Borough.
This will enable new student accommodation to meet the needs of
local institutions.
Ensures it meets local needs.
Option 5
Require all bedrooms in purpose built student accommodation to
be affordable as defined in the London Plan35.
Ensure only affordable new student accommodation is built in the
Borough. (This will need further viability testing).
Would only allow new student housing where it is affordable.
Option 6
Require maximum level of bedrooms in purpose built student
accommodation to be affordable as per London Plan Policy H15.
Ensure maximum viable affordable new student accommodation is
built in the Borough.
Will seek to maximise affordable student housing from such
developments.
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Option 1
Gypsies and Travellers: Maintain the existing Local Plan Policy CH6
as it is.
Stable Way is the only Gypsy and Traveller site in the Borough with
an established community and there is limited scope for additional
sites to come forward. We need to ensure it is safeguarded for the
accommodation needs of the traveller community.
This will continue to safeguard the existing site.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2
Gypsies and Travellers: Amend policy to support the extension of
the existing Stable Way site to accommodate more pitches.
The Site Appraisal Study establishes that there is a possibility,
taking into account limitations, within and around the existing site
to provide some additional pitches.
Further work is needed to determine if extension of the site would
be feasible / deliverable.
Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

Most new homes in Chelsea are built to sell, rather than rent. We
hope that the council will encourage/oblige developers to offer
more for rent, In this cast we would support option 2.

Support for Option 2 of Options for Build to Rent noted.

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
Forum (Henry
Peterson)

We are seeing growth locally of the Build to Rent business model
where the developer is also the long-term landlord and manager,
in the Scrubs Lane and North Acton parts of the OPDC area. We
think that this model risks drawing in potential tenants at
seemingly acceptable initial rents, coupled with ‘extras’ of bars,
gyms and leisure facilities, with rents and service charges then
escalating to unaffordable levels within a few years.

Noted. Build to Rent is not supported.

Other forms of housing
Noted.
Option 1:The co-living model has seen reduced popularity during
the pandemic, with lockdowns preventing use of communal areas.
The company which launched the Collective (702 co-living units in
Old Oak Lane) has gone into administration.
We think there is scope for exploring multi-generational models of
co-living for those of the older generation looking for
opportunities to downsize.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2: The StQW Neighbourhood Plan suggested Latimer Road Noted.
as a potential housing site where small scale housing co-operatives
could bring forward self-build and custom-build projects on a
model scale. There was a time in the late 1970s when RBKC
actively promoted such schemes, providing 100% mortgages and
long leases, as a means of enabling younger professionals to find
housing in the Borough
Greg Hammond

Build to Rent: Is Option 2 viable? There is a market for BTR and we
should allow it. But we also need owner occupiers.
Other products: all niche markets, but what about owner
occupiers who are not mentioned in the paper?
Student Accommodation – I agree that we should allow it to be
converted if surplus; Option 2 is a bureaucratic objection, not a
real one.
Travellers - support Option1 to maintain the existing Stable Way
site.

Noted. Our Interim Local Plan Viability Assessment suggests that in
most parts of the Boroughs, Build to Rent schemes should be able
to viably provide 35% discounted market rent housing, let at rents
not exceeding London Affordable Rents and London Living Rents.
Noted. The housing tenure mix will be based on both the latest
evidence of need and viability. This includes the housing needs of
owner occupiers.
Support for Option 2 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.

Support for Option 1 of Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation noted.
Grove and
Other forms of housing Option 2
Support for Option 1 and 2 of Other forms of housing noted.
Company (Roger Other forms of housing Option 1
Grove)
Student Accommodation Option 1
Support for Option 1 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.
Travellers Accommodation not required in the Borough and should
be redeveloped.
The Council has a duty under the National Planning Policy for
Traveller Sites and the London Plan to assess gypsy and traveller
accommodation needs as their needs differ greatly from those who
live in traditional housing, and to make provision for this group of

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response
the Borough’s community. The Council cannot redevelop the
existing site for other uses.

Linda Wade

Options for build to rent
Option 1:
There is enormous concern that the Build-to-Rent model will
deliver the homes that the developer rather than the borough
needs. In the Earl’s Court Opportunity Area, which is now 42-acres,
of which 22-acres are within the borough, we need to meet our
housing targets and furthermore need to have the control over
them in the future. A development that size needs to deliver a
wide range of housing options and it has to be cross tenure, cross
rent scale, cross age groups, and sizes of families. On smaller sites
this might be easier to control and deliver without a negative
impact.
Option 2:
We need homes that build communities, and there must be a mix.
Too many studio flats will lead to a transient population, we need
a range of housing options.
Other forms of housing
Option 1:
Co-living is an interesting model but has not achieved the success
anticipated to date.
Option 2:
Self-build is an interesting concept but not a realistic prospect
within the borough.

Comment of Options for Build to Rent seems to suggest that Build
to Rent is not supported.
The current and future Local Plan policies are written to deliver
mixed and balanced communities. It is agreed that on a site of this
scale a range of housing products should be delivered to meet local
needs which will be identified in the LHNA.

We note that Options 1 and 2 of Other forms of housing is not
supported. Point on even distributions of hotels for vulnerable
people noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 3:
There needs to be an assessment of the locations of hostels for
vulnerable people and see whether they cannot be more evenly
distributed around the borough. High concentrations in one area
does not support the objective of helping this client group
transition into independent living.

Options for Student Accommodation:
Option 1:

Seem to support Option 1 and 2 with a clause that this should be on
a case-by-case basis.

On a case-by-case basis
Option 2:
On a case-by-case basis, student accommodation is a part of the
range of housing option that we should be providing and
protecting.
Option 3:
Option 4:
• Agree
Option 5:
• Agree
Option 6:
• Agree

Support for Option 4, 5 and 6 of Options for Student
Accommodation noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Gypsies and Travelers Accommodation
Option 1:
.
Option 2:

No comment to Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Options 1 and
2 noted.
RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Build to rent - Option 1
- Against option 2

Support for Option 1 of Options for Build to Rent noted. We note
that Option 2 is not supported.

Other forms of housing – option 2
- Concerns about option 3 and its impact on other residents

Support for Option 2 of Other forms of housing noted. We note the
concern on Option 3.

Student accommodation – option 2
Gypsy and traveller accommodation – option 1

Support for Option 2 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.
Support for Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Option 1 noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Kensington
Options for build to rent:
Society (Amanda Option 1: Build to rent housing may be acceptable outside
Frame)
Opportunity Areas within an agreed quantity, but not within them,
as OAs must produce a full contribution (35% +) of community
housing.
The Build to Rent business model, in bases where the developer is
also the long-term manager, carries risks and downsides. This
model is being widely used in the OPDC area by City & Docklands
and even Imperial College. Thousands of such units are being built
at North Acton and Scrubs Lane. Incoming renters can be lured by
initial rents, coupled with ‘extras’ of bars, gyms and leisure
facilities, only to find that rents and service charges escalate within
a few years.
Kensal Canalside looks likely to follow in terms of levels of Build to
Rent.
Option 2: Build to rent should produce the right amount, right size
mix and the right mix of community housing – recent schemes
seem to focus on small, studio or 1-bedroom units, with few if any
larger units. The appropriate housing size mix, as indicated by the
SHMA, should be for a mix of sizes. Too many but-to-rent
developments are increasing their number count by producing
almost exclusively studios flats. Other forms of housing
Option 1: The co-living option for single people should be fully
explored as other options for single people has greatly diminished,
especially due to losses of HMOs.
Nearby examples are the 700-unit Collective in Old Oak Lane and
proposals from HUB/Women’s Pioneer in Wood Lane. Living in a
small studio with communal work and
living spaces lost much is charm when the communal areas were
shut during lockdown, as was also the case for much student

Council response

Support for Options 1 and 2 of Options for Build to Rent noted.
Option 2 intends to provide a range of community housing products
and sizes from BtR schemes, informed by our evidence of housing
needs, the LHNA.

Support for co-living accommodation/Option 1 of Other forms of
housing noted. We note that Option 2 is not supported. Support for
Option 3 noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

housing.
Option 2: Given the shortage of sites, self-build is not a realistic
option.
The recent report from Richard Bacon MP (endorsed by the then
Secretary of State should be considered and the scope for RBKC
supporting small co-ownership bodies on small-scale infill schemes
or refurbishment of redundant floorspace. As per RBKC policy and
actions in the late 1970s, when the council provided 100%
mortgages with 99-year leases.
Option 3: We support continued protection for hostels and other
accommodation for vulnerable people.

Options for Student Accommodation:
Option 1: We would consider that allowing change of use from
student housing to other types of shared living.

Support for Option 1 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.
We note your objection to Option 2. Support to Option 4 and
Option 2: We totally object to this option, which would incentivise potential support to Options 5 and 6 noted.
the loss of student accommodation whilst involving loss of units.
We are concerned about the scale of losses of student
accommodation usually to market housing or short-let. The issue is
not whether it produces new housing but the scale of loss of the
existing student accommodation, for instance as in the case of
Heythrop College.
Option 3: Apart from the application for 253-259 Kensal Road
(2013), there have been no applications for new student housing.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Unlikely to be applications as market housing can outbid this type
of accommodation.
Option 4: This would be supported.
Option 5: This could be supported.
Option 6: This could be supported.
.
Gypsies and Travelers Accommodation
Option 1: This is the status quo, and we endorse it.
Option 2: Expansion should be dependent on the level of need.

Support for Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Option 1 noted.
The Council will continue to work with LBHF to establish Gypsy and
Traveller Accommodation Needs in advance of the London-wide
needs assessment being led by the Mayor. The Council will work
with LBHF to explore how this need could be met across both areas.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

First Homes
Noted. Noted. We will be following the practice note provided by
The government expects 25% of all affordable homes secured
the Mayor
through planning contributions to be First Homes (Paragraph: 013
Reference ID: 70-013-20210524). This is not an affordable housing
product recognised in the LP2021, but it is an intermediate
product, nonetheless.

Policy H6 of the LP2021 sets the requirement that 30% of
affordable housing should be delivered as low-cost rented homes
and 30% should be intermediate homes. The remaining 40% to be
determined by boroughs. Policy H6 does not preclude the
intermediate component of the required tenure split from being
First Homes. Guidance has been provided by the Mayor in the
form of a practice note3 and RBKC is advised to follow it. In
addition, RBKC is encouraged to consider the deliverability and
affordability of First Homes in the area, taking into account market
values, the discount needed to meet national and Mayoral criteria,
and local incomes.
TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

TfL CD looks to provide a range of affordable and market tenures Noted. We welcome this as the current and future Local Plan
and building typologies within its housing development
policies are written to deliver mixed and balanced communities.
programme which address a range of housing needs, relate to and
strengthen their neighbourhoods and which create places people
are proud and happy to live in. Large development opportunities
such as Earls Court provide the opportunity for a range of
affordable and market tenures and building typologies within one
site.
Options for Build to Rent

Respondent
Name

Comments

We support neither option. Neither option conforms to the
London Plan which encourages BtR (Policy H11) and requires [para
4.11.1]:
“Boroughs should take a positive approach to the Build to Rent
sector to enable it to better contribute to the delivery of new
homes. Build to Rent developments can make a positive
contribution to increasing housing supply and are beneficial in a
number of ways. They can:
• “attract investment into London’s housing market that otherwise
would not exist
• “accelerate delivery on individual sites as they are less prone to
‘absorption constraints’69 on build-out rates
• “deliver more readily across the housing market cycle as they are
less impacted by house price downturns
• “provide a more consistent and at-scale demand for off-site
manufacture
• “offer longer-term tenancies and more certainty over long-term
availability
• “ensure a commitment to, and investment in, place-making
through single ownership

Council response
We note that neither options of Options for Build to Rent are
supported.

Respondent
Name

Comments
• “provide better management standards and better quality
homes than much of the mainstream private rented sector.”
We can conceive of no policy justification for not supporting BtR
on Opportunity Area sites, as part of a range of housing tenures
and products. Indeed, the justification for this position (“why?”) is
contradictory as it says that “Given the need for Opportunity Area
sites to contribute to meeting the Borough’s housing needs these
sites should provide a variety of products”. BtR can surely be a
component of the “variety of products” on a large Opportunity
Area site.
In our view, in a Borough with a very strong rental sector
(generally dominated by non-purpose built and lower quality
homes) there is an important role for high quality BtR dwellings
that are let at the right rental levels to provide suitable, goodquality homes for longer term tenants who otherwise could not
afford other forms of home ownership in the Borough.
BtR is attractive and in high demand as an alternative to the
established rental sector because it provides a generally higher
standard of managed accommodation; a range of dwelling sizes at
different price points in the market; a choice of housing types and
sizes that enable flexibility to respond to lifecycle and lifestyle
changes; quality homes for people who want to share; and stability
and certainty for residents that is not readily available in the wider
private rental market. As such BtR should be encouraged in the
Borough, not least in Opportunity Areas where BtR can form part
of a wider multi-tenure development, be delivered at pace and

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

where the long term management of the homes enables
stewardship of the surrounding area.
The Option 2 requirement for such a high proportion of London
Affordable Rent does not recognise the economics of developing
and managing BtR and is also not in conformity with the London
Plan which enables the affordable housing offer to be entirely
Discounted Market Rent (delivered without grant). The viability
implications of Option 2 would need to be thoroughly tested.
In our view, such a negative approach to BtR would neither
conform with the London Plan nor the NPPF requirement for Plans
to be positively prepared (para 35).
ESSA (Barry
Munday)

Build to rent. Prefer option 2.
Self-build not realistic unless RBKC can provide some sites.
Student Housing. Prefer Option 4

Support for Option 2 of Options for Build to Rent noted.
We note that Option 2 of Other forms of housing is not supported.
Support for Option 4 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

This is too complex to respond to the options offered.

Noted.

Imperial College
London (Rory
Newman)

Build to rent – option 1 – support

Support for both options of Options for Build to Rent noted.

Build to rent – option 2 - support
Support for Option 1 of Other forms of housing noted. The Interim
Other forms – option 1 – Imperial would support the council’s
Viability Study does look into the viability of co-living
greater consideration as co-living as an additional and alternative accommodation.
of smaller scale housing which is affordable and increases housing
choice. Imperial often has visiting professors / staff from overseas, Support for Options 2 and 3 also noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments
and they require high quality, short term, easy access to housing,
which co-living provides. Co-living accommodation is also helpful
in transitional periods for new staff. Imperial assume the Interim
Viability Study will be undertaken by the council to support this.
Other forms – option 2 – support in line with national policy.
Other forms – option 3 – support.
The college support the provision of purpose-built student
accommodation, but to also acknowledge that the loss of student
accommodation should be acceptable where an education
institution can demonstrate a surplus to demand or no longer fit
for purpose. Policy should also recognise and allow for the change
of use of student accommodation where the change of use leads
to educational or wider public benefit to the Borough.

Student accommodation - Option 1 – Support policy but not in
isolation – particularly due to need to provide same number of
rooms.
Student accommodation - Option 2 – support as above.
Student accommodation - Option 3 – Concern regarding the
element ‘do not compromise the provisions of general housing’
general housing not to be prioritised if there is a need for student
accommodation.
Student accommodation - Option 4 – support as above.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Student accommodation - Option 5 – Imperial do not support. This
would be a major viability concern.
Student accommodation - Option 6 – Imperial is supportive of
affordable student accommodation and operates its
undergraduate halls of residence on a break-even basis. The
College does not support this policy suggestion without a viability
threshold as it has significant potential to reduce the supply of
student accommodation in the Borough; the 35% viability
threshold as outlined in the London Plan is considered to be
appropriate.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

On Options for Student Accommodation, support for Options 1, 2,
and 4 provided they are not in isolation noted. We note your
concern regarding Option 3. At this stage, the Interim LHNA is not
showing a need for more student housing in the Borough. We note
that Option 5 and 6 are not supported.

The consultation was over 10 weeks and was not extended.

David Lloyd-Davis Option for build to rent Option 2.
Student accommodation Opyion 4&5.

Support for Option 2 of Options for Build to Rent noted. Support for
Options 4 and 5 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning
Group (Mike
Priaulx)

All.

Support for all options noted.

Robert Dixon

I support each of these options but do not have sufficient
knowledge to express a preference.

Support for all options noted.

Alex Mackay

Option 1 The Plan must be flexible and acknowledge that the
housing market changes over time, so BtR should be supported.

Noted.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Option 2 should continue although it is hard to imagine many selfbuild homes coming forward.
Support for Option 2 of Other forms of housing noted.
Option 2 re Students. We have to recognise that some student
accommodation from 20-30 years ago is now unwanted and allow Support for Option 2 of Options for Student Accommodation noted.
appropriate re-development.
Quod on behalf
of Earls Court
Development
Company
(Steffan Rees)

ECDC supports the wide range of housing products proposed,
which will help to address a diverse range of housing needs in the
Borough. It is therefore important that any future / emerging Local
Plan policy is sufficiently flexible, particularly for large scale
regeneration sites and Opportunity Areas such as Earls Court
where a range of different housing products may come forward.

Policies have to be written on a Borough-wide basis using robust
and proportionate evidence. Site specific considerations are always
taken into account when determining planning applications. Our
current policies are sufficiently flexible for example we require bed
size mix in-line with the latest evidence rather than base it rigidly on
evidence at a point in time.

As part of this varied housing offer, ECDC supports the intention to We note that Option 1 of Options for Build to Rent is not supported.
expand opportunities for Build to Rent (BtR) in the Borough.
However, ECDC disagrees with the proposals in Option 1 to restrict
large scale BtR proposals from Opportunity Areas, as there is no
clear evidence provided to support this option.
ECDC considers that BtR proposals should be considered on their
own merits for how they contribute to the overall housing offer.
For sites such as Earls Court, BtR could be suitable as part of a
mixed-use masterplan development and would help provide a
range of housing products to help create mixed and inclusive
communities, as required by London Plan Policy GG4.
BtR provides several benefits in helping meet housing needs and
has been provided successfully in other Opportunity Areas, such as
the Olympic Legacy Opportunity Area in Stratford (East Village by
Get Living for which Delancey is a founding partner and is seen as a

We will consider your comments when drafting the policy.

Respondent
Name

Comments
market leader that has revolutionised BtR in the UK), where BtR
helps provide a diverse housing offer alongside more standards
forms of market housing and student housing. Not only do BtR
developments help meet housing need, but they are often of a
scale that means the benefits go way beyond the front doors of
the properties. BtR operators have a vested interest in the creation
of new and successful communities/neighbourhoods – investing in
public realm/open space; residential amenity; help curate
complementary uses at ground floor notwithstanding a highly
managed product. Key benefits of BtR include (but are not limited
to):
§ providing homes at different price points in the market;
§ a choice of housing types from one-bedroom accommodation to
family homes;
§ a long-term income stream for the public sector;
§ large scale developments delivered at pace;
§ stability and certainty for residents;
§ professional management;
§ social integration;
§ place-making and stewardship in the local area;
§ quality homes for people who want to share; and
§ acting as a catalyst for regeneration.
Therefore, ECDC disagrees with the proposed Option 1 on the
basis that there is no clear rationale or evidence to support
restrictions on BtR in Opportunity Areas, particularly given the
successful delivery of BtR as part of a mixed housing offer in other
Opportunity Areas, such as the Olympic Legacy Opportunity Area.
ECDC would welcome further discussion on the how BtR can
contribute to the Borough’s housing offer.

Council response

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Avison Young on
behalf of
Department for
Transport (Neil
Lawrence)

The Department does not support Option 1. The KCOA is expected
to deliver a variety of types of homes, and this should not preclude
large BtR schemes, where provided as part of an overall mix of
housing typologies. BtR could play an important role in supporting
the overall viability of development and provision of affordable
housing.
This should be recognised within the emerging Local Plan. The
Department supports Option 2 to provide a range of community
housing products and tenures subject to overall scheme viability,
as has been specifically recognised in the KCOA SPD. The Local Plan
should also take a flexible approach to tenure mix in the context of
the KCOA.

We note that Option 1 of Options for Build to Rent is not supported.
Support for Option 2 noted.

Frank Knight on
behalf of Frasco
Investment
Limited. (Becky
Anderson )

On last point on flexibility, policies have to be written on a Boroughwide basis using robust and proportionate evidence. Site specific
considerations are always taken into account when determining
planning applications. Our current policies are sufficiently flexible
for example we require bed size mix in-line with the latest evidence
rather than base it rigidly on evidence at a point in time.

Issue 5 – Other Housing Products
Q 7.9 Which of these options do you support? You can pick more
than one... & Q 7.10 Do you have any other options to suggest?
We consider that the “other housing products” contained within
Issue 5 should all be standalone policies within the next Draft Local We will consider your comments when drafting the policy. At
Plan. We consider that student accommodation should be given its present the Interim LHNA is not showing a need for more student
own dedicated policy so as to ensure that there is compliance with housing in the Borough.
the London Plan Policy H15, and also given the potential role and
importance of student accommodation in enabling RBKC to
meetings its housing needs targe tin full.
In terms of Options for Student Accommodation, we broadly

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

support either Option 3 or 4 of the NLPR.
Option 3 states “support proposals for new student housing only
where they do not compromise the provision of general housing
and create mixed and balanced communities”.

Support for Options 3 and 4 of Options for Student Accommodation
noted.

Option 3 is in accordance with the London Plan (2021) which states
that proposals for new student housing will be supported only
where they do not compromise the provision of general housing
and create mixed and balanced communities. We request that the
policy provides clarity as to what is meant by ‘mixed and balanced’ The confirmation that Option 3 is in accordance with the London
community, and provides further guidance on the circumstances Plan is noted. We will consider your comments when drafting the
where RBKC’s ability to provide general housing would be
policy.
considered ‘compromised’.

There are already many thousands of students living in the
Borough in the private rented sector and within student
accommodation, but students are only a small part of the
Borough’s population. Providing suitable accommodation for
students (either new students drawn to the area, or existing
students relocating to new accommodation) will likely impact
positively on the make up of the local community.
Option 4 states “support proposals for new student housing only
where linked with a higher education institution located in the
Borough”.
Whilst we broadly support the requirement for student

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

accommodation to be linked with a higher education institution
(“HEI”), given the proximity of HEI’s in other Boroughs and the
connectivity of these locations to RBKC, our client does not
consider it appropriate that an HEI from within the Borough should
necessarily be secured. The London Plan requires all Boroughs to
absorb a share of the need for student accommodation, and given
this, it is right that Boroughs work together to jointly
accommodate need arising from London’s higher education sector Suggestion to delete the requirement for an HEI to be within the
taken as a whole. For the policy to be in accordance with the
Borough will be taken into account.
London Plan, the requirement for an HEI to be within the Borough
should be deleted
Turley (Laurence Build to rent and co-living models are supported in principal as a
Brooker)
complementary housing offer and model for Central London, as
such Build to Rent option 1, and Other forms of housing Option 2
are supported.

Support for Build to Rent Option 1 and Other forms of housing
Option 2 noted.

Q.7.10. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

The EARL'S
COURT SOCIETY
(SPALDING)

A KEY WORKER HOUSING SPD to be produced including clear
definition of categories
Key worker housing to be safeguarded or increased
Where possible, a percentage of HMOs to be ringfenced for
student use only
Any grant of permission for HMO conversions should include
express and enforceable Conditions forbidding their use as short
term holiday lets, irrespective of the 90-day rule

Noted. The Council is committed to developing a Key Worker
Housing Policy as an intermediate housing offer which will guide
the tenure mix plans for future developments in the Borough.
It is beyond the remit of the planning system to specify who may
occupy an existing HMO.
The definition of a short term holiday let stands outside the
planning system. As such a LPA cannot use a condition to limit such
a use.

RBKC Earl's Court Key worker housing to be safeguarded or increased
Ward (Malcolm A KEY WORKER HOUSING SPD to be produced
SPALDING)
A percentage of HMOs to be ringfenced for student use only.

Noted. The Council is committed to developing a Key Worker
Housing Policy as an intermediate housing offer which will guide
the tenure mix plans for future developments in the Borough.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Support for Build to Rent Option 1 noted (no BtR schemes
supported on Opportunity Area sites).

Do not support Build to Rent on a large scale for Earl’s Court. The
site is large enough to offer a mix of market rent, affordable rent,
market sale, and affordable shared-ownership sale.
- Key worker housing to be safeguarded or increased
- A percentage of HMOs to be ringfenced for student use only

TfL (Brendan
Hodges)

We suggest an option which encourages BtR in conformity with
the London Plan.

David Lloyd-Davis There appears to be no provision for key worker housing.

Noted. BtR schemes will be supported where they serve a need and
based on the findings of the LHNA.
We will consider the specific needs of key workers in our evidence
base and when drafting policy.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Whatever is decided as policy now must be reviewed postNoted.
pandemic when we can see the longer-term effects of the current
change in habits – for some – of working from home and spending
more time in the immediate neighbourhood. While it seems
unlikely that working patterns will ever go back to ‘normal’ the
degree of pre-pandemic working habits, with a majority of
borough residents commuting outside the borough to work, and
tens of thousands coming into the borough to service our shops,
hotels, restaurants – and indeed to work at Kensington Town Hall
– will change.
In some parts of the capital co-living – with small private quarters
and shared working space onsite – became a real problem during
lockdown. We must be flexible.

Wardell
Armstrong LLP
for Tatton Group
(Rachel
Wilbraham )

Council response

Whilst there are elements within the suggested options which we Noted. As a Local Authority, we need to deliver the housing targets
support, we would suggest that the current approach is overly
set out in the London Plan.
restrictive in seeking to meet the significant housing need within
the Borough. We would again note that the emerging requirement
of 488dpa is largely based on the quantum of land available, rather
than accurately quantified need as identified within the
Standardised OAN.
To this end, we would suggest greater support for Build to Rent,
HMO’s, and alterations to existing housing stock in order to
address the highly significant unmet need within the authority.
This support should be applied equally throughout the Kensington
and Chelsea Borough, with acceptability of proposals determined
on a case-by-case basis and dependant on individual circumstance.
This approach is in accordance with the overall objectives of the
NPPF, notably Chapter 3: Plan Making, which requires that ‘plans
be prepared in a positive way’ (paragraph 16b).

Issue 6: Estate renewal policy
Q.7.11. Which of these options do you support?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Greg Hammond

Option 2 seems the most environmentally friendly, but I also
support Option 5 (co-design).

Support for Options 2 and 5 noted.

Grove and
Option 4
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for Option 4 noted.

RBKC Councillor
(Hamish
Adourian)

Support for Option 2 noted.

Option 2

Kensington
Option 1: Policy CH5 should be retained for non-LHA estates.
Society (Amanda Option 2: We support provided that for refurbishment the
Frame)
residents are re-housed within the borough and have her right to
return following the refurbishment.
Option 3: Any replacement must be within the Borough.
Option 4: We are opposed the demolition of existing housing
estates, both as affordable and as community housing.
Option 5: This should be decided by the estate residents.

Support for Option 1 noted
Residents re-housed within the Borough and right to return is
current policy CH5 which we are looking to retain.

Option 2 - Policy CH5 of the current Local Plan, Criteria b require a
guarantee that all existing tenants have an opportunity of a home
that meets their needs, with those wishing to stay in the
neighbourhood being able to do so.
Option 3 – Our current policies require on-site provision of housing.
For estate renewal provision has to be on-site. While an exception
to this policy will not be applicable to estate renewal schemes the
Community Housing SPD clarifies that (para 5.17) that in the
exception circumstances where this happens, any off-site provision
has to be in the Borough.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Comment on Option 4 – The Council made a commitment to end
estate regeneration on Council owned estates Noted. Option 2
would ensure retaining buildings over demolition.
Option 5 – support noted.

GLA (Hassan
Ahmed)

Estate renewal
RBKC should note the Mayors approach to estate redevelopment
which is set out clearly in Policy H8 of the LP2021. This Policy
makes it a requirement that all development proposals that
include the demolition and replacement of affordable housing are
required to follow the VTR to achieve the maximum reasonable
amount of affordable housing that can be provided.

The Council is aware of the Mayors approach to estate
redevelopment and our policies on estate renewal will reflect the
Local Plan. For example, Option 3 states that we will be looking not
just for the replacement of the existing homes but net additional
community homes.

Worlds End
Studios Ltd. (Ian
Wiesner)

I cannot comment on the options because I do not understand
what the statement in 7.29 "..........a commitment to end estate
regeneration on council owned estates" means.

Following the tragic fire at Grenfell Tower on 14 June 2017, the
Council decided to end the three new estate regeneration projects
which were being worked on in the borough at Silchester, BarlbyTreverton and Warwick Road estates.

375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

The consultation was over 10 weeks and was not extended.

David Lloyd-Davis Options 1,2,3,4&5

Support for all options noted.

Swifts Local
Network: Swifts
& Planning

Support for all options noted.

All.

Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Robert Dixon

I support each of these options but do not have sufficient
knowledge to express a preference.

Support for all options noted.

Alex Mackay

Current policy is supported. If an estate had to be redeveloped, for Support for Option 1 noted.
example a building had become structurally unsafe, then it is vital
residents are involved in any such redevelopment.
Comment seems to support Option 5 that redevelopment schemes
should involve the community.

Group (Mike
Priaulx)

Q.7.12. Do you have any other options to suggest?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Chelsea Society
(Paul Lever)

The Council has a policy of not requiring tenants to move to
smaller accommodation when their family circumstances change
and they do not need as many bedrooms s before. Perhaps this
policy should be reviewed.

Noted. This is the Under-occupation Scheme which provides
incentives and help to households who want to downsize. However,
this is a housing issues and beyond the remit of the NLPR.

Grove and
Demolition should be avoided as it goes against green Policies and Noted.
Company (Roger the need to cut carbon emissions.
Grove)
Through Option 2, we are proposing to favour retaining existing
buildings and improving them.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

The consultation was over 10 weeks and was not extended.

Labour Group of
Councillors
(Emma Dent
Coad)

Surely this commitment to permit redevelopment only when ‘net
additional community homes’ are provided should apply to
Wornington Green? At the time of the planning permission given
in 2010 it was said that the estate was 210 bedrooms short, and
that was given as a reason for development. Now we are told
there ‘may’ be fewer than 20 additional social rented homes. We
must apply the new role NOW.
It has become an established fact that much estate development
reprovides far fewer social rented homes than are demolished.
RBKC must be an exemplar Council in holding social landlords to
account.

Noted. We are updating this policy to reflect the London Plan 2021
and make it clear that we are not looking just for the replacement
of the existing homes but net additional community homes.

Q.7.13. Policy CH5. Is it fit for purpose?
Respondent
Name

Comments

Council response

Grove and
Policies CH5 is still fit for purpose and should be updated.
Company (Roger
Grove)

Support for retaining policy CH5 noted.

Kensington
CH1a: The London Plan target should be retained, only to be
Society (Amanda replaced when a revised London Plan target is formally adopted.
Frame)
CH2c/CH2e: We strongly support on-site provision of community
housing. except in exceptional circumstances.
CH3: The Local Plan should specify housing size mix and standards
based on the SHMA, although this needs to be reviewed to put
more emphasis on smaller units, reflecting the fact that the
existing stock already contains a high proportion of large units.
However, the size of units should be expressed in terms of
floorspace (GIA).
CH5: This policy may need tweaking/amending in the light of
community engagement.

Support for retaining Local Plan Policy CH1a, CH2c/e.

On CH3, The LHNA will provide an update to the SHMA and inform
the housing size mix and standards. The Interim LHNA was available
as part of this consultation.

Support for retaining most of policy CH5 with possible amendments
following community engagement noted.
375 Portobello
Road Residents'
Compact (Ms
Jones)

We have run out of time to address these aspects of the Local
Plan. More time would be appreciated.

The consultation was over 10 weeks and was not extended.

David Lloyd-Davis All housing policies should be reviewed as the effects of Brexit and Noted.
Covid are becoming apparent.

